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Abstract

Current power system is in the transition from traditional power grid to Smart Grid. A key advantage of Smart Grid is its integration of advanced communication technologies, which can provide real-time system-wide two-way information links. Since the communication system and power system are deeply coupled within the Smart Grid system, it makes Quality of Service (QoS) performance analysis much more complex than that in either system alone. In order to address this challenge, the effective rate theory is studied and extended in this thesis, where a new $H$ transform based framework is proposed. Various scenarios are investigated using the new proposed effective rate framework, including both independent and correlated fading channels. With the effective rate as a connection between the communication system and the power system, an analysis of the power grid observability under communication constraints is performed. Case studies show that the effective rate provides a cross layer analytical framework within the communication system, while its statistical characterisation of the communication delay has the potential to be applied as a general coupling point between the communication system and the power system, especially when real-time applications are considered.

Besides the theoretical QoS performance analysis within Smart Grid, a new Software Defined Smart Grid testbed is proposed in this thesis. This testbed provides a versatile evaluation and development environment for Smart Grid QoS performance studies. It exploits the Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) to emulate different power grid configurations and the Software Defined Radio (SDR) environment to implement the communication system. A data acquisition and actuator module is developed, which provides an emulation of various Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs). The implemented prototype demonstrates that the proposed testbed has the potential to evaluate real time Smart Grid applications such as real time voltage stability control.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Objectives and Solutions

In this thesis, the cross layer analysis framework for QoS provisioning in Smart Grid is firstly investigated, which is followed by an application of this analysis tool in the Smart Grid application performance improvement. Specifically, the focus is placed on the following four research objectives in this thesis.

- A cross layer QoS analysis method for Smart Grid

- A unified framework for effective capacity analysis

- Smart Grid application performance improvement considering both power system and communication system aspects

- A Software Defined Smart Grid Testbed

1.1.1 A Cross Layer QoS Analysis Method for Smart Grid

With the integration of advanced communication technologies, many potential real time and high data rate applications have been enabled in Smart Grid. This diver-
sity of applications provides a wider service choice for both customers and providers. But along with this benefit, it also brings a various requirement of QoS performance guarantee. In Smart Grid communication networks, the cyber network is deeply coupled with the physical components. Most application functions are built upon hardware, for example, the measurements from the sensors and meters, or the control command to be executed on the actuators. For active control and monitoring purpose, it demands strict time performances for such applications. On the other hand, Smart Grid has a wide coverage ranges, including power market, system operators, service provider, bulk generation, transmission, distribution and customer domains [3]. Numerous smart devices spines the support for the service infrastructure. In the meantime, this also brings the challenges of a huge volume of data and scarcity of frequency resources. All these challenges require a synthetic consideration of the QoS provisioning in the Smart Grid.

In most studies, only one or several QoS metrics are focused. From the aspect of communication networks, all the layers are designed to be as independent with each other as possible. This brings benefits as other modularized design does, but it also isolated the relations between the QoS metrics. Hence the research will focus on a specific layer when addressing a challenging problem. But in practice, some performances, such as delay, result from the combined effects from every layer. This makes the cross layer analysis method very attractive in QoS provisioning in Smart Grid. As more layers are considered in the cross layer model, the QoS metrics from different layers can provide a wider range of optimization for the performance improvement. However, the cross layer analysis is usually much complex compared to that of a single layer, since more influencing factors and parameters are involved.

In this thesis, the QoS provisioning in Smart Grid is addressed via cross layer analysis. The cross layer model named effective capacity is investigated and further developed. Using the effective capacity as an analysis tool, the Smart Grid application QoS performances are evaluated in case studies in Chapter 3.
1.1.2 A Unified Framework for Effective Capacity Analysis

The effective capacity theory is firstly proposed by Wu and Negi [4], which is the dual concept of the effective bandwidth used in wired communication analysis [5]. The theory is essentially a cross layer analysis model, which considers the network layer queueing features and physical layer channel fading effects. The model provides a statistical quantified relation between several QoS metrics, including delay bound, delay bound violation probability, data rate and channel fading effect. These parameters and factors are of great interest to a wide range of research areas, such as wireless communication networks and Smart Grid. However, only one or part of these parameters are considered in the existing studies, which is due to the complexity of the cross layer analysis within the communication system. The advent of effective capacity theory provides a way to simultaneously consider these parameters, which provide a versatile analysis basis for further QoS provisioning considerations. Hence it has attracted many research interests to further develop this theory in more practical scenarios, such as generalized fading channels [6,7] and various wireless networks [8, 9]. Most existing studies are built upon the integral framework proposed by Matthaiou in [10]. This framework is based on multiple antenna systems, which includes the single antenna system as special cases. But this framework is defined based on integral form, which requires further derivations for individual cases. Besides, this derivation procedure needs sophisticated mathematical techniques, which will be illustrated in Chapter 3.

In this thesis, a unified framework for the effective capacity analysis is proposed, which is based on MGF and $H$ transform representation. The $H$ transform can help to reduce the complexity of both computation and representation, which is compared to the traditional integral form. Besides, with the aid of $H$ function properties and features, the $H$ transform representation of the effective capacity has the potential to simplify the application procedure in individual scenarios as well as further derivations based on it. This will be detailed in Chapter 4.
1.1.3 Smart Grid Application Performance Improvement Considering both Power System and Communication System Aspects

Power system and communication system are deeply coupled within Smart Grid system. They both depend on the other, where communication system provides the information link between grid components and power system is the energy source for the communication system. A failure of either system can result in the catastrophic cascade of failure in the whole system [11]. Hence the performance of Smart Grid application should be evaluated and considered from both systems’ angle. In existing studies, only a few articles have considered the influences from both power system and communication system. Available mature models for the inter discipline research is mainly on the Demand Side Management application, which has spawned several algorithms where the electricity prices, profits and communication resources are optimized at the same time [12]. There are also studies focusing on other Smart Grid applications that are closely related to the similar services in traditional communication networks, such as video services [13]. These great studies enlightened the cross area research between power system and communication system and stressed the importance of involving Smart Grid application features into algorithm optimization. But these two models are confined to their own models or specific applications, where there is still a lack of much general model or analysis basis for other Smart Grid applications.

In this thesis, the Smart Grid application performance improvement problem is to be addressed by simultaneously considering both power system and communication influences. Due to the uncertainty of wireless communication channel fading effect, a statistical guarantee method is considered instead of deterministic method. This also provides a modelling method for the analysis of communication system influence on the power system performances, which will be detailed in Chapter 5.
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1.1.4 A Software Defined Smart Grid Testbed

Since Shannon proposed the analytical framework for information theory in [14], QoS performance related studies have become hot topics in communication area. Various QoS metrics have been well studied in existing literature, such as data rate, latency, reliability, security and redundancy. One important feature of Smart Grid is to integrate advanced communication technologies into the power grid, thus the power system poses many QoS requirements for the potential communication networks. Smart Grid is a system integrating both power system and communication system. Therefore the QoS performance experienced by individual Smart Grid applications is affected by both systems. This means that neither power system or communication system alone may not be sufficient to characterize the QoS performances within Smart Grid. Thus besides theoretical studies, it has attracted a lot of researchers to build a Smart Grid experiment environment for test and evaluation of new methods. Some testbeds are based on pure simulator environment, which provides good flexibility but constrained practicality, while others are based on hardware devices, which provides real world data but with high cost. There are also hybrid testbeds providing a trade-off between software and hardware testbeds, where software and hardware components are integrated and cooperated. In existing testbeds, the communication networks are mostly realized via Ethernet switches or simulators such as NS-3, where the wireless communication network is still under addressed.

In this thesis, a framework of Software Defined Smart Grid testbed is proposed, which exploits RTDS, MBED and USRP to create a highly flexible and scalable real time Smart Grid evaluation environment. The RTDS is exploited to simulate various power system scenarios, while the USRP is used to build a real wireless communication system. The MBED is programmed to interface between power system and communication systems. A prototype is implemented in the Smart Grid lab at Durham University, where various case studies under different Smart Grid scenarios can be evaluated. This will be detailed in Chapter 6.
1.2 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organised as follows.

In Chapter 2, a review of Smart Grid communication networks is performed, where Smart Grid application QoS requirements and provisioning methods are focused on. Smart Grid testbeds are also reviewed, where the state-of-the-art modelling and simulation methods are discussed and investigated.

Chapter 3 introduces the effective capacity theory and its integration based analysis framework. Besides, case studies are given on the application of effective capacity theory in i.n.i.d. Weibull fading scenario as well as the analysis of Smart Grid application QoS performances.

In Chapter 4, a unified framework is proposed for the effective rate analysis of wireless communication systems over MISO fading channels, which is to address the issues in its integral based peer, such as complex in further derivation.

Based on the effective theory, Chapter 5 proposes an inter discipline QoS provisioning method, which aims at improving the power grid observability performance via the optimisation of the communication system resources.

In Chapter 6, a Software Defined Smart Grid testbed framework is proposed, which provides a Smart Grid experimental environment. A prototype is implemented at Smart Grid Lab of Durham University, where several case studies are performed and analysed.

Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7, where the thesis is summarized and a number of problems are addressed for future investigations.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

The advent of Smart Grid has deeply reformed the operations of the traditional power grid in terms of generation, transmission, distribution and control [15]. By exploiting advanced communication and information technologies, the Smart Grid is expected to achieve full observability and pervasive control of the grid [16]. These features are to be fulfilled by both existing and emerging Smart Grid applications, which request specific communication performances based on their functionalities. In this chapter, the research background on Smart Grid communication network is reviewed. The development of Smart Grid technology is first introduced, which is followed by an investigation of Smart Grid application QoS requirements. Emphasis is placed on the QoS provisioning within Smart Grid, where a cross layer QoS analytical model, namely Effective Capacity theory, is detailed discussed.

2.1 A Brief Introduction to Smart Grid

Smart Grid is the concept proposed to address the increasing need for an effective, reliable, scalable and secure next generation power grid. The grid-wide automation is enabled via the advanced communication technologies, which makes the traditional passive and static power grid become smart and active. By integrating communication networks into the system, two-way information flow is supported within the Smart Grid. The grid network is expected to be achieved via an integration of a magnitude of smart electric devices, such as sensors, controllers and actuators [17].
Power grids have been the fundamental infrastructure for modern nations. To transform from the legend power grid to the Smart Grid, every nation and region has their own requirement and development roadmaps. Some leading examples are the NIST roadmap from the United States [3], Mandate CEN/CENELEC M/441 from the European Union [18], thirteenth five-year plan for Smart Grid from China [19], and fourth strategic energy plan from Japan [20].

In the meantime, since both communication and power research areas are integrated into the Smart Grid, individual organizations also have their own specific focus, which results in different standardization efforts. Representative examples are the International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) Smart Grid standardization roadmap [21], IEEE P2030 guide [22] and Microsoft Smart Energy Reference Architecture [23]. With the efforts of these organizations, there have been several standard information protocols available for the communications within Smart Grid [24], such as IEC 61850 [25] and IEC 61970 [26].

One major difference between Smart Grid and the traditional power grid is the high penetration of renewable energy. In traditional power grid, the energy source for the main generators mainly relies on fossil fuels, including petroleum, coal and natural gas [27]. While in Smart Grid, distributed generators can be spread throughout the power grid, which exploits various renewable energy sources, including wind, solar, tidal, hydro and geothermal [28]. On one hand, the integration of renewable energy sources benefits the Smart Grid in many aspects. The clean energies like wind and solar can help reduce the carbon emission, which has been long criticized in fossil based power generations [29]. Besides, the distributed generators are important supplemental sources for peak load demand [29]. On the other hand, the high penetration of renewable energy also brings new challenges. From power system aspect, the distributed renewable generators have great impacts on both stability and control of the whole grid [30]. While from communication system aspect, the monitor and management of these renewable energy sources poses strict quality of service performance requests, such as data rate, latency and reliability.

In this thesis, the focus is placed on the QoS performance within Smart Grid. Therefore reviews on QoS requirement are performed from both power system and communication system perspectives.
2.2 A Review on QoS Requirement from Power System Aspect

Smart Grid is an integrated system, where a fault within any participating system may result in a cascade of failures. The reliability of power system is particularly important, since many modern systems are built upon power systems and electrical blackouts will often result in a catastrophic cascade of failures in these systems [11]. Therefore there is an increasing need for power grid status monitor and control. In order to make sure the required information properly delivered, it is important to guarantee the QoS performances for the applications from the power system aspect. This will depend on the functions of the applications, and some of them quantified into QoS metrics in communication networks.

2.2.1 Smart Grid Application QoS Requirements

Depending on the specific functions, Smart Grid applications may have various requirements on different QoS metrics, such as data rate, latency, reliability, security and redundancy. A brief review on these QoS metrics is given as follows.

Data Rate

Data rate supported by the communication networks is the most concerned QoS metric, which is the key point on how fast the information can be delivered between Smart Grid components [31]. A simple estimation of the available data rate can be given by the Shannon capacity theory [14], which is defined by the SNR and the allocated bandwidth. These two factors are characterized by the physical communication channels. In wireless communication networks, it is more complicated, since they are involved in the consideration of interference, cost and availability. Individual Smart Grid application will have specific data rate requirement, which depends on the data generation pattern and the package size. For example, in wide
area situation awareness systems, the application provides video streaming services for critical components surveillance. This will require high data to maintain a stable performance. On the contrary, for most control command and sensor measurement in Smart Meter system, the required data rate will be relatively low [32].

**Latency**

The grid automation is achieved based on the measurements and timely control, which are transmitted via the communication networks. When a package is transmitted through the communication network, it will be delayed along the route [33]. Hence a latency will be experienced by the applications between the information source and sink. Among the contributors of the total latency, the communication delay is an important latency source which should be minimized [34]. The influence of latency on the application performance depends on specific functions. Some applications may tolerant with very large latencies, such as general metering and billing, while others may have very stringent latency requirement, such as protection information and most control commands.

**Reliability**

Reliability is of the highest priority for power systems. However, in modern systems, various systems are deeply coupled with each other, where a failure can result in a cascade disaster in the depending systems [11]. This is also a typical situation for the Smart Grid, where the power system relies on communication to transmit grid information for monitoring and control, while the communication system relies on power system for the electricity as the power source. Hence the reliability of Smart Grid communication networks is also the critical supporting pillar for the stability of power system [35]. The communication reliability is not only confined to the link outage. For time sensitive applications, a violation of the latency bound can also result in the unstable status of the system [36].
2.2. A Review on QoS Requirement from Power System Aspect

Security

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) report has pointed out that security is one of the most challenging issues for the Smart Grid field deployment [37]. The system should be able to combat against physical attack, as well as protect the privacy of cyber data. The cyber security in Smart Grid is an essential requirement, since the data collected from the smart devices may contain customer information, while grid control command can determine the stability of the whole network.

Redundancy

The network of Smart Grid has the requirement on redundancy, where the system resources are reserved for flexibility and future usage. The Smart Grid can be expanding with time, which needs to accommodate more smart devices, support emerging applications and expand the grid coverage [33]. For the communication networks, it may need to dynamically allocate the resources to support various applications with different features and QoS requirements. For some applications such as power grid observation and status estimation, certain degrees of redundancy will provide a guarantee for the stability of the system operation in case of regional communication failures [38].

2.2.2 Categories of Smart Grid Applications

Integrating advance communication techniques into power grid has enabled many new applications, such as smart meters, demand management and real-time voltage stability enhancement. As can be foreseen, many more kinds of smart grid application will emerge in the near future. Different from the cellular network and other data-oriented networks, the information transmitted via smart grid CPS communication network is essentially physical devices oriented. Due to the various needs, functions and algorithms, the data to be exchanged within the smart grid CPS are usually of different types, which will have different time performance requirements. For example, billing information is usually time insensitive, where a relatively long delay will not impair its performance. However, for typical real time applications,
the measured status at the physical sensors usually changes with time, while the control decision should be delivered to corresponding actuators as soon as possible, because these kinds of information are only valid for a very short period of time. In order to provide better services to different applications, the information of different applications can be categorised into three general classes, namely critical information, important information and informative information, which are summarised in Table 2.1 and detailed as follows.

**Critical information (Class 3)**

Critical information has the highest priority among all the information classes. Applications require strictly low latency or vital information that has to be transmitted immediately should be categorised into this class. The common features of this kind of information are: (a) rare in occurrence and (b) short in message length. But latency for this kind of information will result in serious consequences. Typical applications include grid control commands, outage detection and restoration and other vital messages for control, protection and management.

**Important information (Class 2)**

For most real-time applications, such as voltage stability enhancement, demand response and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), they can be categorised as important information. Based on different mechanisms and algorithms, the messages in important information class can be event-driven or periodic generated. The messages can be measurements or control commands. Latency will usually result in a compromised performance.

**Informative information (Class 1)**

All latency insensitive applications can be categorised as informative information class, such as smart metering, billing information and other information gathering applications. Compared to the critical information and important information classes, messages in informative information class are relatively frequently generated. The messages in this class usually require high throughput, but a significant
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2.3.1 Communication Networks

In the research of communication networks, QoS provisioning aims at satisfying the requirements and/or improving the performances of the various supported services. For different services, applications or users, the communication networks should be able to support their specific performance requirements. Usually QoS metrics are used to quantify the performance requirements, such as Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), throughput, latency, error rate, loss rate and so on [39, 40]. These metrics are determined by the features of considered communication networks, which can be generally categorised into three groups according to the signal propagation medium, namely wired communication networks, power line communication networks and wireless communication networks.

**Wired Communication Networks**

Wired communication networks are mature and stable in providing information exchanges. They have dedicated wire lines for data transmissions, such as twisted pairs, coaxial cable and optical fibre, which can support the data rate ranging from only a few kilobits per second to several gigabits per second. Besides, the wires provide a fixed and known communication channel, which results in almost constant performances, such as SNR and latency. These features are very favourable in providing critical and essential services when information data exchanges are involved.

---

**Table 2.1: Categories of smart grid applications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information type</th>
<th>Occurrence probability</th>
<th>Delay tolerance</th>
<th>Throughput requirement</th>
<th>Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informative</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Hence wired communication networks are widely applied in backbone networks, as well as fundamental information infrastructures for Smart Grid [27, 33]. From the aspect of Smart Grid, the role of wired communication networks is also very important. It has been identified in the previous discussion that huge data volume, as well as heterogeneous requirements on latency, priority and error rate can be foreseen along with the development of Smart Grid. These QoS requirements can be supported by a wide range of wireline networks, such as SONET/SDH [41], Ethernet [42], DSL [43] and the traditional coaxial cable access network. Since the communication channel is predictable in wired communication networks, the most interested QoS metrics are supported data rate and latency. The former mainly depends on the protocol and wire type, while the later is mostly influence by routing algorithms in network layer [44, 45].

The major disadvantages of the wired communication networks are their flexibility and cost. Despite the many aforementioned merits, the deployment of physical wires is usually complex, which has to be well planned and routed. A change of the grid topology, such as a new renewable generation site or new client buildings, will require new connection wires. Moreover, it may be hard or very expensive to provide wired connections for some physical environment, such as off-shore wind farms or distributed sites in rural areas. As a result, wired communication networks are less flexible, more expensive and lack of scalability than its wireless counterpart.

**Power Line Communication Networks**

The signal propagation medium of power line communication networks is also physical wires. But it is different from traditional wired communication networks, where the wires are dedicated for communication purpose only. In power line communication, the power line is initially designed for power transmission instead of information transmission [46]. Hence its communication channel characteristics are very harsh and more similar to the wireless communication channels [47]. The data rate supported by power line communication ranges from a few hundred bits per second to millions of bits per second, which depends on the protocols and physical wire conditions.
A great advantage of power line communication is that the power line is part of the fundamental infrastructures within Smart Grid. Hence information exchange within Smart Grid can exploit the existing power lines instead of the deployment of extra communication cables. This feature makes power line communication networks very appealing for the customer domain scenarios such as offices or houses. There have been studies exploiting power line communications to support Smart Grid applications. In [48], the available narrowband and broadband power line communication technologies were analysed for their suitability for enabling Smart Grid, while the regulations and challenges for field deployment were also studied. In [49], the application of power line communication in utility networks was studied, which is over IPv6 protocol and provides the potential to support a large number of Smart Grid applications. In [50], the application of power line communication in Smart Grid medium voltage networks was studied in both simulation and field test. In [51], a comprehensive investigation was performed on power line communication technology and its application for Smart Grid in all voltage levels, from within the home up to high voltage lines.

The major challenge to apply power line communication in smart grid is its channel modelling. Since the power line is not designed for data exchange, the communication through it is very harsh and noisy. The channel is frequency selective and time varying, while the background noise is coloured. Thus the theoretical analysis for power line communication system is hard. These features also result in challenges in QoS provisioning for the Smart Grid applications. Desired data rate and latency can be supported via proper power line communication protocols and standards, such as IEEE P.1901, ITU-T G.9960, ETSI, CENELEC EN 50065, HomePlug AV, Universal Power Line Association (UPA) and HD-PLC [52,53].

Wireless Communication Networks

Wireless communication technologies exploit air as the signal propagation medium, which frees the devices from wire connections. This wireless feature makes the communication networks very flexible and relatively low cost. Therefore, wireless communication networks are most favourable to span the Smart Grid to its every
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corner. Besides, mobile services such as Electrical Vehicles are also enabled.

Wireless communication networks can provide both long range and short range coverages. There are various sophisticated wireless communication technologies available for Smart Grid, such as Wifi networks [54], Zigbee networks [55], cellular networks [56] and cognitive radio networks [57]. These wireless communication technologies provide data rate ranging from 20kbps in Zigbee up to 10Gbps via 5G technologies.

5G and beyond network is currently one of the most hot research areas in wireless communication networks. The ongoing research has also making efforts to provide ultra reliable and ultra low latency communications [58]. Especially, Smart Grid has been identified to be one of the most important scenarios for the potential application of 5G networks [59]. There have been studies on ultra low latency communication methods for both push-based services and request-based services [60], which will be critical to enable various real-time applications. The work in this thesis will also contribute to the theoretical research of this area, since the effective rate theory characterises the system upper bound performance which also applies to 5G and beyond networks.

But due to the broadcasting nature of wireless communications, the communication channels are prone to attenuation and environmental interference [27]. Hence wireless communication technologies are less reliable than its wired counterpart. Moreover, due to the time varying channel fading and various environmental interference such as shadowing effect, it makes QoS performance very hard to analyse in the wireless communication system.

2.3.2 Delay Sources

It can be indicated from Section 2.2 that, latency performance, also referred as delay performance, is one of the most concerned QoS metrics to the Smart Grid applications. But from the view of the whole communication system, several sources will contribute to the total delay experienced by the application packages. The major sources include queueing delay, channel access delay, transmission delay, propagation delay and processing delay.
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Queueing Delay

Queueing delay is the QoS metric studied mainly in the network layer of wireless communication networks. When network service rate cannot meet with traffic source arrival rate, the data not served are buffered as a queue, which results in queueing delay [61]. The queueing behaviours can be analysed via queueing theory, where the communication network is often treated as a queueing model. Its statistical behaviours are characterized by its inter-arrival distribution process, service distribution process, system capacity and the number of parallel servers [61]. Generally speaking, the system capacity and the number of parallel servers depend on the available hardware resources, while the inter-arrival distribution process is described the traffic source statistical characteristics. For the service distribution process, it will be more complex since it not only depends on the routing algorithms used in the network layer, but also influenced by MAC protocol applied in MAC layer, configurations in physical layer and channel capacity fluctuations.

There has been an increasing research interest in queueing delay analysis specifically for Smart Grid, which focuses on modelling the applications, such as power management [62], load balancing [63] and profit optimization [64]. Besides, there are also studies considering specific communication technologies [45], such as machine-to-machine communication networks [65], power line communication networks [51] and IEEE 802.11s [66].

Channel Access Delay

In wireless communication networks, all devices share the same signal propagation medium, i.e. the open air [67]. In order to mitigate the interferences, the devices are regulated via designed channel access mechanisms. These mechanisms can be generally categorized into three types, namely contention based mechanism, contention free mechanism and a mix of them [68]. For contention free mechanism, the channel access has been scheduled, where delay can be generally treated as fixed. But it might not be efficient as contention based mechanisms and will have to face the challenges with a large number of devices, which is very likely to happen in Smart Grid scenarios. On the other hand, contention based channel access mechanism
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has better channel usage efficiency, but the channel access delay will be random with cases. Besides, collisions will further complicate the delay analysis, while other factors such as relaying will also result in extra delays.

Due to the development of Smart Grid as well as the increasing demand for QoS guarantees, there have been several modified channel access mechanisms specifically designed for the QoS provisioning purpose, such as IEEE 802.11e, IEEE 802.11af and IEEE 802.11as in IEEE 802.11 series. Moreover, the delay performance of these QoS aware channel access mechanisms is also analysed considering Smart Grid applications, such as IEEE 802.15.4 [69], IEEE 802.11s [70], IEEE 802.11af [71] and IEEE 802.11ah [72].

Transmission Delay

In modern communication networks, information is usually packetized. Transmission delay is defined by the amount of time required to transmit all bits within the packet [73]. Let $d_{\text{transmission}}$ denote the transmission delay, then it can be given by

$$d_{\text{transmission}} = \frac{P_{\text{size}}}{r_{\text{transmission}}},$$

where $P_{\text{size}}$ is the number of bits in the packet and $r_{\text{transmission}}$ is the data rate of the link. The transmission delay is also known as store-and-forward delay or packetization delay. When specific MAC and PHY layer protocol is considered, its associated transmission delay is upper bounded, since the maximum packet size is predefined. Usually, the transmission delay is relatively small compared to other delay sources and can be negligible in most cases.

Propagation Delay

The signals propagate as electromagnetic waves in the communication channels [67]. Propagation delay is the amount of time for the signal to travel from the transmitter to the receiver, which is given as follows,

$$d_{\text{propagation}} = \frac{L_{\text{distance}}}{r_{\text{propagation}}},$$
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where $L_{\text{distance}}$ is the distance between transmitter and receiver, while $r_{\text{propagation}}$ is the signal propagation speed. In wireless communication networks, the speed $r_{\text{propagation}}$ is usually taken as the speed of light ($c = 3 \times 10^8 \text{m/s}$). Note that in short range communication scenarios, e.g. IEEE 802.11, the transmission range is normally less than a hundred meters. With this distance, the propagation delay is at the level of $10^{-7} \text{s}$, which is negligible comparing to other delays. But in the long distance wireless communication scenarios, satellite communication for instance, the propagation delay can be at the level of hundreds of milliseconds. In such cases, the propagation delay may become the major delay source and cannot be overlooked.

**Processing Delay**

Processing delay is the time that a packet header been processed by different layers, such as a router checking bit-level errors in packets on reception, or confirming address bits during relay [74]. The processing delays in high speed devices are typically on the order of microseconds or less. But some systems may include complex encryption algorithms, examining or modifying packet contents [73]. In such cases, the processing delay cannot be negligible. The processing delay is related to the processing mechanism and the hardware ability. The processing delay can be reduced with advanced hardware design such as high performance microprocessors, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

**2.3.3 Empirical Study**

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the total delay experienced by the application has many contributing sources. Single layer analysis can only describe a specific part of the total delay. While the performances between different layers are correlated, more accurate delay study will involve cross layer analysis. A practical way to estimate the total delay experienced by the applications is via empirical measurement. By setting up similar communication systems and application environment, we can estimate the expected achievable delay performances under specific scenarios.

In [75], a field test in Italy was performed to evaluate the communication performances such as throughput and latency of various communication technologies,
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including broadband power line, Wifi and fibre optics. In [76], simulations were carried out on WECC 225 bus power system and Poland 2383 bus power system, where fibre optic based Ethernet is considered. Typical Smart Grid applications are assumed, including PMU, state estimation, SCADA, small signal stability, transient stability, voltage stability and post mortem analysis. In [77], the LTE wireless cellular network was used for the Smart Grid automation, and a round trip time was estimated to be below 100 ms. In [78], the IEEE 802.11ac was tested with IEC 61850 electrical automation devices, where an average of 5.4ms and a maximum 10ms was obtained. In [79], the grid control for critical applications via wireless communication networks was investigated, where the throughput and latency performances were compared between IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15 and cellular networks. In [80], the throughput, packet loss and latency were analysed in a virtual power plant scenario, where DSL network was considered. In [81], the latency was modelled and measured in wide area power control system, while its impact on the control performance was analysed. In [82], the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY layer and three different MAC protocols including TDMA, CSMA/CA and Master-Slave protocol were tested in a Wireless Networked Control Systems via simulation.

From the above discussions, it can be seen that empirical studies have shown great potential for the application of wireless communication technologies in Smart Grid scenario, especially for the application of IEEE 802.11ac with an average of 5.4ms and a maximum 10ms. But it should be noted that these are application specific and hardware dependent solutions. In Chapter 6, a Software Defined Smart Grid Testbed is to be proposed and implemented, which can achieve an equivalent performance of an average of 9.6ms and maximum of 12ms. The testbed is using OFDM for the PHY layer, while the MAC protocol can be customized to accommodate more sophisticated technologies such as the cognitive radio considered in Chapter 6. Note that the testbed is on the software defined radio platform without any optimisation efforts, which means there is still potential room for performance improvement.
2.3.4 Cross Layer Analysis

Layered models such as Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model and IEEE 802 model isolate the functions between layers. This modular design makes each layer to be standard, which brings many benefits. For example, a network layer using IEEE 802.2 standard is able to work with different MAC and PHY standards, such as Ethernet and IEEE 802.11. This feature enables the researchers and developers to focus on single layers to during analysis or design, where the performances are guaranteed by the standards described by other layers. However, this also makes it hard to perform the QoS analysis. From the discussion in Section 2.3.2, it can be seen that the total delay experienced by the applications is complex. Each layer will contribute to the total delay. Hence the performance analysis within a single layer will be hard to exactly describe the whole case. Besides, due to the layered design, QoS metrics are usually confined to the functions within individual layers. For example, conventional wireless communication channel models are based on the PHY layer, which characterizes the radio signal statistics such as path loss, shadowing and multipath [67]. These metrics are used to estimate the PHY layer performances, such as the symbol error rate (SER), bit error rate (BER), signal to noise ratio (SNR) and data rate. However, delay as one of the most concerned QoS Metric is only used in the network layer, while it is not possible to be analysed within PHY layer.

Existing and emerging Smart Grid applications provide a wide range of services, from metering and billing to grid control. It is a very difficult task to design a universal QoS provisioning mechanism for all Smart Grid communication networks, because the provided application may have totally different QoS performance requirements. The QoS metrics are characterized in different layers. For example, in wireless communication networks, the data rate mainly depends on the MAC and PHY layers, while the delay may come from almost every layer. Hence the cross layer analysis provides a more versatile method to allow more parameters from two or more layers to be optimized for desired performances.

Sensors are basic components to enable the grid monitoring, where wireless sensor networks are the top choices for such cases [83]. There are various cross layer anal-
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ysis models available, which combines some or all layers of application, transport, network, MAC and PHY layer [84]. Specifically, there are several works considering Smart Grid applications and their features in the cross layer modelling. In [85], a distributed cross layer cognitive radio sensor network model was proposed for Smart Grid application analysis, which considered routing algorithms and channel access mechanisms. In [86], a delay responsive model based on network and MAC layer was proposed for Smart Grid applications with priorities.

The cross layer analysis is a hot research topic in the communication area. As one of the advantages of Smart Grid is to exploit all available advanced communication technologies, the fruitful results on cross layer QoS studies in various communication networks can be borrowed, such as cognitive radio networks [87], IEEE 802.16 (WiMax) networks [88], OFDM-TDMA and OFDMA Networks [89], multi-hop wireless networks [90] and mobile wireless networks [91,92]. Among these models, a link layer wireless communication network model named effective capacity has attracted the interests of many researchers, which will be detailed in the next part.

2.3.5 A Review on Effective Capacity

A practical link-layer model for statistical QoS analysis is proposed by Wu and Negi in [4], which is referred as effective capacity theory. It is a dual concept of the effective bandwidth, which is widely used in the wired communication system [5]. The effective capacity is defined as the maximum supported constant bit rate under statistical delay constraints, which is based on the link layer queueing behaviour and the physical fading channel scenarios. Empirical study has shown the validity of this model in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks [93]. The theory of effective capacity describes the statistical relations between four QoS metrics, i.e. data rate, delay, channel fading parameters and the probability of delay violation. It can be seen that these four factors are all highly concerned in Smart Grid application QoS performances. On one hand, data rate and delay are the two major communication performance indexes for various applications. On the other hand, all these four parameters are characterized by the communication system as well as the physical environment under the considered Smart Grid scenarios. Hence it provides a good
potential to integrate the studies in both power system and communication system, which are the two major fundamental supporting pillars for Smart Grid.

In wireless communication networks, the fading effect is a major source of the communication system performance fluctuation. The classical Shannon capacity theory is widely used to analyse the maximum support data rate under certain spectrum bandwidth allocation and SNR affected by the fading channels. The effective capacity theory is developed based on Shannon capacity theory, which extends the model to embrace the network layer queueing effects into considerations. Hence the effective capacity theory can be used to analyse the delay performance under various fading channel conditions, which can be applied to the analysis of specific scenarios. Several fading channel scenarios have been investigated, including Rayleigh [4], Rician [94], Weibull [95], Nakagami-$m$, generalized $K$ [10], $\eta - \mu$ [6], $\kappa - \mu$ [96] and $\alpha - \mu$ fading channels [97]. There are also studies extended to include other fading effects, such as shadowing effects [7]. Besides, with the development of multi-antenna techniques in recent years, the communication system throughput has been significantly improved. The effective capacity theory is also analysed under multi-antenna system scenarios, such as Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) [10] and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) [98] systems. When multiple antennas are considered, the correlation between antennas is one of the most important influencing factors. In order to address the correlation effects, there are also studies focusing on the effective capacity analysis over correlation channels, such as correlated Rayleigh [99,100] and correlated Nakagami-$m$ [101,102] and correlated $\Gamma - \Gamma$ fading channels [103]. From the above discussion, it can be seen that the effective rate has been extensively studied under various fading scenarios as well as different systems with multiple antennas. But it can be also indicated by these studies that, the effective capacity analysis under specific scenarios is a challenging problem, which usually involves multiple integrations of multiple variates and sophisticated mathematical manipulations. This renders the results obtained from certain scenarios hard to extend to other cases. Thus it has stimulated the effective capacity studies to base on more and more general channel fading assumptions, as can be seen from the references listed above. To avoid this integration of Probability Density Function (PDF) of
the fading channel parameter distributions, a unified framework using $H$ transform and Moment Generation Function (MGF) has been proposed by the author [36]. The proposed framework is able to describe a wide range of fading scenarios, including both independent and correlated cases. Details about this framework will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Based on the effective capacity under various fading channels, there have been several QoS provisioning mechanisms proposed to improve the wireless communication system performances. Much efforts have been made on the resource allocation scheme for wireless networks [104], and several scheduler algorithms are designed based on the effective capacity theory, such as joint K&H/RR scheduler [105], reference channel scheduler [106], and optimal power control, dynamic channel allocation scheduler [107] and optimal scheduling algorithm for time division downlinks under the confine of limited capacity and power [108]. Energy-efficient statistical QoS provisioning mechanisms for cellular networks and video applications are studied in [9]. Joint spectrum and power efficiency optimisation for statistical QoS provisioning is studied in both Single-Input and Single-Output (SISO) and Multi-input Multi-output (MIMO) situations [109,110]. Adaptive power and rate cases are considered in [111], and extended to the multichannel scenarios [111]. QoS provisioning in mobile wireless networks is also discussed in [91,112]. In [8], QoS provisioning in cognitive radio networks is extensively researched, which uses effective capacity to predict the maximum throughput under the limitation of buffer violation probabilities. The effective capacity has also been applied to various QoS aware protocols in cellular networks [113] and wireless mobile networks [91,92].

Due to the advantage of effective capacity theory in QoS performance analysis, the author proposed to exploit it in the performance analysis within Smart Grid communication network in [114]. Furthermore, using effective capacity as a joint point between power system and communication system performance analysis, a resource allocation method is proposed for the Smart Grid communication networks. The research is aiming at improving the power system observability performance via the optimal communication resource allocation. This will be detailed in Chapter 5.
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2.4 A Review on Smart Grid Testbed

As can be seen in the previous reviews, QoS performance in Smart Grid is a complex research subject. The QoS performance experienced by Smart Grid applications are synthetic results from the deeply coupled communication networks and power systems. Therefore beside analysis from theoretical aspects, a lot of Smart Grid testbeds have been proposed, which can provide a practical Smart Grid environment for QoS performance studies.

The various smart devices within Smart Grid not only carry the power flow within the power system, but also support the bi-directional information flow for monitoring and control purposes. To enable Smart Grid with these features, advanced communication and power system technologies are merging into the system designs. This trend has stimulated the increasing interest in the development of Smart Grid testbeds, which plays an important role before any new concept been actually implemented. The testbeds are able to provide a safe and controllable environment to verify and evaluate the performances for different application layers, such as basic metering, grid monitoring, system operation, fault protection, grid automation and utility markets [115,116].

Due to this close interaction between physical components, digital elements, people, markets and environment, it is also proposed to use the cyber-physical system to describe the Smart Grid [117]. Accordingly, various Smart Grid testbeds have been proposed to emphasize different aspects of cyber-physical systems [118], which can be simulation based, hardware based or the hybrid of simulation and hardware.

2.4.1 Simulator Based Smart Grid Testbed

Until now, Moore’s law [119] is still working. It has predicted and witnessed the boost of computing capacity available for human beings. The exponentially expanding computing capability has also spawned the method of using simulation to analyse or even solve the complex physical problems. This is also true to the power grid, where the optimal power flow, hardware placement and control mechanism can be solved via simulation tools such as Matpower [120]. Matpower is a toolbox based on
Matlab [121] for general purpose power system analysis. There are also stand alone simulation tools, which are specially designed for power system simulation purpose.

Virtual Control System Environment (VCSE) is an OPNET-based platform developed at Sandia National Laboratories, which is focusing on grid’s cyber security, especially Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) vulnerabilities associated with energy systems [122].

Virtual Power System Testbed (VPST) is another simulation oriented platform which is focusing on the cyber security aspect of Smart Grid [123]. It exploits PowerWorld [124] to simulate the large scale electrical network and RINSE [125] to simulate the networks.

A testbed for analysing the security of SCADA control systems (TASSCS) was proposed in [126], where the electrical network was simulated via PowerWorld while the networks were simulated via OPNET [127]. This testbed is also focusing on security aspect where attacks on SCADA system was considered. An intrusion and defence testbed was proposed in [128], which consisted of power system simulation, substation automation, and the SCADA system. In this testbed, the anomaly was specially considered. In the considered distributed scenario, a mitigation strategy was proposed to distribute important information from the vulnerable data agent to other agents.

In [129], a testbed framework SCADASim was proposed based on OMNET++ [130]. The simulation tool provides methods to model and test TCP/IP based SCADA system components, including smart meter and real time schedulers. Four main types attacks could be evaluated, including denial of service, man-in-the-middle, eavesdropping and spoofing. The provided interfaces were able to further integrate external devices.

The testbed developed by Mississippi State University SCADA Security lab and Power and Energy Research Lab [131]. The system was an integration of several power simulator components, including RTDS for power system simulation, MU4000 Analyzer for cyber security vulnerability analysis, PMU for power data acquisition and NI PXI for system control. The system was also used for pedagogy purpose, which was part of some smart grid oriented courses.
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A testbed dedicated to the study of Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) and Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEVs) was proposed in [132]. Zigbee was considered as the communication protocol between vehicles, while PHEV and PEV charging scenario was considered. The GUI interface was able to provide real time visualization of the charging status.

The testbed described in [133] was specified for the test and evaluation of transmission utilities, regarding real time performances, protection relays, PTPv2 time clocks and artificial network impairments. The transmission network was simulated using RTDS while the IEC 61850 series protocols were investigated.

Mosaid was software simulation testbed framework [134]. It provided standard APIs for the simulations of different levels within distributed renewable energy networks, including control level, scenario level, semantic level and syntactic level [135]. Various test cases were evaluated using this testbed, including electric vehicle charging, 11-bus power system emulation [136] and multivariate power flow analyses [137]. The Mosaid was also used to cooperate with other testbeds or simulation tools to provide co-simulation analysis, such as IPSYS [138], RT-LAB [139] and open source tools including PyPower and PowerFactory [140].

Vottron was an open source testbed platform, which was able to test and evaluate distributed control strategies, integration of DERs and improving EV charging [141]. The platform had been upgraded and derived into many versions to support state-of-the-art distributed control and sensing strategies, including agent-based and transaction-based controls [142].

GridLAB-D was a power system modelling and simulation environment developed by the US Department of Energy [143]. It was an open source software and could be integrated into other simulators for power system analysis and modelling [144]. The GridLAB-D was more mathematical oriented, which was designed for the analysis of power flow, end-use appliance technologies, equipment and controls. Applications such as conservation voltage reduction had been used to demonstrate the use of GridLAB-D testbed [145].

VSCADA was an advanced testbed framework based on the service-oriented architectures for integrated MG modelling, monitoring, and control [146].
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web services were used to define the interfaces within Microgrid, including geo-referential information interface web service (GISInterfaceWS), real time data acquisition web service (DataAcquisitionWS), generation and storage unit capability assessment (eAssessmentWS), computational web service (ComputationalWS) and data storage web service (DataStorageWS). The testbed was evaluated via interfacing with MATLAB, where the dynamic performance of a MG was analysed under both grid-connected and islanded scenarios.

The Software-Defined Industrial Internet of Things testbed framework was proposed in [147]. The architecture was proposed in the context of Industry 4.0 [148], where each layer was specified, including physical infrastructure, control and application layers. The information exchange services between different layers were defined and analysed, while data safety, system reliability and technology standardization were addressed.

2.4.2 Hardware Based Smart Grid Testbed

Hardware based Smart Grid testbed focuses on the experiments on real hardware devices, namely hardware-in-the-loop experiments. These testbeds provide the direct performance evaluation of the desired smart grid components. These testbeds provide a real smart grid environment for tests and evaluations. The scale of the testbed ranges from a comprehensive laboratory to a full scale microgrid. Some representative hardware based Smart Grid testbeds are reviewed as follows.

National SCADA Test Bed Program (NSTB) was jointly created in 2003, and it currently involves several national laboratories including Los Alamos National Laboratory, Idaho National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory [149]. The NSTB provides 17 testing and research facilities and 61 miles of 138 kV transmission lines and 7 substations [150]. The cooperation between these laboratories and their project partners is aiming at addressing the cyber security challenges within energy delivery systems.

The Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) micro-
grid testbed was a full-scale testbed built near Columbus, Ohio, which was operated by American Electric Power [151]. The system consisted of four remotely controlled load banks and an induction motor, while twelve 7650 ION meters were deployed throughout the system. Several inverters and generators were tested using this testbed, while various fault and isolation scenarios were evaluated against the designed algorithms.

A hardware-based laboratory smart grid testbed was developed at Energy Systems Research Laboratory, Florida International University [152]. The system consisted of programmable loads up to 35 kW, 36kW renewable energy resources and energy storages. The applications of wide area monitoring (WAM), wide area protection (WAP) and wide area control (WAC) were studied, where corresponding control systems were developed and evaluated [153].

The testbed proposed in [154] was designed for Electric Vehicle control in the Virtual Power Plant scenario. The testbed was implemented as part of Danish EDISON project. The testbed was tested with real regulating power data from Danish Transmission System Operator and shown potential real time response to the power regulating request.

The testbed for microgrid scenario was implemented in Zhejiang University [155]. The integration of multiple microgrids was investigated, where different renewable resources and energy storage systems were considered, including PV Panel, Wind Turbine, BESS and flywheel energy storage [156]. A variation of microgrid configuration was used for different microgrids, where the faults and islanded scenarios were studied.

DeterLab is an open experimental testbed located at University of Southern California Information Sciences Institute (USC/ISI) and University of California, Berkeley [157]. The testbed formed a network consisting of 400 general-purpose computing nodes, where the web based interfaces were developed for cyber security study purpose. The testbed has also been used for teaching purpose involving more than 12 universities and 15 courses.

The testbed hosted at Distributed Energy Control and Communication (DECC) Lab was connected to the ORNL Campus distribution system [158]. The testbed
consisted of various DER devices, including one 50 kW PV system, one 100 kW and one 30 kW microturbine, 24 kW energy storage system and many other smart devices. The system was able to perform on-site device evaluation, including power system components, relays, EV, smart meter, micro grid and communication strategies.

The testbed built on Jeju Island in South Korea was introduced in [159]. The testbed covered the whole islands, and the aim was to make the island carbon neutral and fully sustainable by renewable energy. Due to the scale of this testbed, it was able to support five major research areas, including the smart power grid, smart place, smart transportation, smart renewable and smart electricity service studies.

A microgrid testbed was build at the campus of Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) in Chicago [160]. The testbed was designed to test and evaluate the microgrid's economic and reliable operation aspects. The on-campus testbed integrated common microgrid components, such as PVs, battery storage, wind turbine, natural gas turbine, Smart meters and PMUs. The microgrid control strategy was developed and evaluated considering the economic aspects, which showed its potential in cutting the energy prices.

Smart energy integration lab (SEIL) was a power hardware-in-the-loop microgrid testbed [161]. The SEIL testbed integrated various hardware components, including remote controller, load banks, battery storage system and real time control and acquisition system. The testbed was designed to investigate DER integration as well as the associated system dynamic performance evaluation and dispatch aspects. It also provided a convenient evaluation environment for DC and AC microgrid configurations [162].

Cyber Physical Smart Grid (CPSG) testbed modelled distribution system, where smart metering and DGs were considered [163]. Various hardware components were integrated into the testbed, including 7 buses, SEL relays, GPS, phase angle control circuit, and capacitor banks. The OpenPDC was used for data visualization purpose, where the distribution network control was also integrated.

The Energy Systems Integration Facility (ESIF) at National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) was able to perform experiment and demonstration of advanced
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energy technologies [164]. The facilities were able to support the research at MW scale, where DGs, energy storage systems and their grid integration technologies were considered.

A RFID Sensor Network (RFID-SN) testbed was introduced in [165]. The testbed was based on RFID technologies, where the prototypes were designed and implemented. The evaluation was performed in the Faviganan Smart Grid substation, where the unauthorized access and attack to the substation were performed and analysed.

2.4.3 Hybrid Smart Grid Testbed

Hybrid Smart Grid testbed is a trade-off between simulator based testbed and hardware based testbed. It provides a more practical experimental scenario than simulator based testbed, but the cost is more affordable than hardware based testbed. Here ‘hybrid’ refers to the testbed prototyping method where part of the system is implemented using hardware devices, while the others are emulated by simulators. Since reproducing different power systems is more expensive than the other subsystems, the hybrid testbed usually exploits dedicated simulators for part or whole power system, while the other subsystems are implemented by hardware devices and interfaced with the power system simulator. One such power system simulator is RTDS, which has spawned a wide range of hybrid testbeds.

In North Carolina State University, an Exo-GENI testbed was implemented [166]. The testbed was built upon RTDS, which simulated the power system operations. The PMUs, GPS, and hardware were connected to the RTDS via interfaces. The distributed time-critical synchrophasor applications including wide area monitoring and control were evaluated using the proposed testbed [167].

In [168], the testbed proposed by North Carolina at Charlotte was introduced. The testbed was built upon RTDS. The IEC 61850 was applied as the communication protocol between power grid components. DC motor and synchronized generator were modelled and evaluated against real hardware devices. The constructed models were used in the testbed, where Phasor Measurement Units were evaluated against dynamic loads in real time.
The PowerCyber testbed at Iowa State University was introduced in [169]. The testbed exploited DIgSILENT PowerFactory and RTDS to simulate the operation of power systems. The testbed cooperated with the Internet-Scale Event and Attack Generation Environment (ISEAGE) testbed for the cyber attack and defence simulations. The testbed was able to perform the evaluation of attacks including malicious breaker trip attack, SCADA Observability DoS attack and Remedial Action Scheme DoS attack, while their cyber-physical impacts were able to be analysed. A resilient model based AGC algorithm was evaluated under data integrity attack using this testbed [170]. The interfacing methods with the proposed testbed were discussed in [171].

The testbed developed by Florida State University was introduced in [172]. This testbed exploits the RTDS to simulate the power system operation in real time. It used a FPGA board and Ethernet switches to interface with some powerful computing platforms, including Mamba board and TS-7800 board. On these computing boards, various distributed control algorithms were able to be evaluated in the controller hardware-in-the-loop method.

The testbed developed at Texas A&M University was based on RTDS and OPNET [173]. The testbed exploited the real time power system simulation feature of RTDS and the system-in-the-loop feature of OPNET. The LabVIEW Real-Time Module was used to cooperate between RTDS and the OPNET system. Also due to the versatile interfaces provided by RTDS, it showed potential in different configurations of the evaluation cases, where man-in-the-middle attach and its impact on the system was studied. The Wide Area Control was implemented and evaluated using the extended testbed, which was introduced in [174].

The Cyber-Physical Testbed was introduced in [175]. The testbed integrated RTDS and NS-3 to evaluate PMUs and associated infrastructure in a real time manner. It also studied the modelling of the power system communication network in the scenario of different protocols. The testbed had been used to demonstrate Aurora attack impacts, wide area and local voltage stability monitoring applications.

A cybersecurity testbed was proposed for the evaluation of IEC 61850 based systems [176]. The testbed was implemented by layered design, including simulation
level, process level, bay level and substation level. The RTDS was used to model and simulate the power system scenarios. The proposed fuzz testing approach was evaluated using the testbed, which was used to analyse the vulnerabilities of the system components [176]. The testbed was also demonstrated as Intrusion Detection System, where several detection methods were evaluated, including Access-Control Detection (ACD), Protocol Whitelisting Detection, Model-Based Detection (MBD), Multi-Parameter Based Detection (MPD) [177], Protocol-Based Detection (PBD), Anomaly Behaviour Detection (ABD) and GOOSE Detection [178].

A WAMS Cyber-Physical testbed was proposed in [179]. In the architecture of the testbed, the RTDS, PMUs, relays, PDC and software components were connected via network switches. The hardware components were configured and monitored by General Electric (GE) and Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) software, while communication network was monitored and analysed using Wireshark and Snort. The testbed was designed for cybersecurity study and power system related data mining. Several cyber attack methods and their impacts on the smart grid system were evaluated and analysed using this testbed, including Aurora Attack, Voltage Collapse Due to a Cyber Attack and Network Based Cyber Attack.

A Remedial Action Scheme (RAS) testbed was proposed in [180]. The testbed exploited the RTDS to emulate the power system and NS-3 to simulate the communication networks. The interface between RTDS and NS-3 was achieved via SEL-PMU and PDC. The decentralized S state estimation and remedial control action for minimum wind curtailment were evaluated using this testbed, where DC power flow and linear programming was used. The scenario of RAS with AC formulation and resiliency to limited cyber failures was considered in [181].

Besides RTDS, there are also other options for the hybrid testbeds, which are reviewed as follows.

ScorePlus was a scalable cyber-physical testbed [182]. It provided the smart grid experiment environment via software emulator and hardware testbed. The software emulator was fulfilled via Smart-Grid Common Open Research Emulator (SCORE) [183] developed based on the open source communication network emulator CORE [184]. The evaluated hardware devices included PV systems, wind tur-
bine, demand simulator and storage simulator. The software and hardware components were interfaced via different controller boards, including Beagle board, TelosW board and Energy board. The test cases include distributed network control and demand response application.

The Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) was testbed designed for real time cyber physical security studies [185]. The power system was simulated using Matlab/Simulink, and the control system was emulated by PLCs. The testbed also implemented a network tap to coordinate the communication between its components, where the TCP/IP network was exploited as the communication protocol. The NIDS testbed was able to monitor and visualize the status of the system components, while the network intrusion was detected in real time.

University of South Florida (USF) Smart Grid Power System Lab (SPS) testbed was introduced in [186]. The testbed exploited the Opal-RT [187] to simulate the power network in real time. With SEL relay/PMU device, LabView boards and OSIsofts PI-system data centre, the testbed was able to emulate a SCADA system. The testbed was used to validate the operations of SCADA measurement, communication, control, optimization and dynamic modelling.

The Cyber Physical testbed at Iowa State University was introduced in [188]. The testbed exploited both RTDS and Opal-RT for power system operation simulation, while the communication network was simulated via NS-3. The interface between the power system and communication system was fulfilled via Schweitzer Relays with PMU capability (SEL-421). The open source software Modelica was used for user defined models in power systems, which were evaluated using Opal-RT configurations.

The testbed was implemented based on Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) SCADA systems at Joint State University of New York Buffalo State/University at Buffalo Smart Grid Laboratory [189]. The testbed was used to demonstrate eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) in a SCADA scenario.

A Multi-Agent System (MAS) was developed as part of West Virginia Super Circuit (WVSC) Smart Grid Demonstration project [190]. The testbed was based on hardware MAS and specialized for the test and evaluation of smart grid control.
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applications. The power system was simulated via the Analogue Power Simulator (APS) while the MAS was implemented by designed agent modules.

G-ICS (GreEn-ER1 Industrial Control Systems Sandbox) testbed was introduced in [191]. The testbed exploited the commercially available Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) to emulate the operation of various power system utilities, where dedicated microcontroller was implemented to control and monitor the IEDs. The testbed as designed to evaluate the performance of IEC in the power utility automation network scenarios, where false data injection attacks were tested and analysed.

2.4.4 Remarks on Different Testbeds

As listed and reviewed in previous parts, all simulator based, hardware based and hybrid testbeds have attracted a lot of research interests all around the world. Individual testbeds are designed to focus on specific aspect within Smart Grid. This is due to the fact that Smart Grid is an integration of several systems, which makes the research topics covering traditionally separated areas such as power system controls and communication networking. The deviations between these topics make it hard to model or analyse their performances when they are deeply coupled within one system. This is also one of the motivations for the development of different types testbeds, i.e. to gain a perspective understanding of the Smart Grid system with integrated and coupled subsystems.

Due to the different methods in the design of each testbed type, a general comparison between simulator based, hardware based and hybrid Smart Grid testbed can be given as follows.

- **Flexibility:**

  Simulator based Smart Grid testbeds are generally most flexible. Since components are modelled and modularized, the simulators are relatively easy in changing scenarios, testing new hardware models and expanding with new features.

  On the contrary, hardware based Smart Grid testbeds are the least flexible among the three types. It might be not hard for a small scale hardware
testbed to change the considered scenarios, such as lab hosted testbeds. But usually for large scale hardware testbeds, the infrastructure is not feasible to be changed.

Hybrid testbeds are in the middle. During the design, some parts are emulated using simulators, while other parts are implemented in hardware. Thus the flexibility of hybrid testbeds depends on the interfacing method between its software and hardware components.

• **Cost:**

  Simulator based Smart Grid testbeds are relatively least expensive solution in test and evaluation. The cost will be mainly on the software license, component models and program development. If considering the fact that the open source simulators are becoming popular and powerful, the cost for simulator based testbeds can be even less.

  Hardware based Smart Grid testbeds are generally very expensive. This is reasonable since it usually involves infrastructure construction and purchasing hardware devices. As can be indicated from the previous reviews, the large scale hardware testbeds are usually funded by government or cooperated by several partners.

  The cost for hybrid testbeds is generally more than simulator based testbed, but can be significantly less than hardware based testbeds if very large scale experiments are considered. This is because during the design procedure, the costly components, for example generators and energy storages are emulated using simulators.

• **Practicality:**

  Hardware based testbeds are favoured by researchers mainly due to its practicality. The experiments on real devices provide the real responses for analysis. The evaluation results will be most close to the cases when these devices are deployed in the real grid.

  In the contrast, the simulator based testbeds are mainly for theoretically research purpose, where the accuracy of the simulation results is not exactly
that of the real cases. This is rooted in the nature of simulator models, where trade-offs, compromises and approximations have to be made during modelling procedure.

The hybrid methods provide a practicality between the other two. In general cases, the focused parts are implemented in hardware, which provides the accuracy for real world scenarios. The rest of the systems is simulated using simulators, which is less accurate but a trade-off between cost and flexibility.

It should be noticed that actually there are no firmed boundaries among simulator based, hardware based or hybrid smart grid testbeds. As can be seen from the reviews, simulators can be interfaced with hardware, while the hardware based testbeds are possible to implement the software simulator for extensive studies. As for the hybrid testbeds, most of them are designed to be flexible in replacing its software and hardware components with counterparts. This makes each type of testbeds of their own special value, and leaves more choices for dedicated research purposes. For example, simulator based testbeds are great for theoretical oriented studies, where strategies and algorithms are focused. The hardware testbeds provide critical evaluations for real world deployment. In the meantime, the hybrid testbeds can be used for a deep perspective on the system integration.

2.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, Smart Grid was reviewed from the aspect of standardization efforts, renewable penetration and Smart Grid testbeds development. After that, specific focuses were placed on the Smart Grid applications’ requirement on the communication system. The QoS requirement was analysed from both power system aspect, including data rate, latency, reliability, security and redundancy. Based on the time performance requirements, the Smart Grid applications were generally categorised into three classes, namely informative information class, important information class and critical information class. Based on the discussion on Smart Grid application QoS requirements, the QoS metrics were analysed from the communication networks aspect. Since delay performance is one of the top interested QoS metrics,
an investigation on the delay sources was performed and discussed. The existing QoS provisioning methods and QoS analysis models were reviewed thereafter, which was discussed from the view of empirical study or theoretical analysis. In the last section, a detailed review on the potential cross layer analysis model named effective capacity theory was performed. This model showed potential in providing a quantified analysis basis for the QoS provisioning mechanisms, which would be detailed in the next chapter.
Chapter 3

Effective Capacity Theory

The investigation on the Smart Grid application QoS requirements indicates that, in order to guarantee and improve the application performances, the QoS provisioning mechanism needs to consider QoS metrics, system set-up and physical scenario influences simultaneously. This requires a cross layer analysis within communication systems. In this chapter, the effective capacity theory is considered, which provide a quantified statistical analysis framework between data rate, latency bound, the probability of latency bound violation and the physical channel fading effects. Besides, the i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channel is considered, which is used to illustrate how to apply the effective capacity analysis in specific fading channel scenarios. In order to illustrate the application of effective capacity theory in the QoS performance analysis in Smart Grid communication networks scenarios, a case study based on various Smart Grid deployment scenarios will be performed at the end of this chapter.

The main contributions of this chapter are listed as follows.

- The effective rate under i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channel scenarios is derived.
- The approximations of the effective rate under i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channel in both low-SNR and high-SNR scenarios are derived.
- The QoS performance analysis is studied using the effective rate theory in the Smart Grid scenario.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. To facilitate later derivations, the effective rate theory [4] is introduced in Section 3.1, while the traditional integration and PDF based analysis framework is introduced in Section 3.2. Then the new effective rate representation under i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channel scenario is studied in Section 3.3, while the application of effective rate in general QoS analysis in Smart Grid communication networks is performed in Section 3.4. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section 3.5.

3.1 Effective Capacity Theory

Let $C(t)$ be the instantaneous channel capacity at time $t$, and assume the asymptotic log-moment generation function of $C(t)$ defined as [192]

$$
\Lambda (-z) = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{t} \ln \mathbb{E}[e^{-z \int_0^t C(r)dr}],
$$

exists for all $z \geq 0$. Then the effective capacity function $E_C(z)$ is defined as [4]

$$
E_C(z) = -\frac{\Lambda (-z)}{z} = -\lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{zt} \ln \mathbb{E}[e^{-z \int_0^t Cdr}].
$$

(3.2)

Denote $D(t)$ the end-to-end delay experienced by a source packet arriving at time $t$. For a data source of constant data rate $\mu$, the probability of $D(t)$ exceeding a delay bound $D_{\text{max}}$ satisfies [192]

$$
\Pr \{D(t) > D_{\text{max}}\} \approx e^{-\theta E_C(\theta)D_{\text{max}}},
$$

(3.3)

where the QoS exponent $\theta$ is defined as the solution of $E_C(\theta) = \mu$. It can be seen that the probability $D(t) > D_{\text{max}}$ can be estimated via the value of $\theta$. It can be proved that the effective capacity function $E_C(z)$ is mono-decreasing with $\theta$. For a real-time communication system, the delay violating the maximum allowed latency bound should be statistically limited to a probability $p_0$ [4], namely,

$$
\Pr \{D(t) > D_{\text{max}}\} < p_0.
$$

(3.4)
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By (3.4), a minimum required $\theta_0$ can be defined and calculated. In order to guarantee the delay performance, the QoS exponent $\theta$ has to satisfy the constraint $\theta > \theta_0$. Moreover, when $\theta_0 \to 0$, the effective capacity approaches the well-known Shannon capacity [98]. Similar to the Shannon capacity, the effective rate is the upper bound for the theoretically achievable performance, i.e. for a desired QoS performance where the latency and its violation probability are known, the maximum available channel capacity can be quantified using the effective rate theory. There has been study showing that the effective rate model fits good to the empirical measurement regarding the channel service delay [93].

### 3.2 Integration Based Effective Capacity Analysis

According to Shannon capacity theory [14], it can be given as follows,

$$C = B \log_2(1 + \text{SNR}),$$

(3.5)

where $B$ is the channel bandwidth and SNR is the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio at time $t$.

Further, it is assumed that the process $\{E_C(\theta)\}$ is a stationary and ergodic process, and it is uncorrelated across time frames, then the effective capacity can be derived as follows [4],

$$E_C(\theta) = -\frac{1}{\theta T} \ln \mathbb{E}\{e^{-\theta TC}\} = -\frac{1}{\theta T} \ln \mathbb{E}\{e^{-\theta TB \log_2(1+\text{SNR})}\}$$

(3.6)

Additionally, we define the effective rate $R(\theta)$ as follows,

$$R(\theta) \equiv \frac{E_C(\theta)}{B} = -\frac{1}{\theta TB} \ln \mathbb{E}\{e^{-\theta TB \log_2(1+\text{SNR})}\}$$

(3.7)

This definition is useful and helps to simplify the derivation procedure of effective capacity under different fading channel condition, as will be detailed in later sections.

In this thesis, a Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) fading channel model is considered, where there are $N$ transmit antennas and only one receive antenna. The channels are assumed to be flat block fading, then the channel input-output relation
can be given as follows,

\[ y = h x + n_0, \quad (3.8) \]

where \( h \in \mathbb{C}^{1 \times N} \) denotes the MISO channel vector, \( x \) is the transmit signal vector, and \( n_0 \) represents the complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance \( N_0 \). It is assumed that the transmission power is uniformly allocated across the transmit antennas, and the channels are assumed to be arbitrarily correlated and not necessarily identically distributed.

The average transmit SNR is defined as \( \rho = \frac{P}{B N_0} \), where \( P \) is the average transmit power of the system and \( B \) denotes the bandwidth. The channel state information is assumed to be only available at the receiver and the instantaneous channel power gain of the \( j \)th channel is defined by \( \gamma_j = |h_j|^2 \), where \( h_j \) is the \( j \)th component of the fading vector \( h \). In this part, we consider the maximum ratio transmission scheme, hence the instantaneous channel power gain at the receiver end can be defined by \( \gamma_{\text{end}} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j \).

Hence the effective rate can be given by \([98]\)

\[
R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \mathbb{E} \left\{ \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{N} \gamma_{\text{end}} \right)^{-A} \right\}, \quad (3.9)
\]

where \( A = \theta T B / \ln 2 \). Normally, (3.9) will involve multiple integrations of multivariate functions, since the PDF of \( \gamma_{\text{end}} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j \) is described by multivariate random variables in general cases. Hence the effective rate analysis based on (3.9) is referred to integration based effective capacity analysis throughout the thesis. Generally speaking, multiple integrations of multivariate functions are complex in derivation. This aspect will be illustrated in the next section, where the effective capacity analysis is performed under MISO Weibull fading channels.
3.3 Effective Capacity Analysis in Weibull Fading Channels

The performance analysis over fading channels plays an important role in the research of communication systems. IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Committee on Radio Propagation has recommended Nakagami-$m$ and Weibull models for theoretical studies of fading channels [193]. Measurements show that distributions of the small scale fading in many scenarios follow Weibull distributions, such as in fixed-to-walk and mobile-to-mobile channels [194]. It has been also shown that Weibull fading channels can characterise both indoor and outdoor scenarios, such as communication with individuals walking in residential or office buildings, and to fixed stations sending messages to robots in motion in assembly lines and factory environments [195].

The ergodic capacity performance of multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems over low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) Weibull fading channels was studied in [196]. In this section, the effective rate over i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels is studied.

3.3.1 The Weibull Fading Model

Weibull fading can characterize the effect of clusters of multipath waves propagating in the non-homogeneous environment. Assume that $|h_j|$ are i.n.i.d. Weibull random variables (RVs) and denote $\gamma_j = |h_j|^2$. Then $\gamma_j$ is also distributed as a Weibull random variable. For a single Weibull fading channel, the PDF of $\gamma_j$ is given by [194]

$$f_{\gamma_j}(z) = \frac{\beta_j}{\omega_j} \left( \frac{z}{\omega_j} \right)^{\beta_j-1} e^{-\left( \frac{z}{\omega_j} \right)^{\beta_j}},$$  

(3.10)

where the shape parameter $\beta_j$ characterizes the severity of fading, and the scale parameter $\omega_j$ characterizes the average power of the fading. As the severity of fading increases, the value of $\beta_j$ decreases.
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3.3.2 Exact Expressions

Let $\gamma_{\text{end}} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j$ denote the sum of $N$ i.n.i.d. Weibull RVs, then the MGF of $\gamma_{\text{end}}$ is given by [197]

$$M_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(s) = \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} \frac{(\Omega s)^l}{(1+\Omega s)^{l+N}},$$

where

$$a_l = \sum_{k_1+\cdots+k_N = l} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \frac{(-1)^k}{k!} \binom{k_j}{k} (1 + \frac{k}{\beta_j}) \frac{k}{\omega_j^k},$$

$$\Omega = \frac{2}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \Gamma(1 + \frac{1}{\beta_j}) \omega_j^\frac{1}{\beta_j},$$

where $\binom{l}{k}$ is binomial coefficients operator defined by $\binom{l}{k} = \frac{\Gamma(l+1)}{\Gamma(k+1)\Gamma(l-k+1)}$ and the operator $\sum_{k_1+\cdots+k_N = l}$ denotes the summation over all possible non-negative integers $k_1, \ldots, k_N$ satisfying the condition of $k_1 + \cdots + k_N = l$. $\Gamma(t)$ is Gamma function defined by $\Gamma(t) = \int_{0}^{\infty} z^{t-1} e^{-z} dz$.

**Theorem 1** The exact analytical effective rate $R(\rho, \theta)$ over MISO i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels can be written as

$$R(\rho, \theta) = \log_2 \frac{\Omega \rho}{N} - \frac{1}{A} \log_2 \left\{ \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} \frac{a_l \Gamma(A+l)}{\Gamma(A)} \times U\left(A+l; A+1-N; \frac{N}{\Omega \rho}\right) \right\},$$

where $U(\cdot)$ is Tricomi hypergeometric function [198, eq. (13.2.5)], $a_l$ and $\Omega$ are given in (3.12) and (3.13), respectively.

**Proof** Using the MGF defined by $M_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(s) = \mathbb{E}\{e^{-sz}\}$, the effective rate can be given by [199]

$$R(\rho, \theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \int_{0}^{\infty} s^{A-1} e^{-s} M_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(\frac{\rho s}{N}) ds.$$
According to [197], series \( \{m_l(s)\} \) is absolutely converge for every \( s \), then there exists a constant \( K \) large enough so that \( \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} |m_l(s)| \leq K \) for every \( s \). We have

\[
\int_0^\infty |s^{A-1}e^{-s} \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} m_l(s)| ds \leq K \int_0^\infty s^{A-1}e^{-s} ds = K \Gamma(A) < \infty \tag{3.17}
\]

where we have applied \( \Gamma(t) = \int_0^\infty x^{t-1}e^{-x} dx \). Then according to Fubini’s theorem, the sum and integration operator can be swapped.

Substituting (3.11) into (3.15) and swapping the order of integration and summation using Fubini’s theorem, (3.14) can be obtained using the following identity [198, eq. (13.4.4)]

\[
\int_0^\infty (1 + az)^{-v} z^{q-1}e^{-pz} dz = \Gamma(q) U(q; q + 1 - v; p/a)/a^q \tag{3.18}
\]

and Kummer’s transform \( U(a; b; z) = z^{1-b}U(a - b + 1; 2 - b; z) \) [198, eq.(13.2.40)].

Let \( b_l = \Gamma(A+l) U(A+l; A+l-N; N/ (\Omega \rho)) /\Gamma(A) \), then we can represent the \( b_l \) in the integral form as follows.

\[
b_l = \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \int_0^\infty e^{-Nt} t^{A-1}(1 + t)^{-N} \ln \frac{t}{1 + t} dt \tag{3.19}
\]

As all integrals are all positive, it is clear that \( b_l > 0 \). The partial differential of \( b_l \) with respect to \( l \) can be given as follows.

\[
\frac{\partial b_l}{\partial l} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \int_0^\infty e^{-Nt} t^{A-1}(1 + t)^{-N} \ln \frac{t}{1 + t} dt \tag{3.20}
\]

Since the integral of \( \frac{\partial b_l}{\partial l} \) is negative, it can be seen that the general term \( b_l \) is positive, monotonically decreasing with respect to \( l \) and upper bounded by \( b_0 \). Because the series \( \{a_l\} \) converges as proved in [197], the convergence of (3.14) follows using the Abel’s criterion. Note that Tricomi \( U \) function is a built-in function in numerical software such as Matlab and Maple, which means (3.14) can be conveniently evaluated. As highlighted in [197] [200], small \( l \) (e.g \( l \leq 50 \)) shows a good approximation to the exact value.
Corollary 1 For i.i.d. Rayleigh situations, if let $\beta_j=1$, $\omega_j=\omega$, the effective rate expression (3.14) can be simplified to

$$R(\rho, \theta) = \log_2 \frac{\omega \rho}{N} \frac{1}{A} \log_2 U \left( A; A+1-N; \frac{N}{\omega \rho} \right).$$

(3.21)

Proof Substituting $\beta_j=1$, $\omega_j=\omega$ to (3.14) and using binomial coefficient identities [198, eq. (26.3.3-4)], (3.21) follows.

Note that this result coincides with [100, eq. (11)], which implies the accuracy of (3.14) in Theorem 1.

### 3.3.3 Approximation Analysis

This part will derive closed-form approximations of the effective rate in both high-SNR and low-SNR regimes. These approximations reduce the computational complexity and provide a straightforward way to understand the parameters’ impact on the system performance.

It is assumed that the joint PDF $f_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(z)$ can be parameterized as a polynomial around the origin. Note that this assumption can be readily applied to any fading distributions with known MGF [201]. Specifically, $f_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(z)$ and $M_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(s)$ satisfy the asymptotic parametrization assumption as follows [201]

$$
\begin{align*}
\left. f_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(z) \right|_{z \to 0} &= mz^{n-1} \frac{1}{\Gamma(n)} \\
\left. |s| \to +\infty \right\} M_{\gamma_{\text{end}}}(s) &= m|s|^{-n}
\end{align*}
$$

(3.22)

where the parameters $m$ and $n$ can be obtained via the MGF of the sum of MISO i.n.i.d. Weibull RVs, which leads to the following theorem.

**Theorem 2** For MISO i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels in high-SNR regimes, the effective rate can be approximated by

$$R(\rho, \theta) \approx -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \left( \frac{(N\bar{\omega})^{N\bar{\beta}}}{{\Gamma(N\bar{\beta}+1)}} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \omega_j^{-\beta_j} \right) \frac{2F_1(A, N\bar{\beta}; N\bar{\beta}+1; -\rho \bar{\omega})}{\Gamma(N\bar{\beta}+1)}.$$ 

(3.23)

where $\bar{\beta} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_j$ and $\bar{\omega} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \omega_j$ are the average shape parameter and scale.
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parameter, and $2F_1(\cdot)$ is the hypergeometric function [198, eq.(15.1.1)].

**Proof** Using the definition of expectation, the integral in (3.9) can be truncated by $Q = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \omega_j$, which captures the major part of the PDF of the sum of Weibull random variables [197]. Then the truncation error for the integration can be given by $E(Q) = \int_{Q}^{\infty} (1 + \frac{\theta z}{N})^{-A} f_{\gamma}(z) dz$. It can be proved that $(1 + \frac{\theta z}{N})^{-A}$ is monotonically decreasing with respect to $\rho$, then $E(Q)$ is upper bounded by $(1 + \frac{\theta Q}{N})^{-A}$. Hence $\lim_{\rho \to 0} E(Q) = 0$. Then using the relation $M_{\gamma}(s) = \prod_{j=1}^{N} M_{\gamma_j}(s)$, [197, eq. (19)] and [202], when $|s| \to \infty$, the following expansion of $M_{\gamma}(s) = s^{-N\beta} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \omega_j^{-\beta_j}$, can be obtained. Using the assumptions in (3.22) and [198, eq. (3.19.1)], (3.23) can be obtained.

Note that the hypergeometric function $2F_1(\cdot)$ is also a built-in function in numerical software such as Matlab and Maple. It is much easier to evaluate the closed-form (3.23) compared to (3.14). It can be seen that the effective rate in high-SNR regime is mainly related to the averaged shape parameter and scale parameter, which means the impact of fading on the communication system has been averaged.

In many communication networks, such as cellular networks, systems often operate in low-SNR situations [203]. Hence it is beneficial to derive an approximation of (3.14) in the low-SNR regime. As explained in [203] [204], low-SNR regimes are approached not only when a given data rate is transmitted through a very large bandwidth, but when a given bandwidth is used to transmit a very small data rate. Hence the capacity analysis should be better conducted using the transmitted normalized energy per information bit $\frac{E_b}{N_0}$ rather than the average SNR $\rho$. Following the same method in [196] and [98], the effective rate in the low-SNR regime can be approximated by

$$R\left(\frac{E_b}{N_0}, \theta\right) \approx S_0 \log_2 \left( \frac{E_b}{\frac{E_b}{N_0} \min} \right),$$

(3.24)

where $S_0$ denotes the capacity slope in bits/s/Hz/(3dB) and $\left(\frac{E_b}{N_0}\right)\min$ is the minimum energy per information bit required to reliably convey any positive rate, which are
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given by [203]

\[
\left( \frac{E_b}{N_0} \right)_{\min} = \lim_{\rho \to 0} \frac{\rho}{R'(\rho, \theta)} = \frac{1}{R''(0, \theta)} \quad \text{(3.25)}
\]

\[
S_0 = -2 \left[ \frac{R'(0, \theta)}{R''(0, \theta)} \right]^2 \ln 2
\]

where \( R'(0, \theta) \) and \( R''(0, \theta) \) denote the first and second order partial derivatives with respect to \( \rho \) evaluated at \( \rho = 0 \).

**Theorem 3** The effective rate over MISO i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels in low-SNR regimes can be approximated by (3.24), with the metrics given by

\[
\left( \frac{E_b}{N_0} \right)_{\min} = 2 \ln 2 \quad \Omega = \frac{N \ln 2}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\beta_j} \right) \omega_j^\beta_j \omega_j^{\beta_j}}, \quad \text{(3.26)}
\]

\[
S_0 = \frac{2}{1 + (A+1) \sum_{j=1}^{N} \omega_j^{\beta_j} \left[ \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\beta_j} \right) - \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\beta_j} \right)^2 \right]} \quad \text{(3.27)}
\]

**Proof** When \( \rho \to 0 \), the Tricomi function has the Poincare-Type expansion as \( U(a; b; z) \approx z^{-a} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (a)_n (a - b + 1)_n (-z)^{-n} / n! \quad [198] \), where \((a)_n\) is the Pochhammer operator given by \((a)_n = a (a + 1) \cdots (a + n - 1) \) and \((a)_0 = 1\). By taking \( \rho \to 0 \) and following the rules of limitation, \( R'(0, \theta) = \frac{\Omega}{2 \ln 2} \) and \( R''(0, \theta) = -\frac{\Omega^2}{4 \ln 2} - \frac{A+1}{N^2 \ln 2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left[ \mathbb{E} \left( \gamma_j^2 \right) - (\mathbb{E} \gamma_j)^2 \right] \) can be obtained. Substituting these results into (3.25), both (3.26) and (3.27) can be obtained.

Note that the capacity slope \( S_0 \) has a reverse relationship with the parameter \( A = \theta TB / \ln 2 \). Hence with the same increase of \( E_b / N_0 \), the transmission with more relaxed QoS requirement will have a higher upper bound of the supported rate. It can be inferred that, the increase of the bandwidth or the QoS requirement will result in a lower effective rate, if the same fading channel conditions and \( E_b / N_0 \) are assumed. Note that \( \left( \frac{E_b}{N_0} \right)_{\min} \), \( S_0 \) and (3.24) are all in the closed-form, which means the low-SNR approximation (3.24) is easier to compute compared to (3.14).
3.3.4 Numerical Results

In this section, numerical simulations are presented to verify the proposed effective rate analysis in Section III. Channel fading parameters are assumed and listed in Table 3.1 [197]. Without loss of generality, the bandwidth $B=1$ and the duration of a time block $T=1$ are assumed [96].

![Figure 3.1: Analytical and simulated effective rate versus the average SNR over MISO i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels with $N = 2$.](image)

As the QoS exponent $\theta$ increases, the delay constraints become more stringent, which is corresponding to the increase of $A$. It is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 that analytical results agree with the simulation results. Also under the same channel fading conditions, the overall effective rate decreases as the delay constraints increase.

High-SNR approximation results and simulation results are compared in Fig. 3.2, where $A = 2$ is assumed. It can be seen that the high-SNR approximation results agree with the simulation results in different i.n.i.d. scenarios. When the average SNR $\rho$ is relatively high, e.g. above 10 dB, the high-SNR approximation results fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N=1$</td>
<td>$\omega_1=1$, $\beta_1=1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N=2$</td>
<td>$\omega_1=1$, $\beta_1=1$, $\omega_2=1$, $\beta_2=2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N=3$</td>
<td>$\omega_1=1$, $\beta_1=1$, $\omega_2=1$, $\beta_2=2$, $\omega_3=1$, $\beta_3=3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Parameters for different i.n.i.d. Weibull fading scenarios
Figure 3.2: High-SNR approximated and simulated effective rate versus the average SNR over i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels with different \( N \).

well with the simulation results. As \( \rho \to \infty \), in theory the high-SNR approximation will approach the exact simulation results, and accordingly the approximation error will approximate 0. But the convergence speed may vary with different system parameters and channel conditions, such as the QoS exponent and fading severity.

Figure 3.3: Low-SNR approximated and simulated effective rate versus \( E_b/N_0 \) over i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels with different \( N \).

In low-SNR regimes, it is shown in Fig. 3.3 that the proposed low-SNR approximation results agree with the simulation results in different i.n.i.d. scenarios, where \( A = 1 \) is assumed. From both Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, it can be inferred that with the increase of the antenna numbers \( N \), the effective rate of the system also increases.
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As the shape parameter $\beta_j$ describes the fading severity of the channel, the channels with larger fading severity contribute less to the total effective rate under the same QoS requirements. It is noteworthy that the simulated channel follows Rayleigh fading in the case of $N = 1$, and these simulation results coincide with the results of [96].

3.3.5 Remarks

In this section, new analytical expressions for the effective rate over i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channels were derived. Closed-form approximations in high-SNR and low-SNR situations were also given for reducing computational complexity. The convergence of these proposed expressions was studied. Numerical results verified these analyses and approximations. It was found that tighter QoS requirement resulted in lower effective rate. The channel with larger fading severity contributed less to the overall effective rate. These results extended and complemented previous work on the effective rate analysis over different fading channels.

3.4 Effective Capacity Analysis of Smart Grid Communication Networks

Smart grid represents a significant new technology for improving the efficiency, reliability and economics of the production, transmission and distribution of electricity that helps reduce carbon emissions. Communication networks become a key to achieving smart grid benefits due to their capability of delivering data and control signals. However, there does not exist a unified approach to quantify how well a communication network supports smart grid applications. In this section, effective capacity is exploited as a good candidate to quantitatively measure how well the communication network supports smart grid applications, regardless of specific network technologies. Case studies using the effective capacity are given and analysed by simulations in different smart grid application scenarios.

The typical smart grid application scenarios involve industrial, residential and
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Table 3.2: Parameter Setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Environment</th>
<th>Channel Parameters</th>
<th>Communication requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial building</td>
<td>Rician $K=5.1\text{dB}$</td>
<td>Source Rate $60\sim100\text{kbps}$, $D_{\text{max}}=10\text{ms}$, Delay violation probability $10^{-2}\sim10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential building</td>
<td>Rayleigh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Rician $K=-6.8\text{dB}$</td>
<td>Probability $10^{-2}\sim10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: The Wireless Communication System Model

office environment. In this part, we consider smart grid applications in these environments. The considered system model is shown in Fig. 3.4, where the data from several intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) (or sensors) are aggregated at the gateway and transmitted using wireless technologies. In the case of industrial environment, a typical application is the raw data collection from IEDs, where the data consist of continuous streams of synchronized samples from each IED, and interleaved with data from other IEDs. The delay requirement for this type of application is 10ms, and the delay violation probability may range from $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-5}$ depending on the specific functions [25]. The channel can be modelled by Rician model with the estimate of mean random/specular power ratio ($K$) of 5.1dB [205]. This is a typical situation where light-of-sight (LOS) is expected due to the open architecture and significant reflection in an industrial environment. As for the residential and office environment, the application of non-intrusive load monitoring is considered. A delay of 10ms with a delay violation probability ranging from $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-5}$ is considered. Rayleigh channel model is used for the residential environment, where there is usually no LOS path between the transceivers. For an office building
environment, a Rician model is applied while the typical K parameter is chosen as -6.8dB [206]. For the convenience of discussion, a data rate ranging from 60 to 100 kbps is considered. The parameters used are summarized in Table 3.2. Besides, we assume that the queueing delay is dominant, where other delay components such as propagation delay are negligible. Moreover, Doppler effect is not considered since the transceivers in the smart grid are fixed to a position. An assumption is made that Shannon’s capacity can be approached by the throughput of the system, in order to perform an analysis in a general way that might work with different MAC and PHY layers.

![Figure 3.5: Delay violation probability under different bandwidths and temporal fading channels, average SNR=0dB](image)

First, the resource allocation is considered. Before each transmission, the amount of resource required to support the application’s QoS requirement is calculated and reserved. In most algorithms, the resource allocation is static. Once an application is admitted, the total reserved resource would be kept for the whole transmission procedure. Therefore the amount of resource assigned and reserved for the application would be critical to guarantee the application’s QoS requirement. We consider the bandwidth allocation cases, which is to provide the application with a source data rate of 85kbps and a maximum delay bound of 10ms under different channel
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Figure 3.6: Delay violation probability under different bandwidths and temporal fading channels, average SNR=5dB

conditions. It can be seen from Fig. 3.5-3.6 that the residential situation (Rayleigh fading), is the worst case which needs a wider bandwidth to support the same data rate transmission for the same delay performance. Office environment with weak LOS component, which is corresponding to the Rician model with K=-6.8dB, has almost the same performance with the Rayleigh fading. As the LOS component gets stronger, which is corresponding to the increase of K, the bandwidth needed to guarantee the desired violation probability (e.g. 0.01% for some delay-sensitive application) under specific average signal-to-noise ratio condition also decreases.

Figure 3.7: Delay violation probability under different bandwidths with average SNR from 0dB to 10dB in Rayleigh fading channel
A more detailed bandwidth required to support the application varying with the average SNR is shown in Fig. 3.7. It indicates that in relatively low SNR situations (e.g. 0-10dB), the required bandwidth to support the same data rate for the delay performance increases significantly along with the drop of the average SNR. This makes sense since the Shannon capacity will decrease along with the drop of the average SNR under a fixed bandwidth. But a further calculation in Table 3.3 shows that the extra bandwidth needed to get the same delay performance along with the decrease of the average SNR also increases in an exponential way. If only assigned with the bandwidth using average SNR information, it will violate the delay bound in a probability of 100%. This gives a direct sense of the importance to consider channel fading statistical characteristics in resource allocation mechanisms.

Figure 3.8: Delay violation probability under different data rates and delay bounds, Rayleigh fading channel

Real channel capacity will vary randomly with time, which means that a guarantee of 100% that the transmission will not violate the upper delay bound is almost impossible. Indeed the increase of redundant bandwidth would certainly improve the delay bound violation performance. However, it can also be inferred from the Fig. 3.5-3.6 that the bandwidth increased exponentially while the delay-violation
probability approaches zero, i.e. a 100% guarantee of transmission within the delay bound, which is unrealistic due to the limited bandwidth in practice. Hence the admission control and resource allocation algorithms should assign resources, e.g. bandwidth, according to the delay bound and the reliability requirement of the application. A typical example is the system exploiting Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), which is already used in many standards such as IEEE802.16 (WiMAX) and 3GPP LTE. The subsets of sub-carriers in OFDMA can be mapped to the bandwidth allocation problem.

Second, the admission control is considered. Whenever a new request for transmission is launched, the admission control algorithm would check the availability of the request. That means the available resources have to be evaluated and mapped to the required QoS metrics to see if or not the application can be admitted. As for delay-sensitive applications, not only the available throughput of the system is of matter, but also the estimated delay and the violation probability is essential. Take the video surveillance as an example, video frames would be useless and discarded if certain delay bound is exceeded. Moreover, for most control command, the delay...
performance is crucial, where a delay violation might even result in a disaster. Thus in the design of the admission control algorithm, delay and violation probability should be included in the QoS metrics to be estimated with the available resources. A scenario that the source data rate as well as the associated delay bound and reliability can be supported when a channel capacity of 100kbps is available under an average SNR of 5dB and different temporal fading channels is considered. The Rician model with K=5.1dB for industrial environment and Rayleigh model for the residential scenario are presented in Fig. 3.8 and 3.9. It is worth noticing that $D_{\text{max}}$ associated to a source data rate is the lower bound. For example, with an average SNR of 5dB and Rayleigh fading channel as shown in 3.8, it can be predicted that an application with a data rate of 80kbps and a delay bound requirement no less than 37ms would be guaranteed by 99.99%, which can be used as criteria for admissions.

Another situation is considered when variable source data rate is achievable. Communication under tough environment is involved in smart grid. Resources might be strictly confined and valued, yet the applications are still delay sensitive. Also in
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practice, even deployed within a close geographical location, the channel condition for different transceivers would still be heterogeneous. For example the channel between one pair of transceivers might be Rayleigh fading with an average SNR of 5dB yet the other is Rician fading with an average SNR of 0dB. The variable data rate can be achieved by many methods, for example a feedback control of a tunable Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) at the data source, or by an Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) at the transmitter. An example of an application with a delay bound requirement of 10ms under different temporal fading models with an average SNR of 5dB is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. It can be indicated in Fig. 3.10 that the delay bound violation probability decays exponentially with the decrease of the source data rate, but for the same conditions other than temporal fading statistical characters, the maximum supported data rate is different. In such cases, if the source data rate can be adapted based on the prediction of delay bound violation under current and past channel condition of the transceivers along the path, a trade-off can be obtained between the information quality and the delay performance, or even enable some delay-sensitive applications which would not be admitted with a high data rate. For example, an application with a delay bound of 10ms, and delay violation probability of 0.1%, it might not be admitted (i.e. blocked) with a data rate of 78kbps, but it can expect an even lower delay violation probability of 0.01% with a drop (e.g. using AMC) of data rate to 74kbps as shown in Fig. 3.10.

Table 3.3: Extra bandwidth under different average SNR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average SNR(SNR\text{avg})</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bandwidth for SNR\text{avg}(kHz)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandwidth for pr=10^{-4}(kHz)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extra bandwidth(kHz)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Smart grid has a wide range of applications covering different scenarios, leading to different QoS requirements. Delay-sensitive applications often exist, hence the delay and the probability of delay bound violation should also be considered in the QoS metrics. This chapter proposes to use effective capacity to evaluate the support level of communication networks to the smart grid applications. Examples as well as simulations with measured statistical channel model in common smart
grid application scenarios including industrial, residential and office environment are used to verify the effective capacity concept. In the future, we will focus on integrating the effective capacity into the admission control and resource allocations algorithms for heterogeneous networks in smart grid systems.

### 3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the effective capacity theory was first introduced. Then the integration based effective analysis method was discussed, where an application of such framework in the analysis of i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channel was illustrated. Besides, both analytical and asymptotic results were derived, while the simulation results supported the correctness of the obtained results.

It could be also indicated from the illustrated example that this integration based method has several drawbacks. Firstly, this framework was defined in integration representation. The framework could be applied to a wide range of fading scenarios, but each of them needed further efforts to obtain the required results for performance evaluation. Secondly, the analysis procedure highly depended on the specific mathematical models of the fading channels. Hence a different scenario might lead to a totally different derivation procedure. Thirdly, the derivation procedure involved frequent sophisticated mathematical manipulations. This complicated the individual cases by coupling with the former two reasons. These issues will be addressed via a MGF and $H$ transform based framework in the next chapter.

In addition, a case study on Smart Grid communication networks was performed, where several deployment scenarios were discussed. It was shown by extensive simulations that effective capacity theory could be used to provide a quantified analysis between the interested Smart Grid QoS metrics, such as delay performance, data rate and channel fading effects.
Chapter 4

Unified Framework for the Effective Rate Analysis of Wireless Communication Systems over MISO Fading Channels

When evaluating the maximum achievable bit rate of a wireless system over fading channels, Shannon’s channel capacity is the most important performance metric. It has also been widely adopted as the basis of performance analysis as well as mechanism design. However, many emerging applications are real-time applications, for example voice over IP, interactive video and most of the smart grid applications. For these real-time applications, not only throughput, but also delay should be considered as one of the quality of service (QoS) requirements. Thus the effective rate theory (or effective capacity) has been proposed by Wu and Negi [4], which bridges the gap between statistical QoS guarantees and the maximum achievable transmission rate. Since then it has been widely used as a powerful analytical tool and QoS provisioning metric in different scenarios.

The approaches studied in Chapter 3 can be categorized as probability density function (PDF) based method, since the analyses highly rely on the exact or approximated PDF of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, the joint PDF is unavailable for many fading channels and it is often very hard, if not impossible, to
obtain the exact PDF for further analysis. This fact results in the situation that the PDF based effective rate analyses are generally studied in a case-by-case way. To address aforementioned issues, this chapter proposes a moment generating function (MGF) based framework for the effective rate analysis over MISO fading channels using $H$ transform representation. Moreover, in this chapter we use the $H$ transform and multivariate Fox’s $H$ function to present the effective rate over both i.n.i.d. and correlated fading channels, which further simplify the analysis and provide a more general analytical framework. The major contributions of this chapter are listed as follows:

- A MGF based framework is proposed for analysing the effective rate over arbitrary correlated and not necessarily identical MISO fading channels using $H$ transform representation. Due to the properties of $H$ transform, the cumbersome mathematical calculation involving integration operation can be simplified.

- $H$ transform involving multivariate Fox’s $H$ function is investigated. As many important metrics in wireless communication systems can be represented by $H$ transform and the statistical properties of multiple fading channels may be characterized using multivariate Fox’s $H$ functions, the obtained results are also valuable in the analysis of other metrics in the multiple channel conditions. Also to the authors’ best knowledge, this work is the first to deal with multiple channel problems within the $H$ transform framework.

- Effective rate over both i.n.i.d. and correlated channel scenarios are studied. The exact analytical expressions of effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channels and arbitrary correlated generalized $K$ fading channels are given. The effective rates over various practical fading channels are readily available by simply substituting corresponding parameters, such as generalized $K$ and Weibull/Gamma fading channels, which avoids the case-by-case study in these fading scenarios.

- Asymptotic approximations are provided for the effective rate analysis over MISO fading channels, where the truncation error and the discretization error
are studied. Using this approximation, the proposed effective rate expressions over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channels can be accurately estimated in a unified and closed-form framework.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.1, the Fox’s $H$ function and $H$ transform related theories are studied. Then the MGF based effective rate analysis framework is proposed in Section 4.2. Based on the proposed framework, the exact and asymptotic analysis over MISO fading channels are performed in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, respectively. Numerical results are presented in Section 4.5, and the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.6.

### 4.1 Fox’s $H$ Function and $H$ Transform

In the statistical system performance analysis, it usually uses a random variable to describe the interested parameters’ statistical characteristics. Typical examples are the various channel fading effects, such as multipath fading effect and shadowing effect. These random variables describing fading effects can be empirically modelled for different application scenarios. For example, it has been verified that fading models such as Rayleigh, Weibull and Nakagami-$m$ fit well to the empirical multipath fading measurements, while the log-normal and gamma distribution can characterize the shadowing effect in many practical scenarios. The theoretical study using random variables can provide an analytical framework that describes the system’s general statistical performance, while the application of specific fading models can give a good estimation of the performance we can expect. Hence similar to other science and engineering subjects, the statistical study has provided a theoretical tool in the system design, as well as a deeper understanding of the various parameters’ influence on the system performance. On one hand, the statistical distribution models have facilitated the theoretical analysis. In practical scenarios, the fading effects may result from the superposition of different fading effects. This composite fading effect can be described by the composition of the random variables for these fading effects. On the other hand, statistical analysis will usually involve the integration or differential of these random variables. The algebra combination of random variables
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is even more challenging. Since this is a common problem in engineering studies, there has been a series of efforts in addressing this issue. One important result is the Fox’s $H$ function proposed by Fox in [207]. Based on the Fox’s $H$ function, the $H$ variate and $H$ transform have been also been proposed, which will be detailed as follows.

4.1.1 Univariate Fox’s $H$ Function

The Fox’s $H$ function is a generalized function, which involves Meijer $G$ function and many other functions that cannot be represented by Meijer $G$-function as special cases. It has been shown that $H$ function can provide general, deep, and useful results directly applicable to various problems of engineering, physical, biological and many other disciplines [202]. Besides, the Fox’s $H$ function has been a build-in function in numerical software such as Matlab and Mathematica, which is not hard to evaluate.

**Definition 1 (Fox’s $H$ function [202])** The Fox’s $H$ function $H_{m,n}^{p,q} [·]$, or univariate Fox’s $H$ function in order to distinguish from multivariate Fox’s $H$ function, can be defined by a single Mellin-Barnes type of contour integral as [202, Ch. 1.2]

$$H [s, O, P] = u H_{m,n}^{p,q} [v s|c, C; d, D] = \frac{u}{2\pi i} \oint_{L} \Phi (z) (v s)^z dz, \quad (4.1)$$

where $i = \sqrt{-1}$, $s \neq 0$ and $L$ is a suitable contour. The following notation is used for simplicity,

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
O = (m, n, p, q) \\
\mathbf{P} = (u, v, c, d, C, D)
\end{array} \right. \quad (4.2)$$

where $c = (\hat{c}, \check{c})$, $d = (\check{d}, \hat{d})$, $C = (\hat{C}, \check{C})$ and $D = (\hat{D}, \check{D})$, with $\hat{c} = (c_1, \ldots, c_n)$, $\check{c} = (c_{n+1}, \ldots, c_p)$, $\hat{d} = (d_1, \ldots, d_m)$, $\check{d} = (d_{m+1}, \ldots, d_q)$, $\hat{C} = (C_1, \ldots, C_n)$, $\check{C} = (C_{n+1}, \ldots, C_p)$, $\hat{D} = (D_1, \ldots, D_m)$ and $\check{D} = (D_{m+1}, \ldots, D_q)$. Also

$$\Phi (z) = \frac{\prod_{j=1}^{n} \Gamma (d_j - D_j z) \prod_{j=1}^{n} \Gamma (1 - c_j + C_j z)}{\prod_{j=n+1}^{p} \Gamma (c_j - C_j z) \prod_{j=m+1}^{q} \Gamma (1 - d_j + D_j z)}. \quad (4.3)$$
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Some frequently used parameter sequences have been summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Frequently Used Order and Parameter Sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Order and Parameter Sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O_{MGF}</td>
<td>(1, 0, 0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{MGF}</td>
<td>(1, 1, —, 0, —, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_{ER}</td>
<td>(1, 0, 0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{ER}</td>
<td>(1, 1, —, A − 1, —, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_f</td>
<td>(m, n, p, q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_f</td>
<td>(u, v, c, d, C, D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_{\phi}</td>
<td>(n + 1, m, q, p + 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{\phi}</td>
<td>(u/v, 1/v, 1 − d − D, (0, 1 − c − C), D, (1, C))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the most important properties of $H$ function is that, it can describe a wide range of functions by its standardized parameters. This makes the application of $H$ function as integral kernels very versatile, which includes the classical Fourier, Laplace, Mellin, Stielgjes and Hankel transform, as special cases \[1, 202\]. Furthermore, due to the $H$ preserving property, the integration or differential operation involving $H$ function has the potential to be further simplified by the algebra manipulations of the parameters. Typical operations include convolution operation, Mellin operation, scaling operation, and elementary operation, which are detailed in Table 4.2.

Although the definition of $H$ function seems to be complex, the practical usage is not that hard, where sophisticated mathematical knowledge is not required \[208\]. In communication systems, it is a common problem that the definition of certain metrics are in integral forms, where no closed form is available. A typical example is the error function in bit error rate analysis. This makes the analysis based on these metrics hard in mathematical manipulations. In such cases, a versatile function like $H$ function is very attractive, which thanks to the conversion of complex mathematical manipulations to the parameter operations above.

### 4.1.2 Multivariate Fox’s $H$ Function

If we use different random variables to describe individual fading effects, then the superposition of these fading effects will involve the composite of these random variables. For some special cases, it can be simplified, for example when the individual
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Table 4.2: Unary and binary operations on the order and parameter sequences of Fox’s $H$ function [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Order or parameter sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scaling</td>
<td>$P</td>
<td>\alpha \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugate</td>
<td>$\langle \eta</td>
<td>P \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>$\langle \alpha, \beta, \eta</td>
<td>P \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential</td>
<td>$\partial^j O$</td>
<td>$(m + 1, n, p + 1, q + 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse</td>
<td>$O^{-1}$</td>
<td>$(n, m, q, p)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mellin</td>
<td>$O_1 \boxtimes O_2$</td>
<td>$(m_1 + n_2, m_2 + n_1, p_1 + q_2, p_2 + q_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_1 \boxtimes P_2$</td>
<td>$(\frac{u_1}{u_2}, \frac{v_1}{v_2}, c', d', C', D')$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variates are independent of each other. For most cases, it will generally require using the multivariate random variables. The multivariate $H$ function provides a potential way to characterize the superposition of multiple random variables, which can be defined based on the univariate Fox’s $H$ function.

**Definition 2 (Multivariate Fox’s $H$ function [202])**

The operator $H_{p_0,q_0}^{0,n_0;m_1,n_1;\ldots;m_N,n_N}[\cdot]$ is Fox’s $H$ function of $N$ variables, or multivariate Fox’s $H$ function for simplicity, which can be defined in terms of multiple Mellin-Barnes type contour integrals as follows

$$H_{p_0,q_0}^{0,n_0} \left[ (a_j; A_j^{(1)}, \ldots, A_j^{(N)})_{1,p_0} : (s_j; O_j, P_j)_{1,N} \right]$$

$$= \frac{u_1 \cdots u_N}{(2\pi i)^N} \int_{L_1} \cdots \int_{L_N} \Psi(\zeta) \left\{ \prod_{j=1}^{N} \Phi_j(\zeta_j)(v_j s_j) \zeta_j \right\} d\zeta_1 \cdots d\zeta_N,$$
where
\[
\Psi(\zeta) = \frac{\prod_{j=1}^{n_0} \Gamma(1 - a_j + \sum_{\ell=1}^{N} A_j^{(\ell)} \zeta_{\ell})}{\prod_{j=n_0+1}^{p_0} \Gamma(a_j - \sum_{\ell=1}^{N} A_j^{(\ell)} \zeta_{\ell}) \prod_{j=1}^{q_0} \Gamma(1 - b_j + \sum_{\ell=1}^{N} B_j^{(\ell)} \zeta_{\ell})},
\]  
(4.6)

\[
\Phi_j(\zeta_j) = \frac{\prod_{\ell=1}^{m_j} \Gamma(d_j^{(\ell)} - D_j^{(\ell)} \zeta_j)}{\prod_{\ell=m_j+1}^{p_j} \Gamma(c_j^{(\ell)} - C_j^{(\ell)} \zeta_j)} \prod_{\ell=1}^{n_j} \Gamma(1 - c_j^{(\ell)} + C_j^{(\ell)} \zeta_j),
\]  
(4.7)

whereas \( L_j \) is the suitable contours in the \( \zeta_j \)-plane. \((a_j; A_j^{(1)}, \ldots, A_j^{(N)})_{1,p_0} \) abbreviates \( p_0 \)-parameter array \((a_1; A_1^{(1)}, \ldots, A_1^{(N)}), \ldots, (a_{p_0}; A_{p_0}^{(1)}, \ldots, A_{p_0}^{(N)}) \), and \((s_j, O_j, P_j)_{1,N} \) abbreviates \( N \)-parameter array \( \{s_1, O_1, P_1; \ldots; s_N, O_N, P_N\} \), where
\( O_j = (m_j, n_j, p_j, q_j) \) and \( P_j = (u_j, v_j, c_j, d_j, C_j, D_j) \), whereas \( c_j \) abbreviates \( p_j \)-parameter array \((c_j^{(1)}, \ldots, c_j^{(p_j)}) \). Other abbreviations follow the same way. See [202] for more related details.

The multivariate Fox’s \( H \) function is a kind of versatile function, which includes or relates to a wide range of generalized functions, such as multivariate Lauricella hypergeometric functions [209], Laguerre polynomials [210] and univariate Fox’s \( H \) function [211]. These hypergeometric functions with one or more variables are frequently encountered and used in many research areas, including communications [1], engineering [212], computing sciences [213], applied mathematics [214], and physics [215].

Specially, when \( n_0 = p_0 = q_0 = 0 \), the multivariate Fox’s \( H \) function breaks up into the product of \( N \) univariate Fox’s \( H \) functions as [202, eq.(A.13)]
\[
H_{0,0}^{0,0} \left( \begin{array}{c} s_j, O_j, P_j \end{array} \right)_{1,N} = \prod_{j=1}^{N} H[s_j, O_j, P_j].
\]  
(4.8)

A special case satisfies the above condition is that all variables are independent of each other. This assumption is widely applied in communication studies where multiple variables are considered, such as in multiple antenna systems and a composition of fading effects.
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4.1.3 $H$ Transform

$H$ transforms are integral transforms involving $H$ function as kernels, which include many integral transforms, such as the classical Fourier, Laplace, Mellin, Stieljes and Hankel transform, as special cases [1, 202]. We first recall the definition of $H$ transforms in the following lemma, which will be extensively used in the later part.

**Definition 3 ($H$ transform [1])** The $H$ transform of a function $f(t)$ with Fox’s $H$ kernel of the order sequence $O = (m, n, p, q)$ and the parameter sequence $P = (u, v, c, d, C, D)$, is defined by [1]

$$
\mathcal{H} \{ f(z), O, P \} (s) = u \int_0^\infty H_{p,q}^{m,n} \left[ \frac{sz}{c, C} \right] f(z) dz, \quad (4.9)
$$

provided that the integral converges absolutely and $s > 0$.

As will be shown in the following sections, the effective rate can be written in the $H$ transform format in a very compact and clear way, which enables further analysis in the i.n.i.d. MISO fading channel conditions.

If the integral is an $H$ function, then it has been proved that the $H$ transform defined in (4.9), i.e. the integration of the product of two $H$ functions, is an $H$ function, which can be conveniently expressed by the following lemma.

**Definition 4 (Mellin Operation [1])** Let $f(z) = H[z, O_2, P_2]$, then the $H$ transform of $f(z)$ is again Fox’s $H$ function whose parameter sequence is given by the Mellin operation between the parameter sequences of the kernel and $f(z)$, that is,

$$
\mathcal{H} \{ f(z), O_1, P_1 \} (s) = H [s, O_1 \boxdot O_2, P_1 \boxdot P_2], \quad (4.10)
$$

where $O_1 \boxdot O_2$ and $P_1 \boxdot P_2$ denote the Mellin operation given in Table 4.2.

As will be shown in the following analysis, Lemma 4 provides a fruitful equation that can be used as a tool to derive the MGF based effective rate expression directly from the PDF based effective rate expression. By applying Lemma 4, the integration operation of the product of two $H$ function has been simplified to the basic algebraic
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Manipulations of the parameters. Also it should be highlighted that if the overall MGF function can be expressed by a single $H$ function, the effective rate can be easily obtained by directly applying Lemma 4.

4.1.4 $H$ Variates

$H$ distribution is defined based on the definition of $H$ function, which includes a wide range of well-known distributions as special cases, such as gamma, Rayleigh, Weibull, Maxwell, beta, chi-square and $F$ distributions [216, Ch. 6.3.4]. The definition of $H$ variate is recalled in the following lemma.

**Definition 5 ($H$ variate [1,217])** A nonnegative random variable $X$ is said to have an $H$ distribution with the order sequence $O=(m,n,p,q)$ and the parameter sequence $P=(u,v,c,d,C,D)$, denoted by $X \sim H(O,P)$ or simply $X \sim H_{p,q}^{m,n}(P)$, if its PDF is given by

$$f_X(x) = H[x,O,P] = uH_{p,q}^{m,n}[vx|c,C,d,D], \quad (x \geq 0). \quad (4.11)$$

with the set of parameters satisfying a distributional structure such that $f_X(x) \geq 0$ for all $x \in \mathbb{R}_+$ and $\mathbb{H}\{1,O,P\}(1)=1$. The MGF of the Fox’s $H$ variate $X$ can be given by

$$\phi_X(s) = \mathbb{H}\{H[x,O,P], O_{MGF}, P_{MGF}\}(s),$$

$$= H[s,O_{MGF} \boxtimes O, P_{MGF} \boxtimes P], \quad (4.12)$$

where

$$\begin{cases}
O_{MGF} = (1,0,0,1), \\
P_{MGF} = (1,1,-,0,-,1).
\end{cases} \quad (4.13)$$

The necessary conditions for the $H$ variates to be a density function have been extensively studied in [1,208,218,219], these conditions are assumed to be satisfied.

The $H$ variate has a very important and useful property, i.e. the so called the $H$ preserving property [220], which is that the products, quotients and powers of independent $H$ variables are again $H$ variables [208,219]. It should also be noticed that there are studies successfully modelled the various fading channel models in a
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generalized fading model, which exploits the $H$ variables as the basis, such as the $H$ fading model [1] and hyper $H$ fading [2], which will be detailed in Section 4.3.

4.1.5 Hyper Fox’s $H$ Fading Model

The hyper Fox’s $H$ fading model [2] uses the sum of several $H$ variates to exactly represent or approximate a very wide range of different fading distribution models, including Rayleigh, Weibull, Nakagami-$m$, Weibull/Gamma and generalized $K$ fading models. For a full list of special cases, interested readers are referred to [2]. By matching the parameters, effective rates over various i.n.i.d. MISO fading channels are readily available, which will further simplify the effective rate analysis under such conditions.

Let $\gamma_j$ be a random variable following the hyper Fox’s $H$ fading distribution, then its PDF is given by [2]

$$f_j(\gamma) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_j} H[\gamma, O_{f_{j,k}}, P_{f_{j,k}}],$$

(4.14)

where

$$O_{f_{j,k}} = (m_{j,k}, n_{j,k}, P_{j,k}, q_{j,k})$$
$$P_{f_{j,k}} = (u_{j,k}, v_{j,k}, c_{j,k}, d_{j,k}, C_{j,k}, D_{j,k})$$

(4.15)

defined over $\gamma \geq 0$ and the subscripts of $m_{j,k}$ denote that this parameter is associated to the $k$th parameter set of the PDF $f_j(\gamma)$, where $k \in (1, 2, \ldots, K_j)$. Same notation rule applies to the other parameters. The notations $K_j$, $O_{f_{j,k}}$ and $P_{f_{j,k}}$ are the parameters satisfying a distributional structure such that $f_j(\gamma) \geq 0$ for all $\gamma \geq 0$ and $\int_0^{\infty} f_j(\gamma) d\gamma = 1$ [2]. The necessary condition for the Fox’s $H$ function in (4.14) to be a density function can be given by [1, 217, 219]

$$\begin{cases}
c_j + C_j < 1, \forall j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \\
-\frac{d_j}{D_j} < 1, \forall j = 1, 2, \ldots, m
\end{cases}$$

(4.16)
The MGF $\phi_j$ can be obtained by using $H$ transform defined in (4.9) as [1]

$$\phi_j(s) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_j} H[s, O_{\phi_j,k}, P_{\phi_j,k}],$$

(4.17)

where the parameter sequences of the MGF can be calculated by

$$\begin{cases}
O_{\phi_j,k} = O_{\text{MGF}} \boxtimes O_{f_{j,k}} \equiv (n_{j,k}+1, m_{j,k}, q_{j,k}, p_{j,k}+1) \\
P_{\phi_j,k} = P_{\text{MGF}} \boxtimes P_{f_{j,k}} \equiv \left(\frac{u_{j,k}}{v_{j,k}}, \frac{1}{q_{j,k}} - d_{j,k} - D_{j,k}, (0, 1), (1, C_{j,k}) \right)
\end{cases}$$

(4.18)

where $O_{\text{MGF}} = (1, 0, 0, 1)$ and $P_{\text{MGF}} = (1, 1, 0, 0, 1)$ as given in Table 4.1. The Mellin operation $\boxtimes$ is defined in Table 4.2, which is a typical operation in $H$ transform. Mellin operation is very useful since when the integration kernel is fixed, for example in the case of deriving MGF from PDF, it uses basic arithmetic manipulation of parameters to replace the integration operation procedure.

Typical multipath fading and composite fading models can be directly obtained by changing parameters sequences in hyper Fox’s $H$ fading model, which are listed in Table 4.3
### Table 4.3: Typical multipath fading and composite fading parameters [1] [2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fading Model</th>
<th>Order Sequence</th>
<th>Parameter sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-sided Gaussian</td>
<td>((1,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((\frac{1}{2\sqrt{\pi}}, \frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}, 1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxweil</td>
<td>((1,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((\frac{3}{\sqrt{\pi}}, \frac{3}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}, 1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh</td>
<td>((1,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((1,1, -0, -1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakagami-(m)</td>
<td>((1,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((m, -m, m - 1, -1, 1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>((1,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((\Gamma\left(1 + \frac{2}{\beta}\right), \Gamma\left(1 + \frac{2}{\beta}\right), -1 - \frac{2}{\beta}, -\frac{2}{\beta}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha - \mu)</td>
<td>((1,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((\frac{\Gamma(\mu + \frac{2}{\beta})}{\Gamma(\mu)}, \frac{\Gamma(\mu + 2/\alpha)}{\Gamma(\mu)}, -\mu - \frac{2}{\alpha}, -\frac{2}{\alpha}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N) Nakagami-(m)</td>
<td>((N,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((\prod_{i=1}^{N} m_i, - (m_i - 1, \ldots, m_N - 1), 1_N))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Gamma</td>
<td>((1,0,0,1))</td>
<td>((\beta, \beta, -m - \frac{1}{\xi}, -\frac{1}{\xi}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K)-fading</td>
<td>((2,0,0,2))</td>
<td>((\frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}}, \sqrt{v}, - (v - \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}, 1_2)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized (K)-fading</td>
<td>((2,0,0,2))</td>
<td>((\frac{m_1 m_2}{\Gamma(m_1) \Gamma(m_2)}, - (m_1 - 1, m_2 - 1), 1_2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull/Gamma</td>
<td>((2,0,0,2))</td>
<td>((\frac{v \Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\beta})}{\Gamma(v)}, v \Gamma(1 + \frac{2}{\beta}), - (v - 1, 1 - \frac{2}{\beta}), - (1, \frac{2}{\beta})))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Generalized Gamma</td>
<td>((2,0,0,2))</td>
<td>((\frac{\beta_1 \beta_2}{\Gamma(m_1) \Gamma(m_2)}, \beta_1 \beta_2, - (m_1 - \frac{1}{\xi_1}, m_2 - \frac{1}{\xi_2}), - (\frac{1}{\xi_1}, \frac{1}{\xi_2})))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.2 MGF Based Effective Rate Analysis Framework

Although effective rate theory is very attractive in modelling the cross layer behaviour within the communication system, the study on individual fading channels is still very challenging. One of the main reasons is that the analysis will involve multiple integrations of multivariate functions. It has been shown in the previous section that traditional PDF and integration based methods require delicate mathematical techniques and transforms between equalities. This common problem can be addressed via a general framework based on the MGF and $H$ transform representation, which will be detailed as follows.

4.2.1 System Model

In this chapter, a MISO fading channel model is considered, where there are $N$ transmit antennas and only one receive antenna as shown in Fig. 4.1. MISO fading scenarios are common in practice, which can also characterise the MIMO keyhole. The channels are assumed to be flat block fading, then the channel input-output relation can be written as

$$y = h x + n_0,$$

where $h \in \mathbb{C}^{1 \times N}$ denotes the MISO channel vector, $x$ is the transmit signal vector, and $n_0$ represents the complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance $N_0$. It is assumed that the transmission power is uniformly allocated across the transmit antennas, and the channels are assumed to be arbitrarily correlated and not necessarily identically distributed.

The average transmit SNR is defined as $\rho = \frac{P}{B N_0}$, where $P$ is the average transmit power of the system and $B$ denotes the bandwidth. The channel state information is assumed to be only available at the receiver and the instantaneous channel power gain of the $j$th channel is defined by $\gamma_j = |h_j|^2$, where $h_j$ is the $j$th component of the fading vector $h$. In this part, we consider the maximum ratio transmission scheme, hence the instantaneous channel power gain at the receiver end can be
defined by $\gamma_{\text{end}} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j$. The joint MGF $\phi_{\text{end}}$ is defined by $\phi_{\text{end}}(s) = \mathbb{E}\{e^{-s\sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j}\}$. Specifically, if the channels are independent with each other, then the joint MGF $\phi_{\text{end}}(s)$ can be expressed by the product of the MGF of individual channel’s power gain as

$$\phi_{\text{end}}(s) = \prod_{j=1}^{N} \phi_j(s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.20)

where $\phi_j(s)$ is defined by $\phi_j(s) = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-s\gamma} f_j(\gamma)d\gamma$ and $f_j(\gamma)$ is the PDF of the $j$th channel’s power gain.

### 4.2.2 Effective Rate Analysis Framework Based on MGF and $H$ Transform

Effective rate is the maximum constant rate that a fading channel can support under statistical delay constraints, which can be written as [4]

$$R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{\theta TB} \ln \mathbb{E}\{e^{-\theta TC}\}, \hspace{0.5cm} \theta \neq 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.21)
where $C$ represents the system’s throughput during a single time block and $T$ denotes the duration of a time block. The QoS exponent $\theta$ is given by

$$\theta = - \lim_{z \to \infty} \frac{\ln \Pr\{L > z\}}{z},$$

(4.22)

where $L$ is the equilibrium queue-length of the buffer at the transmitter. When $z$ is large, the buffer violation probability can be approximated by $\Pr\{L \geq z\} \approx e^{-\theta z}$. Correspondingly, if we denote the steady-state delay at the buffer by $D_{\text{delay}}$, then the probability of $D_{\text{delay}}$ exceeding the maximum allowed delay $d_{\text{max}}$ can be given by $\Pr\{D_{\text{delay}} \geq d_{\text{max}}\} \approx e^{-\theta \delta d_{\text{max}}}$, where $\delta$ is determined by the characters of the queueing system [98]. Hence the minimum required QoS exponent $\theta_0$ is decided by the delay constraints, and in order to guarantee the delay performance, the QoS exponent $\theta$ has to satisfy the constraint $\theta \geq \theta_0$. Moreover, when $\theta_0 \to 0$, the effective rate approaches the Shannon’s capacity [98].

When the transmitter sends uncorrelated circularly symmetric zero-mean complex Gaussian signals, the effective rate can be written as [98]

$$R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \mathbb{E} \left\{ \left(1 + \frac{\rho \gamma_{\text{end}}}{N} \right)^{-A} \right\},$$

(4.23)

where $A = \theta TB / \ln 2$. Normally, (4.23) will involve multiple integrationss of multivariate functions, since the PDF of $\gamma_{\text{end}} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j$ is described by multivariate random variables in general cases. Yet by using the MGF instead of PDF and applying the $H$ transform theory, the effective rate can be derived as follows.

**Theorem 4** The effective rate over arbitrary correlated and not necessarily identically distributed MISO fading channels can be given by

$$R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \mathbb{E} \left\{ \phi_{\text{end}}(\frac{\rho s}{N}), \mathbf{O}_{\text{ER}}, \mathbf{P}_{\text{ER}} \right\} (1)$$

(4.24)

$$= -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{N}{\rho \Gamma(A)} \mathbb{H} \left\{ \phi_{\text{end}}(s), \mathbf{O}_{\text{ER}}, \mathbf{P}_{\text{ER}} \right\} \left( \frac{N}{\rho} \right)$$

(4.25)

where $\mathbf{O}_{\text{ER}} = (1, 0, 0, 1)$ and $\mathbf{P}_{\text{ER}} = (1, 1, -1, A-1, -1, 1)$.

**Proof** Using [1, eq.(28)] with the identity of [202, eq.(1.39)], [202, eq.(1.43)] and...
We have

\[
H_{1,1}^{1,0}
\left[
\frac{\rho \sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j^{1-A,1}}{N}
\right]
=
\int_{0}^{\infty}
H_{0,1}^{1,0}
\left[
\frac{1}{A-1,1}
\right]
H_{0,1}^{1,0}
\left[
\frac{\rho s \sum_{j=1}^{N} \gamma_j}{N}
\right]
ds.
\]  

(4.26)

Substituting [202, eq.(2.22)] into (4.23) and using (4.26) as well as [1, eq.(62)], the following equation can be obtained

\[
R(\theta)=\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \left( \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \right)
\int_{0}^{\infty}
\left[
\frac{1}{A-1,1}
\right]
\phi_{\text{end}}\left(\frac{\rho s}{N}\right)
ds.
\]  

(4.27)

Then use the definition of H transform (4.9), (4.24) can be achieved. By changing the integral variate, an alternative form can be obtained as (4.25).

Remark: The integral form of the effective rate of MISO fading channels can be obtained by using H transform definition and substituting the identity of \(e^{-s}s^{A-1} = H_{A-1}^{1,0}\) [202, eq.(2.22)] into (4.24), which can be written as

\[
R(\theta)=-\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \left( \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \right)
\int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-s}s^{A-1}\phi_{\text{end}}\left(\frac{\rho s}{N}\right)ds.
\]  

(4.28)

Using the fact that \(0 \leq \phi_{\text{end}}(s) \leq 1\), the integral can be proved to be absolutely converge. Hence the H transform in (4.24) and (4.25) exist.

We highlight that (4.24) and its equivalent (4.25) in H transform form are more attractive than the integral form in (4.28). On one hand, the MGF of most commonly used fading distributions can be written in Fox’s H function format [2], which facilitates the application of Theorem 4. On the other hand, we can interpret the effective rate as the H transform of the PDF or MGF of the power gain by the parameter sequence \(O_{\text{ER}}\) and \(P_{\text{ER}}\) with some more manipulations. It has been studied in [1] that many important metrics such as ergodic capacity, error probability, error exponent can be expressed in similar H transform format with corresponding parameter sequences. Note that one merit of H transform is that the manipulation of parameter sequences only involves very basic arithmetic operations, hence the H transform representation can provide a unified, systematic and simple framework.
for wireless performance analysis such as effective rate. In addition, in Section 4.3, we will show that for deriving MGF from the known PDF or analysing effective rate over SISO, i.n.i.d. and correlated scenarios, $H$ transform is a very useful analysing tool.

In addition, compared to the PDF based approach, the MGF based approach has many advantages. First, the PDF based approach can be viewed as a special case of the MGF based approach. This is due to the fact that in the PDF based approach, the joint PDF has to be obtained in advance of further analysis. When the joint PDF is available, by using the relationship of PDF and MGF, it can be proved that the PDF based approach is involved in the case of $N = 1$ in the proposed MGF based approach. Second, in the i.n.i.d. scenarios, the joint MGF can be calculated by the product of the individual channels’ MGF, which enables the analyses where the PDF based approach has difficulties [96, 221]. This feature makes the analysis more flexible and applicable to different and complex channel conditions.

4.3 Exact Effective Capacity Analysis over MISO Fading Channels

In this section, we will investigate the effective rate over specific i.n.i.d. and correlated channels. For the i.n.i.d. scenario, the effective rate over i.n.i.d. hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channels is derived, while the arbitrary correlated generalized $K$ fading channels are considered for the correlated scenario.

4.3.1 Effective Rate over i.n.i.d. MISO Hyper Fox’s $H$ Fading Channels

As the derivation will involve the $H$ transform of multivariate $H$ function, we introduce the following lemma, which enables us to analyse the effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO fading channels.
Lemma 1  The $H$ transform of the product of Fox’s $H$ functions can be given by

\[
\mathbb{H}\left\{ \prod_{j=1}^{N} H\left[z, O_j, P_j\right], O_{R'}, P_{R'} \right\}(s) = s^{-\eta}H_{1,0}^{0,1,0,1}\left[ (1-\eta, 1_N) : \left(\frac{1}{s}, O_j, P_j\right)_{1,N} \right],
\]

(4.29)

where $O_{R'} = (1,0,0,1)$, $P_{R'} = (s^{1-\eta}, 1, -\eta - 1, 1)$, $s > 0$ and $\eta \geq 0$. The short notation of multivariate Fox’s $H$ function $H_{p_0,q_0}^{m,n}[\cdot]$ is defined by (4.4). Specially, when $N = 1$, (4.29) reduces to

\[
\mathbb{H}\left\{ uH_{m,n}^{p,q} \left| \frac{v}{z} \right| c, C \right\}, O_{R'}, P_{R'} \right\}(s) = us^{-\eta}H_{p+1,q}^{m,n+1}\left[ \frac{v}{s}, (1-\eta, c), (1, C) \right],
\]

(4.30)

Proof Using [222, eq.(2.1)] and the $H$ transform definition (4.9), (4.29) can be obtained. Applying (4.1), (4.30) can be obtained. See [222] for details.

It is straightforward that the $H$ transform parameter $O_{ER}$ and $P_{ER}$ in Theorem 4 are special cases of $O_{R'}$ and $P_{R'}$ in Lemma 1. Hence with the MGF representation of $\gamma_j$ and Lemma 1, the effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channel can be given by the following theorem.

Theorem 5  If $N$ channels of the MISO systems are mutually independent but not necessarily identical distributed and the instantaneous channel power gain $\gamma_j$ of each channel follows hyper Fox’s $H$ fading, then the effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channels can be written as

\[
R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \prod_{k=1}^{K_1} \cdots \prod_{k=N}^{K_N} H_{1,0}^{0,1}\left[ (1-A, 1_N) : \left(\frac{\rho}{N}, O_{\phi_j,k}, P_{\phi_j,k}\right)_{1,N} \right].
\]

(4.31)

where $A = \frac{\Theta B}{\ln 2}$. The notations $K_j$, $O_{f_j,k}$ and $P_{f_j,k}$ are the parameters satisfying a distributional structure such that $f_j(\gamma) \geq 0$ for all $\gamma \geq 0$ and $\int_0^{\infty} f_j(\gamma)d\gamma = 1$.[2]

Proof Substituting both (4.17) and (4.20) into Theorem 4, then using Lemma 1, (4.31) can be obtained.

Remark: Theorem 5 is a good example of how to apply Theorem 4 to estimate the i.n.i.d. fading channels in a general way. As will be illustrated in 4.3.2, the equa-
tion (4.31) can be much simplified in some special cases and estimated thereafter. However, as presented in Section 4.4, the equation (4.31) using multivariate Fox’s $H$ function can be evaluated uniformly without the need for further reduction or simplification, which simplifies the analysis and calculation procedure in a general way.

Although many parameters have been used to describe the hyper Fox’s $H$ fading model, according to [2], most commonly used fading channels have very simple parameters. Another interesting observation is that the parameter sequences in (4.31) are the parameter sequences of the involved MGF functions without changes. By substituting corresponding parameters in specific channel scenarios, Theorem 5 is directly applicable to the analysis of effective rate over various i.n.i.d. fading channel conditions. In addition, the multivariate Fox’s $H$ function is a mathematical traceable function. There are studies on the property [209], reduction [223], expansion [224] and integrations [225] involving multivariate Fox’s $H$ functions, which can be used for the simplification in special cases and derivation in applications. Interested readers can refer to the references therein for further details.

4.3.2 Special Cases of i.n.i.d. Hyper Fox’s $H$ Fading Channels

We now investigate the effective rate over three special fading channels, namely i.n.i.d. Fox’s $H$ fading channels, i.i.d. Nakagami-$m$ fading channels and SISO hyper Fox’s $H$ channel. On one hand, the scenarios considered in these special cases are very practical and widely used in the study of wireless system performance. On the other, these special cases give examples of how to apply the proposed theorems under specific channel conditions.

I.n.i.d. Fox’s $H$ fading channels

Fox’s $H$ fading model can be included as a special case in the hyper Fox’s $H$ fading model, which can characterize the fluctuations of the signal envelope due to mul-
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Multipart fading superimposed on shadowing variations [1]. Typical fading models describing both small-scale and large-scale fading effects, such as Rayleigh/lognormal, Nakagami-$m$/lognormal and Weibull/Gamma fading, are all special cases of the Fox’s $H$ fading model. This model is extensively used in the research of fading channels due to its clear physical meaning [1, 226]. Every fading effect in the Fox’s $H$ fading is defined based on the Fox’s $H$ variate, which uses the Fox’s $H$ function to describe the PDF of the random variate. Hence when defining a Fox’s $H$ variate, it only needs to define its parameter sequences in the format of $X \sim H(O, P)$. For simplicity, the Fox’s $H$ function, Fox’s $H$ transform and their associated operation functions are exploited. These operations are all basic manipulations of the parameter sequences, which is beneficial in compositing different fading effects as well as deriving MGF from PDF as shown below.

For a single channel labelled with $j (j=1, 2, \ldots, N)$, let the non-negative random variable $Z_j$ and $X_j$ be Fox’s $H$ variates [226] and describe the multipath fading effect and shadowing effect, such that $Z_j \sim H(O_{Zj}, P_{Zj})$ and $X_j \sim H(O_{Xj}, P_{Xj})$ [1].

If the multipath fading and shadowing effects are statistically independent, then the instantaneous channel power gain $\gamma_j$ is again Fox’s $H$ variate $\gamma_j \sim H(O_{fj}, P_{fj})$, where $O_{fj} = O_{Zj} \boxplus O_{Xj}$ and $P_{fj} = \langle 1, 2, -\frac{1}{2} \mid P_{Zj} \boxplus P_{Xj}$. The elementary operation $\langle \cdot \mid P$ and convolution operation $\boxplus$ are defined in Table 4.2.

The MGF of the instantaneous channel power gain $\gamma_j$ can be written as

$$\phi_j(s)=H[s, O_{\phi_j}, P_{\phi_j}], \quad (4.32)$$

with

$$\begin{cases} O_{\phi_j} = O_{\text{MGF}} \boxplus O_{fj} \\ P_{\phi_j} = P_{\text{MGF}} \boxplus P_{fj} \end{cases} \quad (4.33)$$

where Mellin operation $\boxplus$ is defined in Table 4.2. Note the MGF of Fox’s $H$ fading model is represented by only one Fox’s $H$ function, it coincides as a special case of hyper Fox’s $H$ fading model with the parameter $K_j = 1$ in (4.14). Then the effective
rate over i.n.i.d. MISO Fox’s $H$ fading channels can be given by

\[
R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \left[ \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} H_{1,0}^{0,1} \left( \frac{1}{N} \mathbf{O}_{\phi_j}, \mathbf{P}_{\phi_j} \right)_{1,N} \right] \quad (4.34)
\]

where $\mathbf{O}_{\phi_j}$ and $\mathbf{P}_{\phi_j}$ are defined in (4.33).

This special case gives a good example of how to derive the effective rate from the known fading parameters of the specific fading channel via the proposed method and $H$ transform operations. It should also be noticed that although several $H$ transform operations are used in the deriving procedure, they only involve some basic arithmetic manipulations of the parameters, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, sequence changes of the parameters as well as the combination of such operations. One can readily obtain the more familiar yet tedious representation by expanding these operations described in Table 4.2.

**I.i.d. Nakagami-$m$ fading channels**

Nakagami-$m$ fading model is one of the most widely used fading models in the performance analysis of wireless communication systems, which includes one-sided Gaussian and Rayleigh fading model as special cases. It has been recommended by IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Committee on Radio Propagation for theoretical studies of fading channels [193]. For a single channel, if the instantaneous channel power gain follows the Nakagami-$m$ distribution, then $\gamma_j \sim H(O_j, P_j)$, where $O_j = (1, 0, 0, 1)$ and $P_j = (\frac{m}{\Gamma(m)}, \hat{m}, 0, 1)$ [1]. The symbol $\hat{m}$ denotes the parameter associated to Nakagami-$m$ fading model. Using (4.32), the MGF can be given by

\[
\phi_j(s) = H[s, O_{\phi_j}, P_{\phi_j}],
\]

where $O_{\phi_j} = (1, 1, 1, 1)$ and $P_{\phi_j} = (\frac{1}{\Gamma(m)}, \frac{1}{m}, 1 - \hat{m}, 0, 1, 1)$. Substituting these parameters into Theorem 5 as well as the relation connecting generalized Lauricella function and multivariate Fox’s $H$ function [202, A.31], then using the reduction formulae for the multivariate hypergeometric function [227, eq.(14)], the effective rate expres-
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The expression can be simply represented by generalized hypergeometric functions $_pF_q[·] \text{[198, eq.(16.2.1)]}$ as follows

\[ R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 2F_0 \left[ A, \hat{m}N, -\frac{\rho}{\hat{m}N} \right]. \tag{4.36} \]

Note that using the identity of [198, eq.(13.6.21)], the expression given in (4.36) coincides with [10, eq.(7)], which supports the validation of our derivation.

**SISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channel**

SISO fading channel is included as a special case of i.n.i.d. channel, where only one channel is considered, i.e. $N = 1$. Under SISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channel condition, the MGF can be expressed by the sum of univariate Fox’s $H$ functions as

\[ \phi_{\text{end}}(s) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} H[s, O_{\phi_k}, P_{\phi_k}], \text{ where } O_{\phi_k} = (m_{\phi_k}, n_{\phi_k}, p_{\phi_k}, q_{\phi_k}) \text{ and } P_{\phi_k} = (u_{\phi_k}, v_{\phi_k}, c_{\phi_k}, d_{\phi_k}, C_{\phi_k}, D_{\phi_k}). \]

In this case, using (4.24) in Theorem 1 and (4.30) in Lemma 1, the effective rate expression can be directly given by

\[ R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{u_{\phi_k}}{\Gamma(A)} H_{\rho_{\phi_k}+1, \hat{m}_{\phi_k}} \left[ \frac{v_{\phi_k}}{\rho} \left( 1-A, c_{\phi_k} \right) \right] \left( 1, C_{\phi_k} \right). \tag{4.37} \]

Note that (4.37) can be also obtained by substituting $N = 1$ into (4.31). It can be verified that (4.37) coincides with [199, eq.(7)], which supports the validation of the derivation. Also in this special case, the effective rate representation in (4.37) only involves univariate Fox’s $H$ functions.

4.3.3 Effective Rate over Arbitrary Correlated Generalized $K$ Fading Channels

If the transmit antennas are sufficiently separated in space, it is reasonable to assume independence between the received signals from different antennas. Yet this assumption may be crude for some systems, where the correlation between antennas is a more practical scenario. Hence in this part, we investigate the effective rate over the arbitrary correlated generalized $K$ fading channels.
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Generalized $K$ fading model has been first introduced in [228] to model the intensity of radiatio scattered with a non-uniform phase distribution (weak-scatterer regime), which accounts for the composite effect of Nakagami-$m$ multipath fading and gamma shadowing. Here we assume the multipath fading effect and shadowing effect are independent of each other, which are represented by random variable $\omega_j$ and $\xi_j$, respectively. Let $\gamma_j = \xi_j \omega_j$ with $j = 1, 2, \ldots, N$ and assume $\xi_j(j = 1, 2, \ldots, N)$ are i.i.d. Gamma-distributed random variables with parameter $m_i$, while $\omega_j(j = 1, 2, \ldots, N)$ are identically distributed with arbitrary correlation matrix $\Sigma$, parameter $m_2$. The elements of the correlation matrix are given by $\Sigma_{i,j} = 1$ for $i = j$ and $\Sigma_{i,j} = r_{i,j}$ for $i \neq j$, where $0 \leq r_{i,j} < 1$ is the correlation coefficient between channel $i$ and $j$. Using [103, eq.(9)] as well as the relation between Meijer’s $G$ function and Fox’s $H$ function [202, eq.(1.112)], the joint MGF of $\gamma = [\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \ldots, \gamma_N]$ can be given by

$$
\phi_\gamma(s) = \frac{\det |\mathbf{W}|_{m_1}}{\Gamma(m_1)[\Gamma(m_2)]^N} \sum_{k_1,k_2,\ldots,k_{N-1}=0}^\infty \left( \prod_{l=1}^{N-1} \frac{|p_{l,l+1}|^{2k_l}}{k_l!\Gamma(m_1+k_l)} \right)^N \prod_{j=1}^N H[s,\mathbf{O}_j,\mathbf{P}_j], \quad (4.38)
$$

where $\mathbf{O}_j = (1, 2, 2, 1)$ and $\mathbf{P}_j = (p_{j,1}^{m_1-\alpha_j}, \frac{1}{p_{j,j}^{m_1m_2}}, (1-m_1-\alpha_j, 1-m_2), 0, (1, 1), 1)$ with $\alpha_j = k_1$ for $j = 1$, $\alpha_j = k_{N-1}$ for $j = N$ and $\alpha_j = k_{j-1}+k_j$ for $j = 2, 3, \ldots, N-1$. $\mathbf{W}$ is the inverse of $\Sigma$, whose elements are denoted by $p_{i,j}$. By substituting (4.38) into Theorem 4 and applying Lemma 2, the effective rate of generalized $K$ fading channels with arbitrary correlation matrix can be given by

$$
R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{\det |\mathbf{W}|_{m_1}}{\Gamma(A)[\Gamma(m_1)][\Gamma(m_2)]^N} \sum_{k_1,k_2,\ldots,k_{N-1}=0}^\infty \left( \prod_{l=1}^{N-1} \frac{|p_{l,l+1}|^{2k_l}}{k_l!\Gamma(m_1+k_l)} \right) \times (4.39)
$$

$$
H_{1,0}^{0,1}\left[ (1-A,1_N); \left( \frac{\rho}{N},\mathbf{O}_j,\mathbf{P}_j \right)_{1,N} \right].
$$

Note that if $\gamma_j$ are independent with each other, then $\mathbf{W} = \mathbf{I}$ and (4.39) reduces to the case of i.i.d. generalized $K$ fading channels as

$$
R(\theta) = -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)[\Gamma(m_1)][\Gamma(m_2)]^N} H_{1,0}^{0,1}\left[ (1-A,1_N); \left( \frac{\rho}{N},\mathbf{O}_j,\mathbf{P}_j \right)_{1,N} \right] \quad (4.40)
$$
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where the operator sequence reduces to \( O_j = (1, 2, 2, 1) \) and \( P_j = (1, \frac{1}{m_1 m_2}, (1 - m_1, 1 - m_2), 0, (1, 1), 1) \).

### 4.4 Asymptotic Effective Rate Analysis over MISO Fading Channels

By substituting the parameters corresponding to the individual channels, we can obtain the analytical expression for the effective rate over hyper Fox’s \( H \) fading channels through Theorem 5. The numerical calculations for the general form of multivariate \( H \) function is not available in software such as Matlab. Thus in this section, we propose a simple asymptotic approximation method, which provides an easy way to evaluate the representations presented in Section 4.3. The derived asymptotic approximations also provide a useful tool for other studies where multivariate functions are involved.

We commence on the following lemma.

**Lemma 2** If let \( E(Q) = \int_Q^\infty f(z)dz \) denote the truncation error and \( E(M) = \int_0^Q f(z)dz - \sum_{\ell=0}^M f(\ell) \) denote the discretization error, then for \( 0 \ll Q \ll M \) the following relation can be obtained

\[
H\left\{ \phi_{\text{end}}(\frac{\rho_s}{N}), O_{\text{ER}}, P_{\text{ER}} \right\}(1) \equiv \int_0^\infty e^{-sA_1} \phi(\frac{\rho_s}{N}) ds
= \left( \frac{Q}{M} \right)^A \sum_{\ell=1}^M \ell^{A-1} e^{-\frac{\ell Q}{M}A_1} \phi \left( \frac{\ell Q \rho_s}{MN} \right) + E(Q) + E(M),
\]

(4.41)

where \( O_{\text{ER}} = (1, 0, 0, 1) \) and \( P_{\text{ER}} = (1, 1, -A-1, -1, 1) \) are effective rate parameter sequences defined in Theorem 4. The truncation error \( E(Q) \) and discretization error \( E(M) \) can be given by

\[
E(Q) = \int_Q^\infty e^{-sA_1} \phi(\frac{\rho_s}{N}) ds,
\]

(4.42)

\[
E(M) = -\frac{Q^3}{12M^2} \frac{\partial^2 e^{-sA_1} \phi(\frac{\rho_s}{N})}{\partial s^2} \bigg|_{s=\xi}, \quad 0<\xi<Q,
\]

(4.43)
and

\[ \lim_{Q \to \infty} E(Q) = 0, \quad \lim_{M \to \infty} E(M) = 0. \tag{4.44} \]

**Proof** Using the H transform definition (4.9), the integration form can be obtained. First we prove that the integration can be truncated. Use the fact \( \frac{\partial \phi(s)}{\partial s} < 0 \) for \( s \in [0, \infty) \), the truncation error \( E(Q) \) can be upper bounded by

\[ E(Q) = \int_Q^{\infty} e^{-s} s^{A-1} \phi_{\text{end}}(\frac{s}{N}) ds \leq \Gamma(A, Q), \tag{4.45} \]

where \( \Gamma(A, Q) \) is the incomplete gamma function [229, eq.(8.350.2)]. Since the integrands in (4.45) are all positive for \( s \in [0, \infty) \), then \( E(Q) \geq 0 \). Apply the Trapezoidal rules [198, eq.(3.5.2)] to evaluate the finite integration, then (4.41) and (4.43) can be obtained. Follow the limitation rules, we get (4.44).

By applying Lemma 2, the multivariate Fox’s H function involved in the effective rate calculation can be approximated using the following theorem.

**Theorem 6** The special series multivariate Fox’s H function can be approximated by

\[ H_{1,0}^{0,1} \left[ (1 - \eta, 1_N) : \left( \frac{\rho}{N}, O_j, P_j \right)_{1,N} \right] \approx \left( \frac{Q}{M} \right)^\eta \sum_{\ell=1}^{M} e^{-\frac{\ell Q}{M}} \prod_{j=1}^{N} H \left[ \frac{\ell Q \rho}{MN}, O_j, P_j \right], \tag{4.46} \]

providing that each \( H [s, O_j, P_j] \) satisfies the convergence conditions of MGF functions, \( \eta \geq 0 \) and \( 0 \ll Q \ll M \).

**Proof** Applying Lemma 2 to Lemma 1, (4.46) can be obtained.

Remark: Theorem 6 shows that the special multivariate Fox’s H function can be evaluated by the product of univariate Fox’s H functions, where there are already methods for the evaluation of univariate Fox’s H function in numerical software like Matlab. It should be noticed that although we limit the conditions of each univariate Fox’s H function involved in (4.46) to be satisfying the MGF functions’ convergence conditions, in fact the conditions can be further relaxed, for example when each
univariate Fox’s $H$ function approaches 0 as $s \to \infty$ and the second partials are bounded for all non-negative real number $s$.

Hence in this way, we can get the general approximation formula for the MGF based approach in the following theorem.

**Theorem 7** The effective rate over arbitrary correlated and not necessarily identical MISO fading channels can be approximated by the finite summation of the MGF as the following equation

$$R(\theta) \approx -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{\Gamma(A)}{A} - \frac{1}{A} \log_2 \left( \frac{Q}{M} \right) + \sum_{\ell=1}^{M} e^{-\frac{\ell Q}{M} \rho} \phi_{\text{end}}(\frac{\ell Q \rho}{MN}),$$  

(4.47)

where $0 \ll Q \ll M$ and the truncation error as well as the discretization error is given by (4.42) and (4.43).

**Proof** Substituting (4.41) into (4.28) and after some simple algebra manipulation, the desired result can be obtained.

Compared to the exact representation (6) proposed in Theorem 1, the approximated representation (31) in Theorem 4 is also very attractive. This representation only involves the summation of finite terms, which may help to reduce the computational complexity at the cost of accuracy. But as shown in Section 4.5, the asymptotic approximation converges quickly since the exponential fading form is involved, where $Q = 15$ and $\frac{M}{Q} = 300$ provides a good fit to both analytical and simulation results.

**Remark:** Applying Theorem 6, the effective rate of i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channels given by (4.31) in Theorem 5 can be approximated as

$$R(\theta) \approx -\frac{1}{A} \log_2 \frac{1}{\Gamma(A)} \sum_{k_1=1}^{K_1} \ldots \sum_{k_N=1}^{K_N} \left( \frac{Q}{M} \right)^A \sum_{\ell=1}^{M} e^{-\frac{\ell Q}{M} \rho} \prod_{j=1}^{N} H \left[ \frac{\ell Q \rho}{MN}, O_{\phi_{i,j}}, P_{\phi_{i,j}} \right].$$  

(4.48)

### 4.5 Numerical Results

In order to verify the proposed MGF approach and approximation method in this section, simulations under different fading scenarios are carried out, where the pa-
rameters are listed in Table 4.4. Without loss of generality, the duration of a time block $T = 1$ ms and the bandwidth of the system $B = 1$ kHz have been assumed. For each simulated scenario, we use Monte Carlo method and $10^7$ trails for simulating each channel condition with unit power. Since the parameters in hyper Fox’s $H$ fading model have physical meanings only when specific fading models are considered, generalized $K$ fading model and Weibull/Gamma fading model have been used as examples to validate the proposed MGF method, which are all special cases of hyper Fox’s $H$ fading model. These two fading models are very practical, which can characterize large scale and small scale fading effect simultaneously, and include many practical fading models as special cases, such as Rayleigh, Nakagami-$m$ and Weibull fading model. These two fading models have been proved to fit measurements in various channel conditions and extensively used in the study of wireless communication systems [228, 230].

For a single channel, the instantaneous channel power gain parameter sequences for generalized $K$ fading model can be given by [1, Table IX] $\mathbf{O}_\gamma = (2, 0, 0, 2)$ and $\mathbf{P}_\gamma = \left( \frac{\hat{m}}{\psi \Gamma(\hat{m}) \Gamma(1/\psi)}, \frac{\hat{m}}{\psi}, \cdots, \left( \hat{m} - 1, \frac{1}{\psi} - 1, \cdots, 1 \right) \right)$, where multipath fading severity parameter $\hat{m} \geq \frac{1}{2}$ and shadowing figure $\psi \in [0, 2]$. Especially, when $\psi = 0$, the generalized $K$ fading reduces to the Nakagami-$m$ fading. The instantaneous channel power gain parameter sequences for Weibull/Gamma fading model are [1, Table IX] $\mathbf{O}_\gamma = (2, 0, 0, 2)$ and $\mathbf{P}_\gamma = \left( \frac{\Gamma(1+2/\beta)}{\psi \Gamma(1/\psi)}, \frac{\Gamma(1+2/\beta)}{\psi}, \cdots, \left( \frac{1}{\psi} - 1, 1 - \frac{2}{\beta}, \cdots, 1, \frac{2}{\beta} \right) \right)$, where the fading severity parameter $\beta > 0$ and shadowing figure $\psi \geq 0$. This model reduces to Weibull fading when $\psi = 0$ and includes $K$ fading as a special case when $\beta = 2$. The exact analytical effective rate representation for i.n.i.d. conditions can be directly obtained by substituting the above parameters into the proposed MGF based approach in Theorem 5. The univariate Fox’s $H$ function is evaluated using the method proposed in [231]. When multivariate Fox’s $H$ functions are involved, they are estimated using the proposed approximation method in Theorem 6 while the analytical values are evaluated using the numerical method in [232].

The i.i.d. conditions are special cases in i.n.i.d. conditions. In order to verify the proposed approximation methods with existing results, the analytical results are estimated using [10, eq.(53)] and the parameters used in [10] are exploited. When
Table 4.4: Parameters for different fading scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Fading Model</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SISO</td>
<td>$N=1$</td>
<td>Weibull/Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.i.d.</td>
<td>$N=9$</td>
<td>Generalized $K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.n.i.d.</td>
<td>$N=2$</td>
<td>Weibull/Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weibull/Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weibull/Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Generalized $K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlated</td>
<td>$N=2$</td>
<td>Correlated generalized $K$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: Effective rate using different discretization and truncation ratio $\frac{M}{Q}$ compared with analytical results and simulation results in i.i.d. generalized $K$ fading scenario.
approximating the effective rate using (4.47) in Theorem 7, the truncation parameter \( Q \) can be chosen by a small number in practice, which is due to the fact that the estimated integration involving exponential fading terms. From the simulation experiments, we find that \( Q = 15 \) is good enough for the estimation purpose, where a further increase of the value of \( Q \) will not give more accurate results. By increasing the ratio of the discretization parameter \( M \) and the truncation parameter \( Q \), the approximation approaches the exact value, as shown in Fig. 4.2. It is shown that when \( M/Q \geq 200 \), the approximations are tight with the simulation as well as analytical results, which supports the validation of the proposed approximation method. In the following part, \( M/Q \) is selected as 300 as default, which gives good accuracy as well as low computational complexity.

![Figure 4.3: Effective rate over SISO and i.n.i.d. MISO fading channels, where parameters for each channel are listed in Table 4.4.](image)

In order to test the performance of the proposed methods under i.n.i.d. MISO fading channel conditions, different fading parameters and channel numbers are used, which are detailed in Table 4.4. For different scenarios, it is shown in Fig. 4.3 that the approximations are sufficiently tight across a wide range of SNR (in this case from 0 to 20 dB) under different scenarios. Since the effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO fading channels can be estimated based on the product of the individual channel's MGF as presented in Theorem 7, the proposed MGF based approach is flexible and easy to extend.

Effective rate under different QoS exponent \( \theta \) is the most interested parameter
4.5. Numerical Results

Figure 4.4: Effective rate under different QoS exponent $\theta$ in i.n.i.d. Weibull/Gamma fading channels with $N = 2$.

in the applications, since it can be used as a metric in the QoS provisioning schemes. Larger QoS exponent $\theta$ corresponds to tighter delay constraint. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the maximum available data rate drops with the increase of QoS exponent $\theta$, in order to guarantee the system’s delay performance. Also when the SNR gets higher, the same increase of $\theta$ results in a greater drop of the effective rate.

Figure 4.5: Effective rate under correlated generalized $K$ fading channel with different correlation coefficients $r = 0, 0.5, 0.8$ and $N = 2$, where approximation results are compared to analytical results and simulation results.

Furthermore, the effective rate over correlated generalized $K$ fading channels is investigated, whose channel fading parameters are given in Table 4.4. It is shown
in Fig. 4.5 that the effective rate reduces as the correlation coefficient $r$ increases from 0 to 0.8, where the case of $r = 0$ corresponds to i.i.d. generalized $K$ fading channels.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a new MGF based approach for the effective rate analysis over arbitrary correlated and not necessarily identical MISO fading channels using $H$ transform representation has been proposed. The proposed framework has simplified the representation and analyses of effective rate in a unified way. The effective rate over i.n.i.d. hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channels as well as arbitrary correlated generalized $K$ fading channels has been investigated, which has given good demonstrations on the application of the proposed MGF based approaches. Based on these results, the effective rate over many practical fading channels can be obtained by simply substituting the corresponding parameters instead of the cumbersome case-by-case integration procedure.

In addition, approximations have been given for the MGF based effective rate representation as well as the effective rate representation over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s $H$ fading channels, where both the truncation error and discretization error have been studied. These results have been illustrated readily applicable to practical fading channels, such as Weibull/Gamma and generalized $K$ fading channels. The simulations have been used to show the validation and accuracy of the proposed analytical and approximation methods. These results have extended and complemented the existing research of effective rate analysis.

We highlight that, as various metrics in wireless communication networks can be represented in similar $H$ transform format and multivariate Fox’s $H$ functions have the possibility to characterize the statistical properties of both independent and correlated channels, the obtained results will be also valuable to the performance analyses of other statistical metrics in wireless systems.
Chapter 5

On Statistical Power Grid
Observability Performance under Communication Constraints

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) can provide real-time power grid measurements via advanced power system and communication technologies, which improves the performance of power grid monitoring and control [233]. The PMUs are usually installed at selected buses in the power grid, which can provide measurements of both voltage and current phasor at that bus. At the same time, PMUs also form a communication network, which is synchronised by the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS). From the aspect of power grid observability, PMUs are not only the basis of various smart grid applications, but also an important component for the guarantee of normal power system operation. It has been proposed that maintaining certain degrees of observability redundancy will be beneficial in case of PMU failures.

In this chapter, the power system observability performance under communication constraints is studied. The major contributions are the following,

• We propose a model to account for the power grid observability performance under constraint communication resources, which considers both power system and wireless communication system aspects.

• We propose to assess the performance of the power system that deploys PMUs
connected with wireless links affected by fading in statistical terms rather than in deterministic terms.

- We propose three algorithms to improve the power grid observability performance via the optimal communication resource allocation, which are system observability redundancy algorithm, bus observability sensitivity algorithm and grid observable probability algorithm.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1, the PMU based power system observability has been briefly reviewed, while the power system observability under communication constraints is studied and modelled in Section 5.2. Effective capacity theory is studied in Section 5.3, which provides a communication system cross layer analysis framework to fill the research gap between the statistical power system observability performance analysis and the constraint communication resources. Then three power system observability performance improvement algorithms are proposed in Section 5.4, while case studies are performed in Section 5.5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6.

5.1 PMUs Based Power System Observability

The deployment of PMUs has enabled many potential real-time applications, such as state estimation, adaptive relaying and voltage instability enhancement. Compared to traditional measurement methods, PMUs are more versatile and they can provide more timely information about the power grid. A typical IEEE 14 bus power system is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. When a PMU is installed at a bus in the power grid, it can provide the phasor voltage of that bus and all or part of the outgoing current phasor information on the branches connected to that bus. This is determined by the measuring terminal configuration of the PMUs. In this chapter, it is assumed that a PMU will measure the bus voltage phasor and all connected branch current phasors.

For an $N$ bus power system, let the vector $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N\}^T$ denote the
PMU installation vector, where \((\cdot)^T\) is transpose operator. Its elements are given by

\[
x_i = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if a PMU is installed at bus } i, \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (5.1)
\]

In addition, we assume that there are \(K\) PMUs in total, which are labelled as PMU\(_k\), where \(k = 1, 2, \ldots, K\) and \(K \leq N\). It is easy to verify that \(K = \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i\).

For a given power grid, it is assumed that the topology of the grid network is a priori. That is, the elements of binary network connectivity matrix \(\mathbf{H}\) are known and given by

\[
h_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if bus } i \text{ and } j \text{ are connected or } i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (5.2)
\]

A bus will be observable if at least one PMU is placed on that bus or any bus.
incident to it [234]. Hence, we can define the bus observability vector $\mathbf{b}$ as

$$\mathbf{b} = \mathbf{HX},$$

(5.3)

where each element $b_i$ in the bus observability vector $\mathbf{b}$ indicates the number of PMUs connected to or located at bus $i$, we have

$$b_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} h_{ij}x_j.$$  

(5.4)

From (5.4), we see that the power grid will be observable if $\mathbf{b} \geq 1_N$, i.e. $b_i \geq 1, \forall i$. If $b_i = 0$ for some $i$, the associated bus will not be observable. It can be seen that this grid observability model considers both power grid topology and PMU installation features. In the next section, a modified model will be proposed with the consideration of communication constraints.

A further discussion on the physical meanings on the observability is provided here. The observability is a different metric to evaluate the power system performance other than probability. By (5.3) and (5.4), it is clear that the observability is defined based on expectation other than probability.

To be more specific and to help understand the meaning of observability as well as redundancy, a simple example is given as follows. Bus $i$ is being observed by two PMUs, namely PMU$_A$ and PMU$_B$, while bus $j$ is being observed by one PMU PMU$_C$. Then the following definition can be obtained, where the probability of bus $i$ being observed can be given by

$$P_{ob_i} = \Pr\{A \cup B\} = \Pr\{A\} + \Pr\{B\} - \Pr\{A\} \ast \Pr\{B\},$$

(5.5)

where $\Pr\{A\}$ and $\Pr\{B\}$ denote the probability that bus $i$ can be observed by PMU$_A$ and PMU$_B$, respectively. Also in the (5.5), it is assumed that $\Pr\{A\}$ and $\Pr\{B\}$ are independent. Similarly, the probability of bus $j$ being observed can be given by

$$P_{ob_j} = \Pr\{C\}.$$  

(5.6)
where $\Pr\{C\}$ denote the probability that bus $j$ can be observed by $\text{PMU}_C$

Here two cases are considered. The first case is all PMUs are able to provide 100% success in communication, which leads to the following results by applying probability analysis,

$$Pob_i = 1 + 1 - 1 \times 1 = 1, \text{ and } Pob_j = 1.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

Another case is that $\Pr\{A\} = 0.8$, $\Pr\{B\} = 0.5$ and $\Pr\{C\} = 0.9$, which leads to the following results by applying probability analysis,

$$Pob_i = 0.8 + 0.5 - 0.8 \times 0.5 = 0.9, \text{ and } Pob_j = 0.9.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

It can be seen that under these two discussed cases, both bus $i$ and $j$ have exactly the same probability of being observed, but apparently the probability fails to indicate which is better.

Hence instead, the notion of observability is used as an alternative metric of probability, which is defined in (5.3). It is clear that the redundancy is essentially defined based on expectation instead of probability. So the expected observability for bus $i$ is given by

$$b_i = 2 \times \Pr\{A\} \times \Pr\{B\} + 1 \times \Pr\{A\} \times (1 - \Pr\{B\})$$

$$+ 1 \times (1 - \Pr\{A\}) \times \Pr\{B\} + 0 \times (1 - \Pr\{A\}) \times (1 - \Pr\{B\})$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

$$= 2,$$

while for bus $j$, the expected observability can be given as follows,

$$b_j = 1 \times \Pr\{C\} + 0 \times (1 - \Pr\{C\}) = 1.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

And similarly, in the second case, it can be obtained that

$$b_i = 1.3 \text{ and } b_j = 0.9.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

Please note that the physical meaning of the value $b_i$ is that, from the statistical
viewpoint, the bus $i$ is being observed by a number of $b_i$ PMUs. It is from this aspect that the redundancy is helpful to improve the power system’s observability performance. Hence in the sense of mathematical expectations, the observability indicates that bus $i$ in both cases can be observed by more PMUs than the bus $j$.

A further notice on the difference between observability and probability can be given from the information provided by the PMU measurements. In the probability framework, for example in the above cases, the scenario that both PMUs provide measurements is treated the same as the case where only one PMU provides measurements. But actually the extra PMU information can not only provide a redundancy for the observability, but also protect the power grids from data injection attacks [235].

Hence as a concluding remark, the observability and probability are two metrics focusing on different aspects of performance, just like the expectation and probability in mathematics. They both have their advantages and disadvantages in the performance analysis. In this study, the focus is placed on the observability performance from the angle of redundancy.

5.2 Grid Observability under Communication Constraints

In practical power systems, the system statuses, such as currents, voltages and angles, would vary with time. Hence the real-time grid status monitoring of the power grid has a stringent latency requirement. To maintain real-time performance, each measurement from the PMUs will be valid within a delay bound $D_{\text{max}}$. If the measurement packages have been delayed longer than $D_{\text{max}}$, then these measurements can not be used, which results in a compromised power grid status monitoring performance. The latency has many contributors, such as processing overheads and transmission delays, which are usually fixed values for a considered scenario. However, within wireless communication systems, the latency resulting from the channel fading effect usually varies with time and it is hard to bound. In ideal cases, the communication systems should be designed to provide a 100 percent guarantee that
the communication delay $d_k$ of PMU$_k$ is smaller than $D_{\text{max}}$. However, in practice, it has been identified that it is not feasible to provide a deterministic delay bound for the communication system in most fading channel environment [112]. Hence instead, we consider the probability $0 \leq p_k \leq 1$ to guarantee the communication delay within a certain maximum allowed bound $D_{\text{max}}$, that is

$$\Pr\{d_k \leq D_{\text{max}}\} = p_k.$$  

(5.12)

Based on this, we can provide a statistical measure for the communication performance and the power system performance. It should be noted that in Section V, we will show that providing 100% statistical guarantee is not cost effective. However, the power system performance under ideal communication scenarios can be approached via a trade-off between power system and communication system performances, which will be detailed in Section 5.4.

Furthermore, the diagonal probability matrix $\Lambda_P = \text{diag}\{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N\}$ is defined, whose elements are given by

$$P_i = \begin{cases} p_k, & \text{if PMU}_k \text{ installed at bus } i, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$  

(5.13)

For the real-time grid monitoring, if the latency of the measurements from a certain PMU exceeds $D_{\text{max}}$, then this information will not be used. In this chapter, power grid observability vector $\bar{b}$ under statistical latency guarantee can be defined as follows

$$\bar{b} = \mathbf{H} \Lambda_Q \mathbf{X},$$  

(5.14)

where $\Lambda_Q$ denotes the diagonal communication constraint matrix, which is defined by

$$\Lambda_Q = \text{diag}\{Q_1, Q_2, \ldots, Q_N\},$$  

(5.15)
where $Q_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$, is a binary random variable, which can be given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\Pr\{Q_i = 1\} &= P_i, \\
\Pr\{Q_i = 0\} &= 1 - P_i.
\end{align*}
\] (5.16)

Therefore, the observability vector $\tilde{b}$ is a vector of random variables. In this chapter, we focus on the observability compromised by communication performance fluctuation, where the fluctuation is due to communication channel fading effect. PMUs are installed at selected buses, which are physically and geographically separated. Hence without loss of generality, it is assumed that random variables $Q_i$ are independent of each other. Therefore we can get the following proposition.

**Theorem 1** The expected power grid observability vector $\tilde{b}$ is given by

\[
\tilde{b} = H\Lambda_P X.
\] (5.17)

**Proof** Since $H$ and $X$ are known as a prior, we have $\tilde{b} = E\{b\} = HE\{A_Q\}X$. By using $E\{Q_i\} = P_i$ and (5.13), we can get (5.17).

The physical meaning of each element $\tilde{b}_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$ of the expected grid observability $\tilde{b}$ is that, the bus status information is available from an average of $\tilde{b}_i$ PMUs connected to the bus $i$. If any element $\tilde{b}_i$ is smaller than 1, then it means that the observability of this bus will not be guaranteed in a statistical view, and the power grid is vulnerable to the loss of the observability of that bus.

From the power system’s aspect, a full observability of the system only requires all bus observability to be one. Any extra information about that bus can be regarded as observability redundancy to that bus. It will be beneficial to use the observability redundancy to cope with possible PMU failures. In this chapter, three different algorithms are proposed to improve the observability performance, which will be detailed in Section 5.4.

From (5.14) and (5.17), it can be proved that the power grid observability vector $\tilde{b}$ as well as the expected power grid observability $\tilde{b}$ will be enhanced if the $p_k$ for all PMUs are kept to be as close to 1 as possible. However, in practical systems,
the communication system has a limited total bandwidth $B^{\text{th}}$. This can be defined as a constraint for the bandwidth $B_k$ assigned to each PMU$_k$, that is

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} B_k \leq B^{\text{th}}.$$(5.18)

It can be seen that the communication constraint only confines the total available bandwidth resources to each PMU, while it is the probability $p_k$ that is directly related to the observability performance. Besides, the throughput of wireless communication system is time varying due to channel fading effect. This channel fading effect on the physical layer performance will also influence the upper layers, which will result in the latencies experienced by PMUs based applications. This research gap requires a cross-layer analysis within the communication system, which will be done in the next section.

5.3 Cross Layer Statistical Delay Analysis

In communication systems, Shannon channel capacity is one of the most important performance indexes, which defines the maximum achievable rate for a given channel. According to Shannon channel capacity theorem, the capacity for a given channel is determined by channel bandwidth $B$ and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which can be given as follows,

$$C = B \log_2(1 + \text{SNR}).$$ (5.19)

The variation of instant SNR will affect the instant system throughput in the physical layer, and then results in delay at the link layer. One major source for the SNR fluctuation is channel fading, which is characterized by the physical wireless communication channel. Yet the delay aspect is not considered in the formulation above. For real-time services, such as the considered PMU based system in this chapter, we require a bounded delay. If a received PMU measurement packet violates its delay bound, it will not be used and this may compromise the overall performance. It is hard or infeasible to provide a deterministic delay bound, which is due to the...
fact that the channel fading attenuation varies with time [112]. Hence instead, we aim to provide a statistical delay bound guarantee for the power system. In this chapter, effective capacity (rate) theory is adopted, which models the cross layer relation between the link layer behaviour and the physical channel statistical characteristics [4].

Effective capacity is the dual concept of effective bandwidth [5], and it is defined as the maximum constant rate that a fading channel can support under statistical delay constraints. The effective capacity function can be written as [36]

$$R(\theta, B) = -\frac{1}{\theta T} \ln \mathbb{E} \left\{ e^{-\theta T C} \right\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.20)

where $C$ denotes the instantaneous Shannon channel capacity with block transmission of duration $T$. The parameter $\theta$ is called QoS exponent, which is a non-negative value. The minimum required QoS exponent $\theta_0$ is the value that makes the effective capacity equal to the source rate. In order to guarantee the delay performance, the QoS exponent $\theta$ has to satisfy the constraint $\theta \geq \theta_0$. Moreover, when $\theta_0 \to 0$, the effective capacity approaches Shannon’s capacity [98].

For PMU$_k$, its effective capacity can be given as

$$R_k(\theta_k, B_k) = -\frac{1}{\theta_k T} \ln \mathbb{E}_{\gamma_k} \left\{ e^{-\theta_k T B_k \log_2(1+\rho_k \gamma_k)} \right\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.21)

where $\rho_k$ is the average transmit SNR, which is decided by the transmit power of the communication system. The parameter $\gamma_k$ is the instantaneous channel power gain, which is determined by the fading channel characteristics.

With the definition of effective capacity and applying queuing theory, the probability of $d_k$ not exceeding $D_{\text{max}}$ can be given by [4]

$$\Pr \{d_k \leq D_{\text{max}}\} = p_k = 1 - e^{-\theta_k R_k(\theta_k, B_k) D_{\text{max}}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.22)

In this chapter, we assume that the measurement from PMU$_k$ generates a constant source rate $R_k^{\text{th}}$. To avoid the system being unstable, the effective capacity of the wireless communication channel has to be no smaller than the source rate $R_k^{\text{th}}$, August 11, 2018
that is

$$R_k(\theta_k, B_k) \geq R_{k}^{th}. \quad (5.23)$$

By using (5.21)-(5.23), effective capacity theory provides a cross layer analysis framework for the study between channel fading effect, delay bound and its associated delay bound violation probability. This probability is the same one defined in (5.12), which affects power system observability performance. Hence the communication constraints’ influence on the power system observability performance can be characterized via the effective capacity theory. Based on this, we can provide algorithms to improve the power system performance via the optimal communication resource allocation.

In Section 5.4, the effective capacity theory will be exploited as an analysis tool for improving the power grid observability performance. To facilitate the discussions in Section 5.4, we first introduce the properties of effective capacity $R_k$ here.

**Lemma 3** The effective capacity defined in (5.21) has the following properties

$$\frac{\partial R_k(\theta_k, B_k)}{\partial \theta_k} \leq 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial R_k(\theta_k, B_k)}{\partial B_k} \geq 0, \forall k \quad (5.24)$$

and $R_k(\theta_k, B_k)$ is concave in $B_k$ and $\theta_k$.

**Proof** (5.24) can be obtained by applying the partial differential to $R_k(\theta_k, B_k)$. Then using Holder’s inequality [198, eq.(1.7.5)], it can be proved that $R_k$ defined in (5.21) is concave in $B_k$ and $\theta_k$. A more detailed proof can be found in [112, 236].

In theoretical communication system analysis, Shannon capacity defined in (5.19) is usually used to calculate the minimum required bandwidth, which is denoted as $B_{min}^{th}$ in this chapter. For a practical system, the allocated bandwidth $B^{th}$ has to be larger than $B_{min}^{th}$, in order to have better latency performance. If the total bandwidth is below $B_{min}^{th}$, it is for sure that the throughput of the communication system is less than the rate of the PMU measurement messages, which will lead to communication failure. Hence throughout this chapter, it is assumed that $B^{th} > B_{min}^{th}$ has been enforced. Then with the properties of the effective capacity $R_k$, we can prove the convexity of probability $p_k$ as follows.
5.4 Power Grid Observability Driven Resource Allocation Algorithms

Theorem 2 The probability $p_k$ defined in (5.22) is convex in $B_k$ and $\theta_k$.

Proof Using Lemma 3 and the convex function properties, the convexity of $p_k$ defined in (5.22) can be obtained.

The probability $p_k$ is the bridge between the observability analysis (5.17) and the communication constraints defined in (5.18). Furthermore, the convexity property of $p_k$ will be useful in finding the optimal communication system configuration for the power system observability performance, as will be shown in the next section.

5.4 Power Grid Observability Driven Resource Allocation Algorithms

In power systems, the real-time measurements from PMUs are fundamental to the monitoring of power grid status. Based on these measurements, real-time applications such as voltage stability enhancement and demand side management can be therefore enabled. Hence it is very important to guarantee the observability of buses. In this section, three algorithms are proposed to optimize the power grid observability performance under communication constraints, which are aiming at different power system performance metrics, that are, the system observability redundancy, bus observability sensitivity and power grid observable probability.

5.4.1 System Observability Redundancy (SOR) Algorithm

The grid observability is of great importance to the grid control or planning services, therefore the loss of bus status observability can result in serious consequences. The deployment of PMUs can provide real-time power grid status measurements, which improves the power grid observability compared to traditional methods via power flow. But the installation of PMUs will involve vast investment, which will increase the cost of the power grid operation. In fact, when a PMU is installed at a bus, it can provide information about all buses incident to this bus besides the installed bus itself [234]. By taking advantage of this feature, the PMU installation places can be selected to achieve a trade-off between cost and power grid observability [237].
power grid topology as a prior, it is not necessary to have PMUs installed at every bus, while we are still able to provide a desired degree of observability redundancy. Here we consider system observability redundancy $r$ as the main metric, which is defined as follows,

$$r = 1_N^T(\tilde{b} - 1_N) = 1_N^T \mathbf{H} \mathbf{A}_P \mathbf{X} - N.$$  \hfill (5.25)

The metric $r$ gives an evaluation of the overall power network observability redundancy. For a power grid with PMU installation places as a prior, the metric $r$ is upper bounded by the case with ideal communication. For a compromised communication system under resource constraints, a larger value of $r$ means that more PMUs are expected to be available to provide measurements from a statistical view. In this part, we focus on the problem of increasing system observability redundancy under communication constraints, namely the maximization of $r$ defined in (5.25), which can be formulated as follows,

$$\max_{B_k, p_k} \quad 1_N^T \mathbf{H} \mathbf{A}_P \mathbf{X} - N \quad \text{(5.26)}$$
$$\text{s.t.} \quad \sum_{k=1}^{K} B_k \leq B_{th}, \quad \text{(5.27)}$$
$$R_k(\theta_k, B_k) \geq R_{th}^k, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, K. \quad \text{(5.28)}$$

By exploiting the effective capacity theory discussed in Section 5.3, the maximization of the grid observability redundancy under communication constraints defined by (5.26) - (5.27) can be formulated as follows,

$$\max_{B_k, p_k} \quad 1_N^T \mathbf{H} \mathbf{A}_P \mathbf{X}$$
$$\text{s.t.} \quad R_k(\theta_k, B_k) \geq R_{th}^k, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, K,$$
$$p_k = 1 - e^{-\theta_k R_k(\theta_k, B_k)} D_{\max}, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, K,$$
$$R_k(\theta_k, B_k) = -\frac{1}{\theta_k T} \ln \mathbb{E}_{\gamma_k} \{e^{-\theta_k T B_k \log_2(1+\rho_k \gamma_k)}\},$$
$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} B_k \leq B_{th}, \quad \text{(5.29)}$$
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where (5.26) has been simplified to (5.29), which is due to the fact that the power grid bus number $N$ is constant. The optimal observability redundancy is always achievable with valid $B^{th}$, which can be given using the following proposition.

**Theorem 3** The power grid observability redundancy $r$ defined in (5.25) is convex in $B = \{B_1, \ldots, B_K\}^T$ and $\theta = \{\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_K\}^T$, and a feasible solution to the problem (5.29) always exists with every $B^{th} > B^{th}_{min}$.

**Proof** The objective’s summation form can be given by $\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} h_{ik}p_k$. The convexity of the redundancy $r$ and the constraints in (5.29) follows Lemma 3 and the convexity of $p_k$ proved in Proposition 2. The solution existence follows the fact that the domain formed by all possible $B$ is compact.

It can be seen that the effective capacity theory bridges not only the cross layer analysis of the communication system, but also the theoretical analysis of the power system jointly with the communication system. This cross layer and cross system model enables the performance optimization of both systems, as illustrated in (5.29).

### 5.4.2 Bus Observability Sensitivity (BOS) Algorithm

The bus with the least expected observability within the whole grid is most vulnerable to unobservability. Hence the least bus observability can reflect the power grid’s sensitivity to losing bus observability. In this chapter, we define the bus observability sensitivity as $\min_i \tilde{b}_i$, that is the least observability among all buses.

It can be seen that, the buses with small observability values can be viewed as the bottlenecks to the whole power grid’s observability. From a statistical view, these buses have more influence on the whole power grid’s observability. Therefore, the power grid observability performance can be improved by maximizing $\min_i \tilde{b}_i$ as follows,
5.4. Power Grid Observability Driven Resource Allocation Algorithm

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{\hat{B}_i} \min_i \tilde{b}_i \\
\text{s.t.} \quad R_k(\theta_k, B_k) &\geq R_k^{th}, \; k = 1, 2, \ldots, K, \\
p_k &= 1 - e^{-\theta_k R_k(\theta_k, B_k) D_{max}}, \; k = 1, 2, \ldots, K, \\
R_k(\theta_k, B_k) &= -\frac{1}{\theta_k T} \ln \mathbb{E}_{\gamma_k} \{ e^{-\theta_k T B_k \log_2(1+\rho_k \gamma_k)} \}, \\
\sum_{k=1}^{K} B_k &\leq B_k^{th}.
\end{align*}
\]

Besides, it can be shown that, the maximization of the power grid observability according to the strategy above is feasible, as stated by the following proposition.

**Theorem 4** A feasible solution to the power grid observable probability algorithm defined in (5.30) always exist with every \(B_k^{th} > B_k^{th}_{min}\).

**Proof** The desired results can be obtained by using the convexity of \(p_k\) in Proposition 2 and minimax theorem [238].

We see that the value of \(\min_i \tilde{b}_i\) can also reflect the power grid’s reliability to the observability loss of individual buses. With a larger value of \(\min_i \tilde{b}_i\), the power grid is less sensitive to the compromised observability, which improves the power system’s reliability, at least from the observability point of view.

### 5.4.3 Grid Observable Probability (GOP) Algorithm

Whether the whole power grid is observable or not is determined by the observability of every power grid bus. Hence besides considering the expected observability based algorithms proposed in Section 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, another algorithm is proposed in this part. The aim is to provide a desired probability for the observability of individual buses. This problem can be formulated by the optimization of the probability that each bus’s observability is above a desired level, which can be given as follows,
where $\bar{b} \geq \lambda$ is the vector inequality which is true only if all elements of $\bar{b}$ are greater than their counterparts in $\lambda$.

The physical meaning of the desired observability level vector $\lambda$ can be given as follows. For the case when $\lambda = 1_N$, the problem defined in (5.31) reduces to a statistical guarantee that every bus is observable. For more general cases where $\lambda \geq 1_N$ and $\lambda \neq 1_N$, the algorithm defined in (5.31) provides a desired statistical observability level for individual buses. It should be noted that $\lambda$ is upper bounded by $\lambda_{\text{max}}$, which can be calculated under an ideal communication assumption.

Here we define the solution to the problem of $\bar{b} \geq \lambda$ by the diagonal matrix $\alpha_m$, and all the solutions form a set $\{\alpha_m\}$, where $m = 1, 2, \ldots, M$. Then we can further simplify the problem defined in (5.31) as follows,

$$
\Pr\{\bar{b} \geq \lambda\} \equiv \Pr\{H\Lambda Q X \geq \lambda\} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \Pr\{\Lambda Q = \alpha_m\}. \quad (5.32)
$$

Similar to the SOR algorithm discussed in Section 5.4.1, the optimal communication resource allocation for the maximization of the power grid observable probability is feasible, which can be given by the following proposition.

**Theorem 5** The power grid observable probability defined in (5.31) is convex in $B$ and $\theta$, and a feasible solution always exists with $\lambda \leq \lambda_{\text{max}}$ and $B_{\text{th}} > B_{\text{th}}^{\text{min}}$.

**Proof** The desired results can be obtained following similar arguments in Proposition 3.

Note that each solution $\alpha_m$ consists of only binary elements, namely 0 and 1. Hence when the PMU installation buses are known as a prior, the solution
set \{\alpha_m\} is readily available. Besides, if the measurements for some buses are critical information or critical to the whole power grid’s observability, we impose such buses to offer higher desired observability levels, which can be achieved by assigning corresponding elements in the parameter \(\lambda\).

Since the three algorithms are convex, the optimal solution can be obtained using numerical methods, such as the \textit{fmincon}() function provided in Matlab. The complexity of the algorithm depends on the dimensions of the solution space, which consists of the allocated bandwidth to each PMU.

5.5 Case Studies

In this section, the three proposed algorithms in Section 5.4, namely the System Observability Redundancy (SOR) algorithm, Bus Observability Sensitivity (BOS) algorithm, Grid Observable Probability (GOP) algorithm, are verified using two case studies, namely IEEE 14 bus power system test case and IEEE 30 bus power system test case, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.6, respectively. These two test cases have been extensively used as standard test cases to verify power system performances [239] [234].

Here we apply the primary and backup (P&B) method [237] for the PMU installation. The objective of P&B method is to provide the power grid with two independent PMU sets. Either the primary and backup set is capable to provide a full observability of the whole power grid. This provides the power grid with redundancy, where the whole grid is still observable when multiple PMUs fail within only one set. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that all PMUs generate measurement packages at the rate of 60kbps and the maximum allowed latency bound for these measurement packages is set to be 10ms [25] [240].

Besides, the control centre is assumed to be located at the centre of the power grid. The average SNR \(\rho_k\) between the control centre and PMU\(_k\) are assumed to be related to their distances, which are in the range of 10-15dB in IEEE 14 bus case and 7-12dB in IEEE 30 bus case. It is assumed that all PMU transceivers use unit transmit power. In order to capture the effect of time varying fading effect, Rayleigh
fading has been considered in this chapter, where Monte Carlo method is used to simulate the fading channels. Under such conditions, the effective capacity under Rayleigh fading channels can be given by [36]

$$R_k(\theta_k, B_k) = -\frac{1}{\theta_k T} \ln \text{}_2F_0\left[\frac{\theta_k B_k T}{\ln 2}, 1, -\rho_k\right], \quad (5.33)$$

where \(_2F_0[\cdot]\) is the generalized hypergeometric function [198, eq.(16.2.1)].

In case of PMU communication system failure, a redundancy bandwidth is always allocated to that PMU transceiver. We adopt the bandwidth allocation algorithm similar to [76] as default algorithm, where required bandwidth for the PMUs is calculated using Shannon capacity (5.19) and the extra bandwidth will be evenly divided and allocated to each PMU. In our proposed algorithms, the total bandwidth is allocated according to the optimal solution of (5.29), (5.30) and (5.31). For the GOP algorithm, the desired statistical observability level is assumed to be \(\lambda = 1_N\). Since the problems are nonlinear optimization problems, the Matlab optimization toolbox is used to find the optimal bandwidth allocation solution.

### Table 5.1: PMU configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>PMU Number</th>
<th>Bus Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 14 bus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 30 bus</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,3,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,15,17,18,19,22,24,25,26,27,28,29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.5.1 IEEE 14 Bus Case Study

Table 5.2: Average bus observability with a total of 159kHz bandwidth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Bus Observability</th>
<th>Red.</th>
<th>Sen.</th>
<th>Pr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>1.740</td>
<td>0.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red. Algo</td>
<td>1.867</td>
<td>2.809</td>
<td>1.851</td>
<td>4.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sen. Algo</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>2.774</td>
<td>1.835</td>
<td>4.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr. Algo</td>
<td>1.693</td>
<td>2.315</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this part, the case of IEEE 14 bus power system has been considered, whose bus topology and PMU installation position have been shown in Fig. 5.1. The
Table 5.3: Probability of delay within maximum allowed latency bound with a total of 159kHz bandwidth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMU bus location</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default Algorithm</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red. Algorithm</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sen. Algorithm</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr. Algorithm</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

statistical probability of the communication delay associated to PMU at bus 2 has been given in Fig. 5.2. The Shannon capacity required for the PMU at bus 2 is 17.344kHz under the considered scenario. It can be indicated in Fig. 5.2 that the latency bound will not be met with only minimum required bandwidth. In order to counteract the fading induced communication system fluctuation, extra bandwidths are needed for a desired performance, whose quantity can be obtained via (5.22) and (5.33).

![Figure 5.2: The probability of communication delay bound being met associated to PMU at bus 2 as a function of bandwidth.](image_url)

The system observability redundancy under different total communication bandwidth constraints is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Here we consider the PMU loss only results from the maximum latency bound violation. Without any PMU loss, using the PMU installation position defined in Table 5.1, the overall grid observability redundancy can be calculated to be 25. It can be seen from Fig. 5.3 that the SOR algorithm provides the best grid observability redundancy performance across different bandwidths. Specifically, with a total bandwidth of 163kHz, the proposed
SOR algorithm can provide a close performance to the situation of no PMU loss, while the default algorithm requires 169kHz to reach a similar performance.

![Graph](image1.png)

Figure 5.3: System observability redundancy performance in IEEE 14 bus case.

![Graph](image2.png)

Figure 5.4: Bus observability sensitivity performance in IEEE 14 bus case.

In an ideal communication scenario, the bus observability sensitivity for the considered case is 2, which is due to the two independent sets of PMUs in the P&B method. Fig. 5.4 indicates that the BOS algorithm is capable to improve the minimum bus observability within the whole power grid. It also suggests that the SOR algorithm and BOS algorithm have better performance over the GOP algorithm, when considering redundancy and sensitivity metrics. One major reason
is that these two algorithms are both based on expected observability while the GOP algorithm focuses on the probability performance.

The GOP algorithm aims at improving the probability that individual bus observability is over the desired threshold. In this case study, the desired threshold has been set to be 1, which equals the case that the whole power system is observable. It is shown in Fig. 5.5 that the GOP algorithm provides a better statistical guarantee for the power grid to be observable than the other algorithms. It can be also noticed that, this performance gain is at the cost of a reduced overall power system observability redundancy and bus observability sensitivity, as indicated in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4.

More detailed performances related to individual buses are given in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, where the total available bandwidth is 159kHz. It is worth mentioning that, under the considered scenario, the minimum required total channel bandwidth is calculated to be 131.87kHz using Shannon capacity theorem. But it can be inferred from Table 5.2 that, with only Shannon capacity, the system observability performance cannot meet the requirement. Using default algorithm, which provides each PMU with required Shannon bandwidth and evenly divides the extra bandwidth, the bus 8 is vulnerable to lose observability in the considered scenario. On the contrary, every bus observability can be statistically guaranteed by the SOR algorithm, BOS algorithm or GOP algorithm, where the performance has been opti-
mized for different desired performance metrics, respectively. From Table 5.2 as well as Fig. 5.3 - 5.5, it can be seen that the proposed algorithms make better use of the extra bandwidth, to obtain performance improvements on system observability redundancy, bus observability sensitivity and grid observable probability, respectively.

5.5.2 IEEE 30 Bus Case Study

In order to test the performance of the proposed algorithms, the IEEE 30 bus power system test case has also been investigated. The bus topology for the IEEE 30 bus power system is given in Fig. 5.6.

![Figure 5.6: IEEE 30 bus power system with 21 PMUs.](image)

The proposed three algorithms are oriented in the optimization of three different power system performance metrics, namely system observability redundancy, bus observability sensitivity and grid observable probability. The simulation results have been given in Fig. 5.7-5.9. It can be seen from these figures that, the three proposed algorithms have better performance over all considered performance metrics than the default algorithm in the considered scenarios.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.7, the SOR algorithm provides more redundancy than the GOP algorithm as well as the default algorithm. From the aspect of system observability redundancy, the performance gain for SOR algorithm is slightly higher than BOS algorithm. But this loss of performance gain in the BOS algorithm improves the power grid observability sensitivity, as indicated in Fig. 5.8. This is because the overall resources are constrained, which results in the situation that, the improvement of certain bus observability will be at the cost of other bus observability. Although this redundancy performance gain does not seem to be large between the
SOR algorithm and the GOP algorithm, it should be noticed that the redundancy performance in Fig. 5.7 targets the whole power system performance, while the sensitivity performance in Fig. 5.8 targets individual buses. With constrained total resources, the improvement of overall grid observability redundancy will be less seemingly prominent in the figures than the sensitivity performance. However, it should be noted that individual bus performances are different, as illustrated in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3.

As can be seen in Fig. 5.9, the GOP algorithm improves the probability that the power system can be observable over different total communication bandwidths. It can be also seen that the performance gain at observable probability is at the cost of a decrease in redundancy and sensitivity performances, as can be indicated from Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8.

Comparing performances between IEEE 14 bus case in Fig. 5.3 - Fig. 5.5 and IEEE 30 bus case in Fig. 5.7 - Fig. 5.9, the three proposed algorithms provide better observability performance than the default algorithm, when corresponding optimized metrics are considered. But it also indicates that no single algorithm outperforms the other algorithms if all metrics are considered at the same time. The optimal algorithm depends on the considered scenario and the metric of interest.

The considered performance metrics, namely system observability redundancy, bus observability sensitivity and grid observable probability, are all formulated using
5.6. Concluding Remarks

In theory, the best performance, when an ideal communication system is considered, can be asymptotically approached. Yet from the discussion above, to improve the average performance, it has to increase the required overall communication resources in an exponential way. The performance gain may be marginal even with large deployment of communication resources, especially when we are close to the best performance. Hence the results also suggest that there is a trade-off between the observability performance and the bandwidth. In the considered IEEE 30 bus power system case, the power system can reach performance similar to that with ideal communication using a total bandwidth of 520 kHz.

5.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the power grid observability performance has been studied by considering both power system and communication system aspects. A corresponding analysis model has also been formulated. In order to perform the communication system cross layer analysis, as well as to consider the channel fading effect and total bandwidth constraint, the effective capacity theory has been adopted and utilized. Based on this cross scenario and cross layer analysis model, three power grid observability performance metrics have been formulated, namely system observability redundancy, bus observability sensitivity and grid observable probability. Then, corresponding improvement algorithms have been proposed via optimal communication resource allocation. The IEEE 14 bus and 30 bus power systems have been used in the case study to validate the performance of the three proposed algorithms. Results show that the proposed algorithms can help improve the power grid observability performance. Furthermore, the three proposed algorithms have the potential to be used to trade-off between the investment needed for the communication system and the required power system performance.
Chapter 6

Software Defined Radio Enabled Smart Grid Testbed

Smart grid is considered to be the next generation of the power grid, which provides a bidirectional information flow within the grid [31]. Power system and communication system are deeply coupled in the Smart Grid system, which poses a challenge on the inter discipline research, analysis and evaluation. To address this challenge, versatile Smart Grid testbeds have been proposed, which provide a safe and practical environment for the integration research in systems such as power system and communication system [116].

Smart Grid testbed is an important platform for the application development, analysis, validation, and evaluation. The field test is usually not cost effective and involves safety issue, while theoretical results lack experimental data validation. Therefore, the hardware and simulator integrated testbeds provide an alternative solution for such requirements [241]. Existing Smart Grid testbeds are mostly addressing either power system aspect or communication system aspect, where there is still a lack of platforms to emulate different power system designs and various communication technologies at the same time [117]. To make it more challenging, this inter discipline oriented platform is desired to run at real time, like the practical Smart Grid systems do.

Wireless communication is the most important technology to span the information connection throughout the Smart Grid system. But spectrum resource scarcity
is a challenge to accommodate emerging Smart Grid applications with large volumes of data. Advanced wireless communication technologies such as cognitive radio are promising in addressing this issue [242], but its integration to the Smart Grid system is still under addressed, where validation and evaluation are the key challenges [243]. Besides, Smart Grid is an integration of both power system and communication system, where these two systems are deeply coupled in most practical cases. Hence the analysis within a single system, whether power system or communication system, is not enough to fully evaluate the performance in real cases.

To address the above challenges, we propose a cognitive radio enabled Smart Grid testbed in this chapter, which is based on Software Defined Radio (SDR) and Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS). The proposed testbed provides a framework, which supports real time evaluation of both power system and communication system. The various advanced wireless technologies can be implemented as modules, which are then integrated into the system’s module pools and reloaded as required. Meanwhile, the RTDS provides closed-in-loop emulation of the power system, where devices can be connected to the RTDS or simulated by models.

The derivations and analyses of the previous chapters are focusing on the theoretical upper bounds of the system performance. Similar to Shannon capacity, the upper bounds are critical in system designing. For example, with the physical channel environment, system set-up and QoS requirements known as a priori, the effective rate theory can be used to indicate the maximum applications to be hosted within the system. To approach the upper bound performance quantified by effective rate theory is not an easy job similar to approaching Shannon capacity, but the Software Defined Smart Grid Testbed proposed in this chapter is a firm step towards this goal, which provides the platform for QoS related researches in the Smart Grid scenario, such as delay measurement, customized applications and cross-layer analysis and evaluations. These aspects will be detailed in the following sections.
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6.1 Cognitive Radio Enabled Smart Grid Testbed Design

New device, algorithm or application must be first evaluated before field deployment, which is also true to the Smart Grid. Theoretical analysis is fundamental to the performance guarantee, yet it is still far from satisfied for the field deployment. But the on-site evaluation during development procedure is not practical for most cases, and it has drawbacks such as high cost and safety problem. Therefore a comprehensive testbed is a very attractive solution, which provides a safe environment for analysis, evaluation and debug. In this section, a Smart Grid testbed framework is proposed.

6.1.1 Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS)

In power system, it is critical to evaluate new or potential control, protection or application before field deployment. Hence a lot of solutions have been used for em-
Figure 6.1: RTDS system at Durham University Smart Grid Lab.
ulating the operation of power system, both software and hardware solutions, such as Matpower on Matlab, transient network analyser (TNA) and PSCAD. These existing simulators are mostly off-line solutions, which forms the problem in mathematics and then solve them numerically. However, these off-line simulators cannot interact with the grid components in real time like a real power system does. Hence in the proposed Smart Grid testbed, the RTDS system is applied, which has the potential to operate continuously in real time with actual hardware connected in closed-loop [244].

The RTDS Simulator is the world standard for real time power system simulation. It is used by all of the worlds major protection and control equipment manufacturers, as well as by leading electric utilities, educational institutions, and research facilities around the world.

The RTDS Simulator consists of custom hardware and all-in-one software, specifically designed to perform real time ElectroMagnetic Transient (EMT) simulations. It operates continuously in real time while providing accurate results over a frequency range from DC to 3 kHz. This range provides a greater depth of analysis than traditional stability or load flow programs which study phenomenon within a very limited frequency range.

The RTDS Simulators custom hardware is capable of simulating complex networks using a typical time step of 25-50 µs. The simulator also allows for small timestep subnetworks that operate with timesteps in the range of 1-4 s for simulation of fast switching power electronic devices (e.g. VSC bridges with PWM switching). The hardware is comprised of modular chassis, each containing a powerful multicore processor and allowing scalable access through the licensing of 1 to 10 cores per chassis. Overall system expansion and full connectivity of up to 60 chassis are supported.

In the proposed Smart Grid testbed, the power system is simulated using the RTDS in real time. The RTDS provides a power system development environment, where the grid components can be connected through both high voltage interfaces or low voltage I/O interfaces. Besides, the RTDS also provides a model library with common hardware components such as generator, PV panel, wind turbine, SVC and
breakers. It also supports customized models, which provides a practical emulation of the real power system. With the RTDS system, the Smart Grid testbed is able to analyse and evaluate a wide range of power system applications, including load flow, control schemes and small signal analysis.

In the prototype RTDS system, the 4 bus power system with one wind farm [245] is modified and implemented, which is given in Fig. 6.3. The 4 bus power system is also a standard test case that is widely used in the power system researches, which involves the operation of generator, wind turbine, transmission lines, active loads, reactive loads and dynamic loads, as well as the monitor and control of power grid. The RTDS is programmed to monitor the states of these components, whose values are converted as analogue outputs on the RTDS GTFPI module. The control inputs are made via the RTDS GTAI module.

6.1.2 Software Defined Radio platform

Software defined radio (SDR) is a counterpart to the concept of hardware defined radio. In the hardware solution of a radio communication platform, each component is fulfilled by a dedicated chip or electric circuit. Yet in the SDR solutions, the hardware is replaced by a functional block or module of executable codes. In ideal SDR platform, the software defined system part should be as close to the antenna as possible. Due to this feature, the whole communication system is built up with most of its parts as software codes. A few advantages and important features about SDR is given as follows.

- **Flexibility**

  The modular design of communication system components provides the developer with much flexibility. In hardware design, the available resources and functions are predefined by the hardware’s capability. Once the hardware components are implemented on board, only very limited changes are possible. While in the SDR case, the restrictions are much more relaxed. A typical example is that SDR platforms usually support various radio fronts for different protocols, while for traditional method it requires multiple radio fronts for this purpose.
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• **Reconfigurability**

The design of SDR platform is highly reconfigurable. For some SDR platforms such as USRP, the design can be reconfigured at real time. This is a very attractive feature, which enables the communication system to adapt itself according to the environment. An important application of this feature is the Cognitive Radio system, which is able to sense the surrounding spectrum and utilize the unexploited spectrum resources.
• **Function Pool**

As the functions are written as block or modules of codes, where the interfaces are unified for similar functions. Thus it is possible to build a function pool, which makes the implementation for different combinations of functions relatively easier and faster. A typical example is the protocol pool for SDR platform, where different communication protocols can be reloaded as required.

• **Friendly Interface**

Most SDR supports various programming languages, such as C, C++ and Python. These languages are widely used as simulations and software based analysis. This bridges the theoretical and practical in an ideal way. For example when working with GNU Radio, the whole communication system can be loaded and called as normal functions similar to the many open source functions compatible with Python. Besides, these languages can be used as interfacing method between powerful simulation software such as Matlab and Maple.

Actually the concept of Software defined radio has been proposed long time ago, but it only comes to reality thanks to the boost of computing capability. This is because as the software defined part more close to the antenna, the more complex computations are in need. For example, a WiFi transceiver, the baseband throughput requirement can be up to hundreds or thousands megabits per second. Thus the architecture of different SDR platforms varies with its solution in addressing the computing challenges. For example, Microsoft Research Software Radio (Sora) is integrated on a PCIe extension board and runs with quad-core personal computers [246]. Another trend for the SDR development is the open source based method, where GNU Radio is a typical example. More details about GNU radio will be provided in the next part.

### 6.1.3 GNU Radio

One major advantage of SDR is that it shifts its dependency on dedicated hardware to the computing capability on general purpose processors. The signal processing has
been achieved via software modules. GNU Radio is a typical open source software development toolkit that provides signal processing blocks to implement software radios [247]. Due to this open source architecture, the software resources can be reused by different projects as well as compatible external RF hardware. The GNU Radio also provides a complete software simulation environment, where it runs like a traditional simulation tool without the need for any external hardware. This also leads to a wide range of choices for the compatible RF hardware, which is due to the standard and open source interface. Thus it has been widely used in amateur, research, academia and industry scenarios.

GNU Radio also provides all kinds of signal processing modules, which makes it easy to use and fast in prototyping. The core of GNU Radio provides an environment, where methods and interfaces are provided for inter blocks connections as well as the data passing between them. As another advantage of open source platform, it encourages developers to share their own codes or modules via methods like GitHub [248]. So far there have been various commonly used signal processing modules readily available, such as filters, channel codes, synchronisation elements, equalizers, demodulators, coders, decoders, and many other types of blocks which are typically found in signal processing systems [247].

In addition, GNU Radio supports C++ and Python programming language. These two languages are widely used in software development as well as academic researches. Thus these languages can not only be used for customized applications, but also for the interfaces to include advanced analysis tools and third party signal processing cores. The application has the choices to be written in Python, C++ or the combination of them during development. Python is more close to human language and provide good online debugging feature, while C++ is able to improve the computing efficiency for the performance-critical signal processing parts.

Considering the fact that Python and C++ are supported by most operating systems as well as the many choices of compatible RF hardware, the projects and their modules based on GNU Radio are with great portability. This is also a favourable feature for long evolution programmes, where updates and upgrades have been made more convenient.
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6.1.4 Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)

Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) is the software defined radio platform provided by Ettus Research [249]. The USRP platform provides radio fronts supporting from DC to 6 GHz. The new series can also support multiple antenna systems. Ettus provides a versatile driver, i.e. USRP Hardware Driver (UHD), where APIs can be called in both C++ and Python to control the USRP hardware resources. The UHD also provides features such as FPGA image loader to customize the functions of the USRP.

With the support of UHD and the GNU Radio system, there have been various projects providing SDR based wireless communication applications, such as MIMO system, cognitive radio system and spectrum monitoring, IEEE802.11 system [250].

Unlike traditional radio communication system, SDR defines the components such as mixer and modulator/demodulator as reconfigurable software modules. This architecture enables the SDR based communication system to use different radio fronts and communication protocols with the same hardware. Therefore it makes SDR platform an ideal test and evaluate environment for new and advanced communication technologies in Smart Grid before real world deployment.

In the proposed Smart Grid testbed, we exploit the USRP platform from Ettus, which uses the GNU Radio as development environment. The GNU Radio system running at the computers is a data stream oriented signal processing platform [250]. It processes the baseband communication systems via modularized functions, where the baseband data streams are piped to or from the USRP hardware for transmission or reception. Most system components are modularized on the SDR platform, including Spectrum Sensing module, Machine Learning module, Communication Protocol Pool, Spectrum Sharing module, GUI module and Data Acquisition and Actuator module. With this modularized design, the system is able to replace any parts by reconfiguring the whole system in real time. This feature enables the testbed to be a versatile platform to evaluate, validate and compare different smart grid communication system designs.

In the prototype, the communication system is implemented on USRP N210 running with laptops. The USRP N210 is equipped with CBX daughter board,

which provides a wide range of protocol choices available between 1200-6000MHz. All modules are coded in Python or C++. The laptop communicates with the USRP N210 through a gigabit Ethernet cable. To provide better synchronising performance among different testbed sets, the GPS module BU-353 has been applied.

6.1.5 Machine Learning Enabled Spectrum Sensing

A great advantage of the Cognitive Radio technology is that it can utilize the unlicensed spectrum for data transmission. This is a very promising way to expand the systems’ communication capacity without huge investment on leasing more spectrum resources. Before any transmission, the transmitter should be aware of the spectrum usage in its surroundings, which is one critical condition for the deployment of cognitive radio based transceivers. Via spectrum sensing, the transceivers can detect the existence of the primary user, who has exclusive usage of this specified spectrum. Then the unused spectrum resources can be exploited for data transmission. In this way, it mitigates the interferences to the primary users’ performance. There have been a lot of options for spectrum sensing algorithms, including simple energy detection, wideband sub-Nyquist sampling [242] and machine learning.

![Figure 6.4: The frame of spectrum sensing enabled communication network consists of spectrum sensing slot, data transmission and reception slot and guardian slot.](image)
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In the proposed Smart Grid testbed, we exploit machine learning algorithms to perform the spectrum sensing. The key concept about spectrum sensing is to learn about the radio frequency environment. The proposed Smart Grid testbed is based on SDR platform, where multiple radio fronts can be exploited via software controls. Hence in this way, this testbed is not confined to specific wireless technologies or frequency bands as most hardware based transceivers do. Thus machine learning can be used as a more versatile spectrum sensing method, which is able to detect a wide range of frequency bands and adapt to different channel features on different frequencies. Besides, as the testbed is built upon SDR platform, it has the potential to evolve the spectrum sensing model along with environmental changes. Each cognitive radio frame can be divided into spectrum sensing slot and data transmission and/or reception slot, where guardian slots may be applied between them, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Within a finely synchronised network, the guardian slots are not necessary, where the efficiency of such network can be given by $\frac{1}{1+\tau}$. On one hand, increasing the sensing time $\tau$ will lead to a more accurate spectrum status result, which is essential to the spectrum access decision. On the other hand, the increase of sensing time will reduce network efficiency, which compromises the system’s performance. Hence there is a trade-off between the accuracy and time performance in the spectrum sensing algorithms.

In the implemented prototype, we exploit the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) algorithm as the spectrum sensing algorithm, which is a single hidden layer feed-forward neural network [251]. The testbed is able to perform online learning with as little as 10 scans of the frequency bands. The random neurons method is applied with sigmoid as kernel function and 500 neurons. The accuracy threshold for detection is set to be 0.95. Besides, the spectrum sensing algorithm has been modularized, where a spectrum sensing pool is enabled with various choices for different performances. Note that for similar scenarios, the trained model can be transplanted, hence the training procedure is only required when scenarios are changed or no existing model available.

The contribution of this effort is on three aspects. Firstly, although machine learning has been suggested to be beneficial especially for the applications such as

Spectrum sensing, the real world verification is still under-addressed. This work is an important step towards the machine learning application in communication. Secondly, the implemented ELM based spectrum sensing is able to perform online training, which is also an effort to enable the communication nodes with the evolution ability, which is also a less addressed in practical contexts. Lastly, the machine learning part has been made as modules, which fits good with the SDR architecture. The templates and interfacing methods are of great potential to the research in similar contexts.

6.1.6 Dynamic Spectrum Sharing Mechanism

Along with the development of wireless communication technology, the spectrum scarcity problem has been more and more severe. The spectrum resource is one of the critical factors that define the upper bound of system’s throughput. On one hand, it is desirable for the Smart Grid communication network to have an exclusive usage of a certain band of frequencies. But this usually requires a huge investment. On the other hand, the ISM bands are free to use, which can be exploited for data transmission. But it can be noisy and too crowded to use. Therefore, spectrum sharing method is a very attractive method to expand the systems communication capacity. As illustrated in Fig. 6.5, when the primary users’ licensed spectrum resources are not exploited in any dimension such as time, frequency and space, the second user may use them for data transmission temporally. This method is usually referred to as overlay method. The other method is called underlay method, where the second users will communicate with each other under a controlled transmit power, which guarantees that the interference to the primary user is within an acceptable range when they run simultaneously. There have been also hybrid methods combining them to provide a more flexible and efficient spectrum usage [252].

In the proposed testbed design, the system has access to both licensed and unlicensed frequency band via dynamic spectrum sharing. Once the spectrum sensing results indicate spectrum opportunities, the testbed system selects the best communication channel to use. With protocol pool on the SDR platform, the testbed is able to switch to different wireless communication protocols, including but not

Figure 6.5: Cognitive Radio Enabled Smart Grid Communication Networks.

confined to IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.22 and IEEE 802.15 protocols. Besides, due to the reconfigurable radio front, the proposed testbed is able to communicate at any available frequency bands, which only depends on the support of the radio frequency board module. This design enables the testbed adaptive to a wide range of scenarios, since ISM bands can be regarded as licensed to the testbed, which can be the case where no exclusive bands are available in home area smart grid application scenarios.

In the prototype, the IEEE 802.11a/p/g protocols [250] on the frequency band 2.4GHz and 5GHz have been adapted for validation purpose, where the encoding options include BPSK 1/2, BPSK 3/4, QPSK 1/2, QPSK 3/4, 16QAM 1/2, 64QAM 3/4, 64QAM 2/3 and 64QAM 3/4. A two state Finite State Machine (FSM) is used for channel access management purpose, which is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. The mechanism of the two state FSM is designed to avoid the interruption to the primary user and frequently jumping between channels, which is given as follows.

- State 0:

6.1.7 MAC Protocol Data Unit Format

In order to be transmitted and decoded by transceivers, messages are formatted into data frames according to the applied protocols. The data passed from the upper layer will be treated as Service Data Unit (SDU), then it will be attached with some necessary information. For example, in MAC layer, the data from network layer is called MAC layer SDU (MSDU). Then it will be attached with some frame control and address information bits to form the MAC layer Protocol Unit (MPDU), which will be decoded in the MAC layer on the receiver. In the proposed Smart Grid testbed, the data to be communicated between transceivers are manipulated in the MAC layer level. The designed MSDU format is illustrated in Fig. 6.7, where the meaning of each field is given as follows.

Figure 6.6: Two states Finite State Machine for channel access management.

If primary user is not using the main channel, the system stays in State 0 and updates the backup channel. Else the main channel is logged as the previous channel, then the system switches to backup channel and goes to State 1.

• State 1:
  If primary user is not using the previous channel, it is a false alarm and system switches back to the previous channel and goes to State 0. Else the system stays with this channel and goes to state 0.
In Message Type field, the message type of this frame is indicated. The applied message types include control command, measurement, calibration and network command.

In Node ID field, the data source transceiver node ID is included. Within the whole power grid, each power bus is assigned with a unique ID.

In Data field, the information to be communicated is included. The contents vary with different message types.

In Channel Status field, the spectrum sensing results and channel status information are included. In the prototype, the PU channel and SNR are included.

In Spectrum Sharing Control field, the spectrum sharing related commands and data are included, which depends on the spectrum sharing mechanism. In the prototype, the backup channel is indicated in this field.

In Time Stamp Field, the generation time for this frame is stamped in this field. This information is important for time-critical Smart Grid application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5bytes</th>
<th>1byte</th>
<th>10bytes</th>
<th>6bytes</th>
<th>3bytes</th>
<th>5bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Message Type</td>
<td>Node ID</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Channel Status</td>
<td>Spectrum Sharing Control</td>
<td>Time Stamp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.7: MAC layer Service Data Unit format.

### 6.1.8 MBED System

MBED is short for the Arm MBED IoT Device Platform, which is a fully integrated device management solution [253]. The MBED platform provides a lightweight operating system, where commonly used interfaces such as analogue, digital, I²C, SPI, CAN and USB. Together with the microprocessor unit, the MBED is an ideal platform for not only control applications, but also as a data acquisition module.

The MBED provides a highly extendible platform, where extra modules can be integrated for desired features like connectivity, security and manageability. MBED is able to support various communication connection methods, such as 6LoWPAN,
Bluetooth Low Energy, Thread, LoRa, WiFi, NFC, RFID, Mobile IoT (LPWA), cellular and Ethernet between devices. For the security oriented applications, it can provide solutions such as uVisor, MBED TLS and MBED Client to secure the communication from untrusted or malicious attacks [253].

The online compiler also provides a creative environment, where mature blocks or modules are portable between different projects. It also supports C, C++ and assembly programming languages. Various interfacing functions are provided, which makes the MBED to be called as a function in other environments. For example, the MBED can be programmed to act as data acquisition and actuator modules in C, while the measurements and control commands are piped through interfaces provided in Python.

### 6.1.9 Data Acquisition and Actuator (DAA) Module

The data acquisition components are bridges between the SDR based communication system and the RTDS based power system. In real Smart Grid application scenarios, the data acquisition is fulfilled by different dedicated sensors, such as Voltage Meter and Watt Meter. In the meantime, the control command is executed by the actuators, such as controller and breaker.

In the proposed Smart Grid testbed, the power system operation is emulated with RTDS, where the required sensors and actuators are implemented by functions in RTDS system as well as the DAA module. The measurement outputs and control inputs are fulfilled via low voltage interfaces such as the analogue output from RTDS GTAO or RTDS GTFPI module, analogue input from RTDS GTAI module, the digital output from RTDS GTDO module and digital input from RTDS GTDI module. More sophisticated grid control modules are also supported by the designed Smart Grid testbed, where high voltage interfaces are exploited. The DAA module consists of a microcontroller and extended supportive circuits, such as bypass filter, DAC module and ADC module.

In the prototype, we apply the ARM MBED NXP LPC 1768 development board as the core of DAA module between RTDS and SDR platform. The MBED module provides versatile interfaces for various purposes, including CAN, PWM, I2C,
SPI, Serial, ADC and DAC. The MBED microcontroller is programmed to feed the USRP with RTDS GTFPI analogue outputs on demand, while the RTDS control input is achieved via RTDS GTAI interface connected with MBED Analogue Output interface.

6.2 Smart Grid Testbed Evaluation

The proposed testbed is a versatile experimental platform, which is able to perform the evaluation on both power system and communication system. In order to evaluate the proposed testbed, we implement a prototype with two USRP N210, one USRP B210, three laptops, one MBED system, one set of RTDS system and two GPS modules in the Smart Grid Laboratory at Durham University. The prototype provides an evaluation of the proposed testbed framework with all the proposed features, including power system and control system based on RTDS, data acquisition and actuator via MBED and cognitive radio enabled SDR based on USRP system. In this chapter, two evaluations including communication latency and voltage stability control application will be detailed as follows.

6.2.1 Communication Latency

Communication latency is one of the most concerned parameters in Smart Grid, which is especially true when wireless communication systems are involved. In Smart Grid, there are many delay sensitive applications, where the measurements have to be collected for a real time status monitoring, and the control commands have to be executed within a valid time period.

Therefore, in the prototype, the round trip delay performance has been evaluated. On the transmitter side, a measurement frame is tagged with UTC time as illustrated in Fig. 6.7, which is synchronised via GPS module. Once the measurement frame is decoded in the MAC layer on the receiver, a calibration frame containing the transmitted frame’s time stamp is replied. Then in the MAC layer on the transmitter side, the round trip communication latency is analysed and recorded. Note that in normal operations such as the voltage stability control to be detailed in
the next part of this section, the total latency will have other contributors, such as making decisions and running power flows. Thus the evaluated time performance is the minimum achievable latency which only accounts for the communication delay.

On the transmitter side, 800 logs on the round trip time stamps are collected. The histogram of the time performance is given in Fig. 6.8. A statistical study on the data suggests that the average round trip latency is 9.68ms, where the maximum latency is 12.0ms while minimum latency is 6.9ms. Further analysis shows that the round trip delay performance can be characterized by normalized distribution, where the curve fitting algorithm suggests $N(0.00968, 0.0008)$ is the best fit to the measured data, as shown in Fig. 6.9. The prototype can achieve a latency on the level of 10ms, which is very promising in enabling the various time critical Smart Grid applications [31].

### 6.2.2 Voltage Stability Control

From the power system aspect of Smart Grid, voltage stability is one of the core power quality parameters. The voltage has to be controlled within a normal range, where too high or too low voltages will damage the devices or reduce their lifetime.

In order to provide an in-depth evaluation of the prototype, a voltage stability
control system has been implemented and evaluated. On the RTDS, the modified 4 bus power system with one generator and one wind farm has been emulated. The wind farm attached to bus 4 is able to tune the reactive power production, which can be used to maintain the voltage stability in both local grid and whole grid. A large dynamic load is connected to bus 4, which varies with time to simulate the real cases.

Two sets of SDR platforms are exploited. One set is attached to bus 4, which is referred to as bus node set. It monitors the dynamic load and control the reactive power output from the wind farm on the RTDS via the DAA module. Another set simulates the control centre, which communicates with the bus node set to collect measurements and sends the reactive power generation values. On the control centre side, the power system state estimation is performed via the power flow algorithm, while the wind farm reactive power production is calculated via the following algorithms.

$$\Delta Q = H\Delta V,$$  \hfill (6.1)

where $\Delta Q$ is the required additional reactive power generation and $H$ is the Jacobian matrix associated with the current power system status, which is obtained via power flow algorithm. $\Delta V$ is the voltage difference between the current states and the threshold voltage magnitudes. In the implemented system, this desired threshold
voltage magnitude is set to 0.983 p.u..

The system is running with IEEE 802.11 a/g/p protocols on the 2.4GHz and 5GHz frequency band. The 5.8GHz frequency band for IEEE 802.11p is assumed to be the primary user’s band, which is less crowded in spectrum and has a wider bandwidth. An ELM model is trained and exploited for the fast spectrum sensing purpose.

![Figure 6.10](image)

**Figure 6.10:** PU appears in Channel 174, while the pairs are communicating on Channel 178 and the channel is maintained.

Besides, another set of SDR platform is implemented with USRP B210 to simulate the primary user, which is assumed to random appear in any channel in 5.8GHz.
Figure 6.11: PU takes over the Channel 178, the communicating pairs switch to backup Channel 172 in the new communication round.

at any time. Two PU interruption scenarios have been evaluated. For the first scenario, the pair of nodes is communicating in Channel 178, while the PU appears on Channel 174. With the implemented FSM channel access management in Fig. 6.6, this pair maintains their channel but they are aware of the PU’s appearance, as indicated in Fig. 6.10. In the second scenario, the pair of nodes are communicating in Channel 178, and the PU appears on Channel 178. As illustrated in Fig. 6.11, the nodes are aware of the PU’s appearance. They give up the Channel 178 to the PU and successfully switch to the backup Channel 172, and their communication
With the real time feature of the testbed, the system is able to provide timely control to stabilize whole grid’s voltage magnitudes above the threshold 0.983 p.u., as indicated in Fig. 6.12-6.14. It can be also indicated by these figures that, the voltage magnitudes are maintained within the range of 0.983-1.010 p.u., which is in a more stable state than the case without control. Also due to the timely control, the variation of the voltage magnitude profile is more desirable than the case without control.
6.3 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we proposed a Smart Grid testbed based on SDR platform and RTDS system. Besides, the Cognitive Radio technology was employed in the communication system, where the spectrum sensing was enabled via machine learning algorithm. The power system was emulated via the RTDS system in real time, where the interfaces between USRP and RTDS systems were supported by a designed DAA module. Two evaluations were performed on the implemented prototype, including communication latency and voltage stability control system. Results showed that the proposed testbed can provide an average of 9.7ms round trip communication latency, and support the real time applications such as voltage stability control. The prototype validated that the proposed Smart Grid testbed was able to provide a comprehensive development environment for both power system and communication system.

Figure 6.14: Bus 4 voltage magnitude with v.s. without voltage control.
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Chapter 7

Discussions, Conclusions and Future Works

In this chapter, the main results obtained in previous chapters will be briefly summarized and discussed, which will be focusing on the generalization of effective rate theory, effective theory application in smart grid and software defined Smart Grid testbed, respectively. Based on the discussions, future works are discussed, which will be helpful to the researches on QoS performance analysis within Smart Grid.

7.1 General Discussions on the Results

7.1.1 Generalization of Effective Rate Theory

In Chapter 3, the traditional integration based method for effective rate analysis was introduced. This framework was applied to the i.n.i.d. Weibull fading channel conditions, which complemented existing effective rate researches. In Chapter 3, a new framework was proposed for the effective rate analysis, which was based on $H$ transform representation. Some key points about the proposed framework are discussed as follows.

Firstly, compared to the integration based framework, the proposed one further extended the effective rate analytical framework. As can be seen in Chapter 2 and the reference therein, although integration based framework was able to analyse
every MISO fading scenario, it was usually very hard or required extensive efforts. As illustrated in Section 4-3 Chapter 4, the analysis of SISO, i.i.d., i.n.i.d. and even correlated fading channel scenarios was more unified within the proposed framework, where the analysis complexity was transformed to obtain the MGF of the interested fading channel. The MGF was already known for most fading scenarios as listed in Table 4-4.

Secondly, the application of $H$ transform simplified the derivation procedure involved in effective rate analysis. The key point about $H$ transform was that it transformed the integration operation into the arithmetic of parameters. Similar to the application of Fourier transform or Laplace transform in the electronic analysis, this $H$ transform had provided a new method for effective rate analysis, or even other researches where complex integration manipulations were involved.

Thirdly, the representation for the effective rate of many complex fading channels could be given in the analytical form, without integration operations involved. This was a very attractive feature about the proposed framework, since effective rate was also a metric, which needed to be involved in further analysis and derivations such as QoS provisioning. When the effective rate was involved in further integration operations, the $H$ transform and $H$ function provided versatile and more unified manipulation method.

In addition, many beneficial results were obtained based on the framework, including both analytical and asymptotic results. This included more specific representations for i.n.i.d. scenarios and asymptotic approximations covering correlated fading channels. The intermediate results were also beneficial to the study of general functions like $H$ function, since these functions were frequently used in the analysis of engineering related researches.

Last but not the least, besides its advantages in the analytical analysis, the framework also showed potentials in numerical analysis. As illustrated in Chapter 3, in most scenarios the analytical representation of the effective rate was also in $H$ function format with a variation of parameters. As $H$ function was available in numerical software, such as Mathematics or Matlab, it potentially further simplified the evaluation of effective rate as a metric of the QoS performance in individual
fading channel scenarios.

7.1.2 Effective Rate Theory Application in Smart Grid QoS Analysis

As shown in Chapter 2-3, the effective rate was a versatile QoS metric, which could characterize the statistical delay performance from a cross layer view. In the latter part of Chapter 3, an initial application of effective rate on the QoS performance analysis of Smart Grid applications was presented. The analysis was performed based on specific QoS performance requirements, where minimum communication resources for a statistical delay guarantee was recommended. Further in Chapter 5, a more specific scenario was investigated, where the power system observability performance was analysed under constrained communication resources. The effective rate was applied to bridge the gaps between two systems, where three observability improvement methods were proposed. From these investigations, some discussions on the application of effective rate theory in Smart Grid QoS analysis could be given as follows, which might provide an in-depth understanding of this metric’s benefits.

In the beginning, effective rate theory has the potential in bridging the research gap between power system and communication system in the study of Smart Grid. Traditionally power system and communication system are two distinct and largely separated research areas. This results in the complicated situation in the integration of such two systems, especially during the analytical researches. Although the performance metrics in either system are usually well investigated, the mutual influence is still not well addressed yet. Let alone it is essentially a complicated task to characterize some metrics within one system, such as delay in the communication system. Thus via the demonstrations in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, effective rate as a cross layer oriented QoS metric is also a potential metric in addressing the coupling effective between power system and communication system.

Moreover, effective rate theory is also an analytical framework, which paves the way for both analytical and numerical researches on interested application performances in Smart Grid. With the further extension of existing integration based effective rate analytical framework in Chapter 3 and the new proposed MGF and
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$H$ transform based framework in Chapter 4, the analytical effective rate representation for general or specific Smart Grid scenarios can be readily available. This not only benefits the modelling of such application scenario in a theoretical way, but also provides a numerical evaluation tool for the consideration of various communication system effects, such as channel fading effects and communication resource constraints.

### 7.1.3 Software Defined Smart Grid Testbed

As reviewed in Chapter 2, it has attracted a lot of universities, laboratories, and institutions to build testbeds for an experimental Smart Grid environment. The proposed software defined Smart Grid testbed in Chapter 6 provides such environment with large flexibility in both power system and communication system. To be specific, the benefits of this testbed can be listed as follows.

Firstly, the RTDS system is able to support real time simulation in a wide range of power system scenarios, including system level control, transmission network, distribution network, system modelling and small scale signal simulations. Besides, the RTDS system itself is also modularized, where desired simulation scale can be achieved via extra computing cards. The available I/O cards provide versatile interfacing methods to other simulators and hardware. For example, hardware-in-the-loop can be achieved with high voltage interfaces, while various control and measurements can be realized using the analogue and digital input/output interfaces.

Secondly, the MBED system is a different trial on the interfacing method within Smart Grid testbed. The MBED system is programmed as data acquisition and actuator module, which itself acts and emulates the intelligent electrical devices (IEDs) like meters or controllers deployed in the Smart Grid. This is another dimension provided by this testbed for Smart Grid related researches. Besides, the system is also highly extendible, for example modules can be integrated to achieve a large IoT network. The application of MBED also benefits the whole testbed in the aspect of computation. As MBED itself can be programmed to perform complex control or interfacing tasks, this also reduces the signal processing burden from both communication system and power system end. The MBED is in essence a hardware platform,
but due to its programmable feature, it is integrated into the whole testbed similar to those SDR modules.

The most important aspect of this software defined Smart Grid testbed is its integration of SDR system to implement the communication system. According to the extensive reviews in Chapter 2, this is the first time that a SDR system is used to build a Smart Grid testbed. The software defined radio provides an environment similar to simulation testbeds solely based on software, where the difference is the APIs have been related to real hardware functions and resources. On the other hand, the SDR system itself is a real hardware system, where all implemented designs are readily and commercially available. Besides, since the infrastructure of a SDR based system is combinations of software defined modules, the comparisons or evaluations of new technologies and configurations are therefore facilitated.

From the above discussions, it can be concluded that the proposed software defined Smart Grid testbed is able to provide a versatile experimental environment, specifically in the aspect of implementation of different communication protocols, evaluation of Smart Grid applications in wide range of practical power system scenarios, and the emulation of IED device performances.

### 7.2 Future Works

As discussed in the previous section, the works introduced in this thesis brings some potential new research directions in Smart Grid QoS performance analysis. Thus some future works are identified as follows.

#### 7.2.1 Further Extensions on Effective Rate Theory

Although effective rate theory is based on cross layer analysis within the communication system, the researches involved in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are all based on Physical layer and Network layer. This is also true to most existing literature, where the influence of MAC layer has been overlooked. To the best of the author’s knowledge, only empirical model is available which simultaneously considers Physical layer, MAC layer and Network layer. Thus in the future work, efforts will be
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put on the analytical framework to include the effects from all these three layers.

7.2.2 Effective Rate in Smart Grid Application QoS Analysis

As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the effective rate can serve as the coupling point between power system and communication system in the Smart Grid application QoS analysis. Effective rate as a QoS metric connects statistical delay performances and communication resources, thus it is possible to use similar research method to the analytical studies of other time critical Smart Grid applications. Future work will include applying effective rate to investigate real time voltage stability control and distributed renewable resources management.

7.2.3 Further extensions on Software Defined Smart Grid Testbed

The work introduced in Chapter 6 presents the framework of the proposed testbed, where a small scale prototype has been implemented. The prototype shows potential in the evaluation of real time Smart Grid applications, for example the real time voltage stability control. In the future work, several aspects will be focused on, including expanding the communication protocol pool, large scale networking, distribution network scenario, distributed renewable energy management, and wireless supported PMU.

7.3 Thesis Conclusion

In this thesis, the QoS performances in Smart Grid scenario has been studied from both theoretical and practical aspects. Effective rate theory has been studied as a potential method in addressing the coupling effects between power system and communication system. The proposed new effective rate analytical and asymptotic framework has shown its flexibility and advantages for various wireless fading channels, including SISO, MISO i.n.i.d. and correlated scenarios. Furthermore, effective
rate has been used to improve power system observability under communication constraints, which also demonstrates the potential of effective rate in addressing the general problem where power system and communication system are deeply coupled. A new software defined Smart Grid testbed framework has also been proposed, which is flexible and scalable in configuration while versatile in experimental contents. The implemented prototype and the demonstration cases have shown that the testbed is able to evaluate real time Smart Grid application performances.
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